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OF POOR QU.~UT·;" 
Computer Vision -- visual perception employing computers 
shares with "Expert Systems" the role of bcin& one of the most 
popular topics in Artificial Intelligence today. Commer~ial 
vision systems have already begun to be used in manufacturing and 
robotic systems for inspection and guidance tasks. Other systems 
at various stages of de~elopment, are beginning to be employed in 
military, cartograhic end image interpretation applications. 
This report reviews the basic nppronches to such syster.ls, 
the techniques utilized, applications, the current cxinting 
systems, the state-of-thC-3rt of the technology, i,ssues und 
research requirements, who is doing it and wilo is funding it., and 
finally, future trends and expectations. 
The computer vision field is multifaceted, having m[m~' 
participants with diverse viewpoints, with many papers having 
been written. Houever, the field is still in the early stageD of 
development--organizing principles have not yet crystalized, and 
the associated technology has not yet been rai.;ionalized. Thus, 
this report is not as smooth and even as would be de3ir~ble. 
Nevertheless, this overview should prove useful to engineering 
and research managers, potential users and others who will be 
affected by this field as it unfolds. 
*This report is in support of the more general NBS/NASA report, 
An Overview of Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. 
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I wish to thank the many individuals and organizations who 
have contributed to this report by furnishing information and 
sugge~tions. I particularly would like to thank Drs. T. Binford 
of Stanford, M. Brady of M.I.T., H. Tenenbaum arid"H. Darrow of 
Fairchild and Gennery et, al of JPL for furnishing source material 
that was essential to the development of this report. In 
addition: I would like to thank the staff of the NBS Industrial 
Systems Division, CDMR R. Ohlander of DARPA, Drs. A. Rosenfeld 
and M. Schneer of U. of MD., M. Fischler of SRI, E. Sacerdoti of 
M.I.C. and J. Hilder of Object Recognition Systems for revicuing 
this report and suggesting corrections and mod1fications. 
However, any remaining errors or omissions must remain the 
responsib1lity nf the author. I would also like to thank Margie 
Johnson for typing and facilitating the publication of this NBS 
series of reports on Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. 
It is not the intent of the National Bureau of Standards to 
recommend or endorse any of the manufact.urers or organizations 
named in this report, but simply to attempt to provide an 
overview of the computer vision field. HOHeVe!', in such a 
diverse nnd rapidly changing field, important activities and 
products may not have been mentioned. Lack of such mention does 
not in any way imply that they a~e not also worthwhile. The 
author would appreciate having any such omissions or oversights 
called to his attention so that they can be co~sidered for future 
reports. 
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I. Introductio~ 
Following the lead of Cohen and Feigenbaum (1982, p. 127) He 
may consider computer vi3ion to be the information-processing 
task of understanding a scene from its projected images. Other 
fields such as image processing and pattern rec~gnition also 
utilize computers in vision tasks. However, we cem distinguish 
the fields by categorizing them as follows: 
Imae;e processing is a signal .E.!:Ecessing tas\< that transforms 
an input image into a more desirable output image through 
processes such as nois9 reduction, contrast enhancement and 
registration. 
Pattern recognitio~ is a classification task that classifies 
images into predetermined categories. 
automatically builds a description not only of the image itself, 
but of the three dimension~l scene that it depicts. The term 
s~ analysis has been used in the past to emphasiZE the 
distinction between proce5sing two dimensional images, as in 
pattern classificiation, and seeking information about three-
dimensional scenes. 
In this report, we \0'111 emphasize the Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) aspects of vision and therefore will dwell on 
image understanding. Image understanding includes among its 
techniques, many of the methods found in image processing and 
pattern recognition . 
~-------
However, it also includf!s geomet:-ic 
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rn.odellng, and AI knol:L::dge j·,~prcG(;ntation and cognitive 
processing techniques-. 
Hiatt (1981, p. 3) .0!:>scrvc3, "For p:--actlcal puri'0ses, 
investigators of computer vision often define seeing as gnth~ring 
visual data for the purpose af making complex decisi~ns. 
Compute:-- vision is acco:-oingly, a major adjunct. to the study of 
artificial intelligence." Arden (1980, p. 482) adds, "A view 
widely held by psychologists is that ~e:-ception is an aetive 
process in which hypotheses arc formed about the nature of the 
environment and sensory information is sought that will confirm 
0:- refute these hypotheses. This view of percep~ion, as a form 
of problem-solving at leas'; ::It !}()me st<.lgc, is held by many 
researchers in artificial intelligence. 1I Thus, computer vision 
with its many current and potential applications is a m~jo­
Artificial Intelligence (AI) topic today. The following chapters 
are an attempt to provide an overview of this important and 
growing fi~ld. In addition to reviewing the conceptu~l basis for 
computer 'ision and its associated techniques, \.:0 will also 
review thei~ implementation in vizio~ systecs, both re~earch n~d 
commercial. 
Chapters II, III and IV further define compute~ vision, 
reviewing its origins and its relation to ~uman vision. Chapter 
V briefly indicates applications of computt vision. 
Chapters VI outlines a basis for a general purpose computer 
vision system, in the process providing a struc~ure for 
comp~ehending systems with lesser aspirations. 
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Chapter VII ruviews the basic control structures suitable 
for vision systems. Chapter VIII examines the successive levels 
of representation found in computer vision systems. 
Vision systems, both research and industrial are covered in 
Chapters IX and X. Information on who the principal participants 
are in the computer vision field is given in Chapters XI and XII. 
The state-of-the-art, current problems and issues, research 
requirements and future trends are presented in Chapters XIII to 
XVI. 
ReViews of the representat.ion methods and processing 
techniques used in computet vision are given in the appendices. 
Appendix ~ reviews representations for low level image 
features such as pixels, edges, regions, etc. 
Appendix! reviews techniques (such as -filtering and 
thresholding) for extracting edges and regions. 
--
Aprendix f discusses methods for symbiotically combining 
image segmentation with interpretation. 
Appendix Q provides an overview of methods (such as 
statistical features, boundary curves, primitive forms, and 
relational graphs) for succinctly representing image features and 
utilizing the resulting representation for recognition. 
Appendix E reviews the various methods for extracting 
intrinsic image characterist~cs such as surface shapes, ranges 
and orientations from 2-D images. Also included is a discussion 
of extracting shape and velocity from successive images of 
objects in motion. 
-
Appendix I provides an overview of ~igher levels of 
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reprcsentation--both v()lIHr:f;t'·~i(; f:nd proC'odural models, and 
symbol ie descriptions such as reI at 5.onai. graphs. 
Appendix Q reviews how int~insic images can be given higher 
level interpretations by s,-<pnenting intrinsic surface 
characteristics into obj~cts (eith~r by model or symbolic 
description matching) yielding object recognitions or scene 
descriptions. 
Appendix H reviews real-time visual tracking, needed for 
guidance, assembly and other tasks. 
A glossary of terms in computer vi3ion is given in Appendix 
K. Publications sources for further information are listed in 
Appendix ,h. 
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C~PUi;.er :.(computt:tinnal or mnchine) ~ision. eLln be defined as_ 
pe!'ception bY..ll...£0mputcr b .. ::;cd on visual sensory input. 
Horn (1979, pp. 70-'71) chnrncterizes machine vision (rr-om a 
robotic orientation) ns follMJs: 
An optical system for-ms an image of some thr-ee-
dimensional [3-D] arrangement of parts. The two-
dimensional [2-D] image is sensed and converted into 
machine readable format. It is the purpose of the 
machille visinn system to derive information from this 
image useful in the execution of the given task. In 
the simplest ca~le the information sought will concern 
only the location and orient:ltion of an isolated 
object--more commonly, objects have to be r-ecognized 
find their spntial relationships determined. This can 
be vie wed n sap roc e 5 sin w h i c had esc r io p t ion 0 f the 
s ce neb e i n g \I i ~ w e u i s d eve 1 0 D cd fro m the r a \>/ i m a ft e • 
The aescripti')11 has to be appropriate to the particular 
:lpplication. That is, irrelevant visual fe&tures 
should be discnrilt>d, while needed relationships between 
parts of objects must be deduced from their optical 
p~oJectioll. 
Ba~~oH ;lnd Tenenbaum (1981, p. 573) enlarge on this fr0m a 
more general viewpoint, stating: 
VisiIHl is an informatil1n-processing t:lsk wit.h 
we 11- d c fin e din put and 0 u t put. The in put C I~ n sis t s of 
arrays of br i ghtne!1s vnlue:;, represent ing proj cetiolls 
01' a th~ee-dimensi(nal scene recorded by a camera or 
c-:llIparable ima~ing device. Severnl input arrays may 
provide information in several spectral bands (color) 
or from multiple viewpoints (stereo or time sequ~nce). 
The desired output is a concise description of the 
three-dimen:;ional scent> depicted in the image, the 
eX;lct nature or which depends upon the goals and 
t~xpect.;lt.ions of the observer. It gelle~Rlly involves a 
desc~iJU...iru:l or ob lects and their interrelationships, 
brr-r fl1:1y ;11so include such informatlon as the three-
dimensional structure I)f surfaces, their physical 
CITI1:-.lcLe:-istics (sh3pe, text.ure, colnr, materiaU, and 
the ll)catinns or shadows 3nd light sources ••. 
, 
In this rep.)rt, we I-.Iill f.)llow the lead of [\all;lrd and Brown 
( 1 I) H 2, p . 2) and d e fin e Com P 1I t e r Vis i .) n a slit he en t e r p r i s e 0 f 
aut i) mat i n g :-lnd i n t. 0 S r ;1 till ~ .1 h' ide r 3 n ~ e 0 f p r () c e sse s n n d 
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representations uoed for vinion pGrception. n The emphasis \-1111 
• . .. t"'I I . ~ 
be on generating a dC::lc:'iption 01' an un.qi":,!':3t.t111d·ing of tho sccno 
, <, 
from which the image was obtained. The next chapter will enlarge 
on this point of view. 
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III. Ori81ns of Con1puter:, ;lisi0!l 
Computer vision iu based l~~acly on ide23 from three related 
......- - ------. ---...... --- -
fields: image proccs:ing, u~ttern recognition and scene 
analysis. 
Rosenfeld (1981, p. 596) state3 that, "In image processing, 
the input and the output ore both images with the output an 
improved' version of the input. 1I III preprocessing we have gray-
scale modification (usually to normalize scene brightness and 
contrast), sharpening (to restore the ueakened high spatial 
frequencies) and smoothing to remove noise in the image. If two 
images have to be compal'ed I they may have to be registered (Le., 
geometrically transformed to make then congruent) before motching 
them. 
In pattern recogni tion the input is the image, but the 
output is a desc~iption of the image based on a priori knowledge 
of expected patterns. The computer usually starts with ;1. list of 
bl"'ightn~ss values associated Hith the ar!'ay of hundreds of 
thousands of pointe corl"'esponding to the image. Recognizing a 
pattern means replacing this mass of undigested dnta with a much 
simpler more useful description. However, it is usually 
impractical to search directly for examples of the patterns we 
are interested in this array of intensity values. Instead, it is 
often mo~e convenient to first seal"'ch for examples of simpler 
pattel"'ns (such as edges and regions), referred to as features. A 
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simplified dC3cription of the ir;d~5\: constructad from th.3:!e 
features cnn then ~e used ~s the basis for pattern rccognition G• 
~ene <:Ina: ys i 3 is concct"ned wi th the transforrnat ion of 
simple fe~ture9 into abstract descriptions relating to objects 
that cannot be simply ~eco~nizcd based on pattern matching. 
Brady (1981A, pp. 4-5) referring to scene analysis as image 
understanding (IU) expands on the differences between pattern 
recognition and lU, observing that typically pattern recognition 
systems are concerned with recognizing the input as one of a 
usually small set of possibilities. Pattern recognition systems 
are mostly concerned with images of basically two dimensional 
objects. When the images are of three dimensional objects, such 
as engine parts, they are effectively treated as two dimensional, 
by considering each stable position as a separate object. In 
contrast, IU has dealt extensively with three dimensional images. 
-----------------------------------------More significantly, pattern recognition syztems typically 
operate directly on the image. IU approaches to most visual 
processes (e.g., stereo, texture, shape from shading), operate 
not on the image but on symbolic representations that have been 
computed by earlier processing such as edge detection. 
Arden (1980, pp. 482-483), taking a historical perspectl ve, 
contrasts the pattern-recognition ar.d the lU or AI approach as 
follows: 
ft Pratt (1978, pp. 568-569) indicates that in many cases for 
simple objects in uncluttered imagery, it is feasible to extract 
needcj features by tr-ansformations of the images (e.g., using a 
two dimensional Fourier transform). The resulting feature space 
can be partioned into regions for classification into objects, 
based on prototypes. 
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Sine: the c~rly sixties there haa been a marked 
divergence bet.H0en the p<lttcrn-t"€;C(;l~l'litioli and AI np-
prn~ches to computer an21ysi9 of images. The [ormer 
approach has cnntinu~d to stress the usc of ad hoc 
image features in combination \dth statistical 
classification techniqups. More recently. use has bocn 
made of IIs1';ntacticII methods in which images are PR 
recogniZ'C'd' y a Ii arsing lt rocess 3S being built up 
h"!'erarc lca y o. prlml lve constituents. By contrast, 
tfie AI approach has employed P"roblem-solvinB 
methodologies based on extansive use of knol>lledge about A:t 
the class of images, or "scenes,1I to be analyzed ••• 
Much of the work on computer vision has dealt with 
images of scenes containing solid objects viewed from 
nearby. These are the sort of images with which n 
robot vision system must cope in using vision to guide 
its motor activities, including m~nipulation and 
locomotion. The analysis of such images is usually 
called "scene analysis," to distin.uish it from the 
analysis a lmages at are eS3entially tHa-
d'! men s 1 0 n a I , s u c has p h 0 tom i c r 0 g rap h s ( \1 h i c h :3 h 0 H 
c:-oss-seCETons), rad iographs (which sho\</ projections), 
satellite imagery (in which terrain reliel.' is 
negligible), documents, diagrams, maps, and DO on. The 
method:; of computer vision, however, apply equ2l1y to 
these latter classes of images; the term need not ll.e. 
restricted to three-dimensional scene analysis. 
,. 
In this report we will only treat inage proce5sin~ and low-
level vis ion tot he ext e n t nee d e d for i mag e un del" s t i1 n d.:, n G . 
Patt.e:-n recogni tion, which has b:'oken off from AI and has also 
become a separate field, will also be given minimum treatment. 
To a large ext.ent, the terms ::u:ene analysis,' i~1t£ 
';InderstandinEL,. ~nd 9.illUlmt~ vision have become synonymous. The 
more advanced vision systems have a strong AI flavor, being 
heav By concerned with symbol ic proces~es for represent ing and 
\ 
manipulating klw\/ledge in a problem solving mode. Though vision 
systems that. p;-itn3!'"ily depend on patte:'n recognition techniques 
are also treated in this :-epnrt, the intent is to concentrate on 
the knowledge-based scene analY5i~ (IU) approach which is the 
----
major focus in AI computational vision. 
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that human vision has to the AI approach to computor vinlon. 
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IH l' 2 Nan' a Ii d tE s hi he 1'" a (1 978, p. 42) t J k e the vie u t hat 
"Artificial Intelligence iG (or ought to be) the study of infor-
mation prncessin~ problems th~t characteristically have their 
roots in some aspect of biological information processing." They 
developed a computational theo~y of vision based on their study 
of human vision. Figure 1 representz the transition from the raw 
image th~ough the primal sketch to the 2-1/20 sl<t!tch <indicated 
in Figure 2), \~hich contains information on 10c<11 surface 
orientations, boundaries, and depths. 
The pr-ir.1al sketch, reminiscent of an artist's hurried 
drawing, is a primitive but rich description of the way the 
intensities change over the visual field. It can be reprencntcd 
by a set of short line segments separatins r~gions of different 
brightnesses. A list of the properties of the lines segments, 
such as location, length, nnd orientation for each segment can be 
used to represent the primal sketch. 
The late Dr. Marr and his associHtes' development. '1f ::1 
hum,'n visual information processin3 theor';' (Marr, 1982) ha~ had a 
.. 
sub~tantial impact on computational vision. 
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Sketch 
Intensity Representationa Visible Surface Repr~Gentaticn3 
The computations begin with representations of the intensities in 
an image--first the ieage itself, (e.g., the gray-level intensity 
array) and then the primal sketch, a representation of spati~l 
variations in intensity. Next comes the operation of a set of 
modules, each employing certain aspects of the information 
contained in the image to derive information ab6ut local 
orientation, local depth, and the boundaries of .:.;urfaCC3. From 
this is constructed the so-called 2-1/2 dioensional sketch. Note 
that no "high-level" information is yet brough to bear: the 
computations proceed by utilizing only what is available 1n the 
image itself. 
Source: ~arr and Nishihara, 1978, p. 42. 
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A candidate for the so-called 2-1/2-dimensional sketch, which 
encompasses local determination~ of the depth and orientation of 
surfaces in an image, as derived from processes that operate upon 
the primal sketch or some other representation of changes in 
gray-level intensity. The lengths of the needles represent the 
degree of tilt at various points in the surface; the orientations 
of the needles represent the directions of tilt... Dotted lines 
show contours of surface discontinuity. No explicit 
representation of depth appear's in this figdre. 
Source: Marr and Nishihara, 1978, p. 41. 
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Darrol>! and Tencnb::':tm (1981, Pl'. 579-580~ also seck "tn'sights 
into tha qrganization of a high~performance, 8cn~ral-purpose 
visual systeQ from obse~v2tions of the behavior of the human 
vinual system. They observe th~t a person looking at a ~atural 
scene, such as the landscape, is aware of many intermediat.e 
levels of de::lcription, such a3 surfaces, volumes, ands-hadoHs. 
Over a wido ranGe of viewpoint and illumination, a person can 
readilr estimate quite accurately such local surface 
characteristics as reflectance, color, texture, distance r and 
orientation, a3 well as such global characteristics as size, and 
shape. Boundaries are seen not merely as intensity 
--
discontinuities, but as physically oisnificant cvcnts--
di~continui tics in distance, orientation, reflectance, incident 
illumination, and so forth. Humans also experience immediate 
slobal perceptions: the type of scene (landscape), the domir-nnt 
orientations of the support plane and the gravitational vertical, 
the direction of illumination, and the viewpoint with respect to 
these. ~~hus, Hhat a person sees are intrinsic charactel"'istlcs 
of three-dimensional surfaces, not transient features of a t\-IO-
dimensional imag~ as observed under a particular set of viewing 
conditions. 
They also note that perception by humans of· surfaces and 
surface boundaries does not appear to depend critically upon 
contrast nor familiarity with the specific o~jects depicted. 
T~ are s..!.ro:1g indications (c.r. GovaTter, 1977) t.hat the 
interpretative planning areas of the human brain set up a context 
.--
for processing the input data. (This is captured by Minsky's 
(1975) AI "frame" concept for knowledge representation). The 
14 
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brain then uses visunl and other cues from the environment to 
draw in past knoHlcdgc to generate an internal represent~ticn end 
interpretation of the scene. This knowledge-based expectation-
guided approach to vision is now appearing in the advanced AI 
computer vision systems (discussed in later Chapters). 
Barrow and Tennenbaum suggest that insights gained by 
studying human vision, coupled with experience resuliins from 
building machine vision systems, can provide the basis for a 
computational model of visual processing. Their approach to a 
general purpose computer vision system will be pursued in Chapter 
VI, but now we pause to motivate this pursuit by briefly 
reviewing applications of computer vision already under~ay in 
this rapidly growing field. 
" .; 
.: 
v. ApDlications 
OR!GINAl PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Brady (1981A, p. 2) state::: that, "There is currently a surge 
of interest in image underst:.tnding on the part of indust."y and 
the military." Current computer' vision applications, primarily 
taken from Brady (1981A, pp. 3-4), arc listed in Figure 3. 
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AUTOMATION OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES 
Object acquisition by robot arms, ror example sorting 
or packing items arriving on conveyor belts. 
,Automatic guidance of SC3m welders and cutting toolc. 
VLSI-related proces::;es, such as lead bonding, chip 
alignment and packaging. 
Honitnring, filtering, and thereby containine the 
flood of data from oil drill sites or from seismographs. 
Pro'! id ing visual feedback for automatic assembly and 
repair. 
INSPECTION TASKS 
The inspection of printed ciruit boards for spurs, 
shorts, and bad connections. 
Checking the results of casting processes for 
impurities and fractures. 
Screening medical images such as chromosome slid~~, 
cancer smears, x-ray and ultrasound image3~ tomography. 
Routine screening of plant samples. 
Inspection of alpha-numerics on labels and m, .. .J:actuicd 
items. 
Checking packagi.ng and contents in phar'maceutical and 
food industries. 
Inspection of glass items for cracks, bubbles, etc. 
REMOTE SENSING 
Cartograph~ the automatic generation of hill-shaded 
maps, and theregistration of satellite images with 
terra in maps. 
Monitoring traffic along roads, docks, and at 
airfields. 
Hanngemcnt of land resou!'ces such as water, forestry, 
soil erosion, and crop growth. 
Explnration of remote or hostile regions for fossil 
~uels and mineral ore deposits. 
11 
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Figure 3 (cent.) 
MAKING COMPUTER POWER MORE ACCESSIBLE 
omcm-JAL PAGE IS 
OF POOr? QUALITY 
Man aBC mcn·t i n f () r IJ "-~ t. ion s y s t e iii 3 t hat h a v e a 
communication channel conside~ably wider than current 
systems that are d,_:(~r-e~8(":d by tj'pinc; 0:- pointing. 
Document readers (for those who still use paper). 
Design aids for architects and mechanical engineers. 
MILITARY APPLICATIONS 
Tracking moving objects. 
Automatic navigation based on passive sensing. 
Target acquisition and ranze finding. 
AIDS FOR TIfE PARTIALLY SIGHTED 
Systems that read a document and speak what they read. 
Automatic "guide dog" navigation systcm3. 
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B~rrnw and Tenenbaum (1981\ p. 573) observe that in going 
from a scene V': Cln ima!ic (:om 8r-r<1'i of br; fThtness values) that the 
-:ii.i;a·gc 'Cti\!Q.G!::s lIiuch infor-r;'otion about the scene, but the 
'>(f~.) ",' 
information is confounded in the single brightness value at each 
po i n t. In pI'oJecting onto t.hc t\io-dimensional 
--information about the three-dimensional structure of the scene is 
lost. In order to decode brightness values and recover a scene 
d~ipti2nr it i:. :1eces~al"Y to eeploy a priori knowl(!dgf: 
embodied in modele of the scene domain, the illumination, and the 
-
imaging process. 
Scene models can be devised to describ-e the three-
-
dimensional world in terms of surfaces and objects. 
Illumination models can be utilized to describe the primary 
light sources, their positions, spatial extents, intensities, 
colors, and so forth. 
Sensor mod~ls descl~ibe the photometric and geometric 
properties of the sensor, which can be used to predict bow a 
particular scene, observed frem a particular viewpoint and under 
particular illumination conditions, is transformed into the two-
dimensional array of brightness values that constitutes the 
input. 
As indicated by Figure 4, computer vision is an active 
----------~--------------------
prrcess that uses these models to interpret the sensory data. To 
accommodate the diversity of appearance found in real imagery, a 
-
high-perform3"ce, general-purpose systen must embody a great deal 
-of knowledge in its models. 
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vision 3ystom~. Chapter VI! dincucsDs parudia ms for eo~putar 
vis i () n s y s t c tn.s • Chapter VII! pri"!8cnts the levels of 
ropresentation nppropri~tQ tn high performance systom8. Chapter 
I~ reviews re&c~rch efforts 1n building such ~ystcm~. 
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tho array or ph!~l t!~r>l! tudc~ t.ilat <lurinG the ootilpute." 1oag~ 
and using atoToci !."lodel;) (c;litlwi" st'cclfio or sonorio) detercinco 
the oontent of a noenc. Typically, vnrlou~ ~yeboll0 footurc3 
ouch as 11n03 end nrco3 arc firat dQtcr~incj from thc image. 
Th~5e ~re then compared with 3ioilai" foaturon associated with 
storod models to find n oDtc~ when ~Dooirio objects aro boing 
nOUGht. In mora, anneric COJ~S, it is nooonanry to dotorcine 
vorlou5 oharaotoristic:] of tho aoono, und usins Bcnoric models 
deterclno 1'roe Gooootrio :;hopcs and other fsotor::l (such a~ 
allowable rolat1on~hip~ bctuocm objoot:Ji th~ nature of the scene 
content. 
A variety of pBrndlama have been prcpo30d to :;:cCOQplish 
these tanks in image undct>~tt.mding 3y:-;tC!.1S. These pg:·odiarilS orc 
bosed on G conmon set of brondly derined procenslng Gnd 
.. 
manipu10tins clements: feature e::t.r"oction, 5ytlboli·~ 
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differ :"ri:narily in hOll theno clccont3 (defined below) nrc 
organized and controlled, nnd the degree of artificiul 
intelligence and knowledge employed. 
A. Hicrorchical-Bottorn-uE Approach 
Figure 5A is a block diagram of a hierarchical paradige of 
an image understanding Sy8tcc th~t cmploy~ a bottom-up proc~351ns 
approach. First, primitive feotures are extracted fron the array 
of picture element intensities thnt constitute the observed 
EThis chapter is primarily bused on Pratt, 1978, pp. 570-574. 
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FeatureD Symbolo 
B. Hiererchical Top-de" .. !')\~ro.Rch 
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Image 't ... I I 
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.. --.a 
Descri,tion 
F~ature Control Syo~ol Control 
Feature Control 
C. Heterarchica1 Appro.:1ch 
Semantic 
D. Blackboard ~proach 
Source: Pratt. 1978, pp. 570-574. 
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amplitudes, edge point locations and textursl deccriptors. 
Next this set of features is passed on to the semantic 
interpretation stage where the fe~tures ore grouped into 3yrnbolic 
r<;:presentations. For example, edge points are grouped into line 
seg~ents or closed curves, and adjacent region segments of common 
attributes are combined. The resultant symbol set of lines, 
regions, etc., in combination with n priori stored model~, D~e 
then operated upon (i.e., semantically Interpt'cted) to produce an 
application dependent scene descripti~n • 
Dottom-up refers to the sequential processing and cont:'ol 
operation of the system startins wi th t.he input image. The i~ey 
to success in this approach lies in 0 sequential reduction in 
dimensionality from stage to stage '- vit31 82 the relative 
processing complexity is generaliy greuter nt each 3ucceeding 
stage. The hierarchical bottom-up approoch cnn be developed 
successfully for domains with simple scenes ~ade up of only L 
limited nlmber of previously known objects. 
D. Hierarchical Top-down Approach 
This approach (usually called hypothesi ze and test) I shOHn 
in Figure 5D, is goal directed, the interpretation stage being 
guided in its analysis by trial or test descriptions of a scene . 
An example would be using template m~tching -- mutchcd filtering 
to search for a specific object or structure within the scene. 
Matched filtering is normally performed nt th~ pixRl level by 
cross correlation of an object template with an observed image 
field. It is often computntionally advant3geOlJS, because of the 
reduced dimensionality, to perform the interpretation at a higher 
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leval in tho chain b~ oorrolatloc i~aGo reQturo~ or sy~bols 
rnther then p1:o1s • 
. ~ . 
· .. ":' ' 
Hiernrch:'cal image undc:rstai,d:iig systems ore norca11y 
designed fa~ specific npplication~. They thus tend to lac~ 
adaptability. A large arnnunt of 9rocc3sing is also u~uDlly 
required. Pratt (1978, pp. 572-573) observes that often much of 
this proces5ing is wasted in the generation of features and 
symbols not required for the analysis of ~ particular scene. A 
technique to avoid this problem is to establish a central .Clonitor 
to observe the overall p~rformance of thc image understanding 
system and then issue commands tb the various Sy5tC~ elements to 
mod i fy thei r operation to max 1m i zc system per formancc and 
efficiency. 
Figure 5C is a block diagram of an image understanding 
system that achieves heterarchical operation by distributed 
feedback control. If the se~antic interpretation stage in the 
model experiences difficulty in working with its input ~ymbol 
set, control can be fed back to the symbolic representation stage 
to request a new set of symbols. TIlis action in turn may result 
in a command to the feature extraction stage requesting a 
modified set of features. When required, direct feedback control 
is also possible between the se~antic interpreter and feature 
extractor. This paradigm provides an important auxiliary benefit 
in addition to flexibility. That is, the dimensionality of the 
feature and symbol sets can he kept at minimum levels because the 
sets can be restructured on command. 
D. Blackboard Approach 
Another image understanding system configur~tion called the 
blackboard model has been proposed by Reddy and Newell (1915). 
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Figure 5D18 a simplifiod roprosentation of thl0 approach 1n 
which the varinU3 aysten cle~ents ccmnunic~to with each othor via 
a common uOl'kinG data storago called tho blackboard. Uhonovcr 
any element PGrrOr~3 a taok its output is put into tho common 
data 5torage, which 1s lndependently aocessible by all other 
elements. The individual C!lomcnt!l cun be directed by a ccntrnl 
control, or- they can be designed to Dct autonomously to further 
the common syst€m goal os required. The blackboard system is 
particularly attractive in ca~QS where several hypothoses must be 
considered simultaneou31y and their components need to bo kept 
track of at various levels of repre~entation. 
. ~. 
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VIII. LovalD of HGPr~~~n~~tio~ 
• _ .... _~~~""'~·''''''';I''''''''.W'1~~.'':''~'''''''c:. .... _ ... 
A comput~r vinion a~stcn~ 11k~ hu~~n v13icn, 13 cnmconly 
conaiderod to be nctm"aJ.J,y otl'tJ.ctuY'ea as a 8UOoos3ion of levels 
of roproDentct~on8 Tc~cnbnun ct ~l. (1979, pp. 242-243) suggezts 
the following levelG (11ctcd frou low to hiBh): 
I~ases 
Pictorial fC8tu~es 
Intrln~1c surfacoD and bodies 
3-D surfaces and bodies 
Space \nOp 
Symbolic relDtlonships 
Tenenbaum at aL contr~3t thi3 tli th current induztz'ial 
vision f..ystems relying heavily on deta,iled fJodels of particular 
objects to aooompll~h teska, employing lovels of: 
Images. 
Piotorial features (Ed~e3 & Regions) 
2-D feature attributes 
Objcct3 (opccific 2-D views) 
Current industrial nystems u3ually begin by thresholding the 
original gray-level image to obtain a binary arruy. Pictorial 
features (regions or edges) arc t~en extracted from the grny-
level or binary image and equated with surfaces or surfnce 
boundarie3. These 2-D att,ibutes of these pseudo-surface 
featuras arc then symbolioally matohed against 2-D models 
(representing specific views of expected objects) to ~chieve 
recognition. As these industrial systems rely on prototype 2-D 
representations of anticipated objects, they are very limited for 
use in more general environments. 
Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981, pp. 580-581) :luggest the levels 
given in Figure 6 as those appro~riate to a general-purpose 
vision system. The processing steps in the figure that transform 
each level of representation to the next require knowledge from 
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modelB;pt:~h~physlcs of the imaGine proce~s, the 111umin~tlon 
.' .'" '; ',' ~',:. . \ 
and thi ~6cn~. At the lc~o~ levels f these models help re301ve 
the ambiguity associat~d with going from a three dimensional 
~ .. -.~' world to a two dimenolonal image. At the higher levels, thc~e 
modela provide a found~tion for orgnnizing surface fragments into 
recognizable objects . 
. ',; 
f··\~·-'. 
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-...... , 
t.il,l1CQblo 
'i'4Glto 
(1':oce!,., 1 
(Rcpreol.r.1tGLioc 1 
t.lert1lls 
Moddll 
Utl1hc.d 
Scnoer 
l'hotCtletry 
U.o:!.t1nu1tY J.nczaly J 
Ce~try '-;:::::::~--------~~----4 fhot~~try 
HISnipulGt10n 
An:llo£lc:al 
t.,aGon1r1l\ 
Object 
Rec:o::nition 
Scene 
Recoanitton 
Evant 
Recognttion 
Surfaces, Vo1uaes 
&odin 
f.v~nt .. 
Source: ~arrav ,nd Te~~b£um. 1981, p. 58. 
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Surfec:e 
Docogenoity 
llcunduy 
Inter r.,t:lti= 
PTiI:I1t1;t., 
Object 
Protot ee 
Convention 
Intention 
Cauul1ty 
Vb10n Syst.". 
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,_~ -_, .. Thc~ ~1nput models rcqdl'od to un ~~he proce:jsinB 31:. Goci1 level 
." '''.V' ,- ~~~'-; ',. 'r a~~~h~~n at ~he riGht. On tho 10ft oro ~hnwn the tasks for 
.. ' 
Hhich vision can be used <!t each l~JVt~l ot' procossing 
Tenenbaum, et al., (1979~ pp. 25
'
1-255), sl(otch in Figuj"c 7 
anothor way in which to view an orcanization of a vision system. 
They divide tha figure into t~o part3. The first is imagc 
oriented (iconic), domain independent, and bRsed on the image 
data (data driven). The second p~rt of the figure is symbolic, 
dependent on the domain and the particular 60al of the vision 
plncess. 
The first portion tG'kcs tho imnse. w/hich consists of Dn 
arra:{ of intensity of picture elemonts ("pixels," e.g." 
1000xl000), and converts it into image featur~s such a3 edges cnd 
regions. These are then converted into a set of parallel 
"intrinsic images", one cach for distance (range), surface 
orientation, reflectancer. , etc. 
The second part of the system seGments these into volumes 
and surfaces dependent on our knowledge of the domain and the 
goal of the computation. Again using domain knouledge and the 
constraints associated \-lith the relations among objects 1n this 
domain, objects are identified and the scene analyzed consistent 
with the system goal. 
*Fraction of normal incident illumination reflected. 
3i 
~ 
Orrnn:f.i::r.tiQU of ~ Vi.fIl:nl $7cto:::l -~~--.. -- - ---_ ........ -
Iconic 
Do~in Y.n~epcndcnt 
Datu Drivon 
Intriuulc r~~goo --1 
(Dint&nce, Orientation. Raflcctnncc o ••• ) 
HiJill. L~vcl 
Symbolic 
DO['~:lin Specific 
Goal !'riven 
c. 
Seeruent3tion 
t 
I Intcrpre;tion J 
'.' 
Sourca: Tcnenba~ et al., 1979, p. 255. 
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I Revlct/S of tho ra~PQ8antEt1nn fuothods end tochniQues for 
performinn the operations indicated in FiGure 1 oro given in the 
appendices. 
The next chapter (Cbnpter IX) provides an o\Jcrvi.cH of 
research in rnodcl-bnaed vi1inn c,stAms. These 3ystcm3 Gndeovor 
to start with an lmngc snd produoe, using a priori mode13, n 
desired description of the orisirlol scone, ther,~by spannlnu the 
complete hierarchy of Figure 7. The sy3tems are construoted 
using the various representations, techniques and models reviewed 
in the appendices. 
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Host rc~ear-ch offort.s ill vL5i<n1 have beon directed at 
c:tploring various onp::3ct~ of' '!in!"'n, or t.ouard senerstine 
particular procc3~inG modulos for n step 1n tho vision process 
rather thon 1n devising general purposa vision systems. However, 
there ~re currently two major U.3. ctfort3 In General purpose 
-
vision systems: The ACRONYM sY3tom at Stanford University under .... . _ _ _ 2 
the leadcr~hip of T. Binford, ~nd tho VSTONS system at the 
-
University of Ha3sachusetts nt Amhcr3t under A. Hanson and E. 
Riseman. 
The ACRONYM system, outlined in Table 11-1, is designed to 
be a general purpose, model-based aysten th~t does its major 
reasoning at the level of volume3 rather thnn imagc5. The system 
basically takes a hierDrchic~l top-dewn approach as in Figure 5c. 
ACRONYH has fou~ es:::entitll pni~t:l: modeling, prediction, 
description and intel'pretatlon. The U:lQr provides ACROIlYM with 
models of objects (~odeled in terms of volume primitives called 
generalized cones) and their spatial relationships; a3 well ~s 
generic models and their subclass relationships. These are both 
stored in graph form. The program 3utomatically predicts which 
image features to expect. Description is a bottom up-process 
that g~nerates a model-independent description of the image. 
Interpretation relates this description to the prediction to 
produce a three-dimensional understanding of the scene. 
The VISIONS system outline in Tuble 1I-2, can be considered 
to be a working tool to test various image understanding modules 
and approaches. Rather than using specific models, its high 
level knowledge is in the form of framclike "schemas" which 
l." ,_' '," ..':';"j;,j" :;;"':' , ~" +' ' eC:,' ,',: '/: "li;;Jji, ,';'>',;;':;~~:, "cO :,;;~:;,:",. ·,.,c:,I;;:,''.:','? "'" L "';;L L.' :;...:1 
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t 
t 
f 
I 
represent expectation;, and a~!pactGti r'elatlon3hips in P~l"t1.cular 
scene situations. VISIONS 13 b8Did nn monocular images and does 
{i .. 
its reasoning ~t the 1evo1 of imQgen rl3t:hcr thnn volurilcs.~"',,,. 
I' ...... ro, 
... 
Other research efforts in model-based vision 3YS~~n3:~~e 
" . 
summarized in Tobles III in Appendix 1. 
It will b~ observed thst each system is individually crafted 
by the developer to reflect the developer's background, interests 
and domain requirements. All, except ACnONYH (and to en extent 
MOSAIC), use image (2-D) models and are vlcHpoint dependent. 
Models are mo~tly described by semantic networks, though feature 
vec tor 5 are n1 so ut i U. zed. The 8y stenHJ cap i tal ize on the ir 
choice to limit their observation3 to only a few objects, by 
using predominantly n top-down interpretation of images, relying 
heavily on prediction. 
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OtYeloper: !rooks et .1. (1979). BrookD (1981) 
!intra: M.llrtlnt 
P-~r;::Jse: i..en'!rlll 1'tI~~~ "sian Syst;!q 
Table 11-1 
Rod.l-~std Vlslen 'l1tew"1 
)1.:-: ...... ,' 
[.~plf ~1"s: Idtntlfy1n? Alrpl&nes en I ~~~y In A~31 I~~ 
S!~htlon fer Ilobot Sy1tt::2S and fC1" 14t=ted r.ruj:fr.l 01 Ob!~ts 
~t~se"s betL~en dl1rertnt leltls Dr rCPTe~cnt'tlon 
~sed on J hlerartl!'{of re;lTesenbtlons. 
High I~Y~1 ~deltr ~yfd~ I high ltyel ',ns~a9~ 
to ~nIPll1atl! &O'Jel~ u~ln1 ::y:::t<JlIc n.;U!s. 
Prt1ictor ,na rl~~r.~r ':~~lt I~ • rulc-~,~ SYit~ 
to "er,~,..t.~ ~~ r,',Hr",M 11 ty r,,.~~~ fro:q Hie 
(;~.l~~t r.r~~'!'! (3.!) object reprts~"t .. tlcl'l conshttr.g 
of r~dc~ .nd rel.tlon~l 'res). 
~k~s pr~!ctlons (which ire wf~~fnt Ins(~sltlwe) 
In t~~ fcru of s~bollt ccn~tr,lnt t~~res~lons 
with nrlabl!L 
r~kp.s a pr~J!Ctlwt transro~;tlon fr~~ QO~els. 
Prtcllcts 4D~ar~r.~f1 of ~e1s In ~0i!)1!S In teTm. 
of rl~~ns and tl1Ip~e~. 
Inccrpor~te, tr~n.latlcn 8n1 rotatf~n fnto ob~erw­
tblE rto~~~nt~tlons. 
~u~h~S for Il'Ist,r.cfI!S of D).1eh 'In :;t.~~s. It 
c;;;;:>lC/S <;~:;,"""drlc rus~nfn9 In u.! 1<if'Z ')1 tJ nile 
~2sed prctle3-~Qlyln1 s~tcn. 
rt IIlUrpret; (~tc"~s) In 3-0 fly C'I1forcf'19 
constriilnts 01 th.! 3·r; M,l!!l. 
F.e~es~nt5 cbject cla~ .. c. 
froel t171lth ~tl>d:;n~ loP,d 
sp;x:lflc cbjccts Irl! rellr:? 
stnted by 1l'.",;~lc 
con~tr~ll1t .. 
r~~~IS l-D chjects ~~It:1 
101~~ ~rl~ltlvzs: q~~r,'­
Iz~~ CC~~~ G~ rl~~o~,. 
S~t!al relltfc~ 01 yol=r~ 
el~nts ~1thl~ I~ o~Ject 
d~'lntd hl~r.rchlcal11. 
Can ::..~al both S~£1:fflc ~~ 
~~~rlc ,ol~~ cl€~tnts 
1r.1 r!lltfC~l ~t~~~ tfiZl 
l1<.d~h ~M! Il-~'t/l:~;oh we;:.:' 
191~ prf~ltf'!S ~J,e lc~~ 
ratll~ U:.:in 1/1C'';;'''!l'~~tereti 
~r111{th~s. 
i~'r..".~, fin.-, tflu £it 
th.! 11?'tt!1 :II' h:z;.~s. 
re::tL"1"e t'''tr,~\':'tf::-~ 
(t.9.~ ~:~1:':3 
j:r~ :~~ ~jjcnz) 
3HI1 t."C.}~. 
i:.~ i i"·fh"':?i.t, t 10f; f s 
1 {;:~ ttil t-A $.:::'7;-:;$ 
I"t'l tt, f:!:1 e:::j!"tt::. 
$~:;::.~~.tfl:~ 
~:;f'c-,~ t.~~ 
~ ,c:;tt!~!>J fil 
J'ut fr;:1iI i".::u ... 
DevQloper: 
System;: 
Henson & Rtseman (1978b,c) 
VISIOil:i 
Tab! ~ U-2 
fkdel-Ba~(d Vls1c~ Sy.t~~s 
00 
'11AJ 
OVJ8 Cz 
o J..';I 
::r; r" 
Purposc: InterpretIng statIc monocular scen~s C~n be consl~tred to be a working tool to test Y~rfous fm&ge undcrst~r~fng ~dule~ and approaches 
rumple ()ol'!Ialns: ~ouse scenes frem qround levcl 
llo4d scenes fr011J ground level 
J.;lproach ~edel1n; rl'l.'ge Fc;tllre ~e;,:l"th , ptltel:fl'lq EJttr.actfon J\ Ilf~escr.~tfo:'l 
-------------------------T"'-----------,r-~---------.,.----~.er-~__._:.~ .... iII •• ~_.:~.:'. ~trJt~ Ii'"-: o:tc .• c-:: I $;':.te>: ("~;.::.~. Uses a hh:rara.lc!l Itoiular a~pNl"'" to represent.-
tlon ~nd c~ntrol. 
Tries to be as gen~r'1 as possIble to allow both 
bott~-up and tcp-dc~~ solutfcn hypotr.ese. 65 
"'ell a~ varfO;JS IntCr;lIedhte conblnatfo!ls 
Incorporates the flexIbility to utilIze Yerfous 
futvr~' Ntractlr,n r.~1·Jle~ .a"d lI'.ultfple ~r.';.;;:~~! 
s'YJrce~ I~ re7~lrd 
Allcws for the ;Y.ls~lblllty of generatIng and 
verlfyln9 hyp~the~e~ alon? mJny paths 
Hler3rchlcil stru:tur~ 
Scene ~Ch~~DS (like frt~es) 
~re the highest rerrescnta 
tlun 
Ulerarct"ls: 
-~ch(!l:as 
-cbj£cts 
-yol~~~~ 
-~!Jrr.ce; 
Pro~scd repre~entatfc"s 
Or 30 ~urhce# -and "01\,:'l~ 
In:lude: 
-g~nr.r.llzcd cylinders 
-surfece PGtchl!~ Ifl th 
cubIc 6-~plln~s 
to r~prcstnt 
bo~Jn.1ary end 
blcr.dlng functions 
Employs SCIl112nt Ie netlnrh 
-nodes rc~resent 
pT:~ftfve entitff~ 
lobjc~ts. co"ccptt 
sftuati~~s, ct~.) 
-l.abcl ed CI'CS rE'-
present relat1or~ 
~hlps bet\JIeen 
the;, 
Uses both ed'1~ (kA!f:,:'J ll •• 1 
re~lon q70dlnq to se~:~~t 
t~e 111':':le lot" ., ll\y~rcl 
dl,..«:tr'~ 9rG~l' of re~lon!. 
lIn~ ~~;:'~Crlts errl Ye'rtfce, 
IhH /I f:fu,relllcal I'ff..-
c~~~frg CGn~ ,~rr~fd) to 
~ ~h1e to ...... r.iT:? i_:;<) 
~'ta at y,rfous l~/~lt 
of rcsclut fen 
Ut2S II rell1xat~c~ Dp~rc!ch 
to or~nfzl! cdg!s tnto 
bou~d~rles. IrA pixel 
clusters Into r~1Ior.~, 
u~fn<J hfSlh-ltl~el :ystcll 
. guldl!llc:! (Interpretlltfcn 
9ufded se~entQtlon) 
~lrtf"l POC,'!11 !:1 N~:!~~;" lS·,::;; ~~~ ~'J.:;c,=&t~b' 
t~tt~· (of tli~ C~:;":i;:UI I ~-t1i ~!: :;-.,~. j;)';\ ., 
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se'lrch ~PLCl! of I%Od~ls. 
Atte::;lh, 1I~lng tcp-(!Um1 
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ij r~.t pro~hlo s~lutlon • 
Uses ru1tS for fcclJ~~fnlj 
on an elcr.:eot of i: task, 
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The prominent a::lpect of industz'i<11 vision systems. in 
distinction to morc general vision ~yrtornSt 13 that they oper~te 
in a relatively known and structured onvlrolmclit. In addi tiol! I 
the situation (such as placement of cameras nnd lighting) can be 
configured to simplify the computer vision problem. Usually, the 
number ar.d nature of po~~ible object~ will tend to be restricted, 
and the vi~ual system will be toilored to the function performed. 
Thus many of them are based on a pnttcrn reoor,ni tion, rather than 
an image understClnding approach. Indl\tJtr!nl vision 3ysteos ere 
- . 
characteristically used for such nctivities as inspection, 
manipulatio~ and assembly. 
In an inspection task, the focus is on deviations from a 
-
standard, and usually little or no information is needed for 
#' , 
identification. A manipulator controller, designed to pick parts 
off a conveyor, needs to be able to deter~ine the identitYr 
orientation and position of parts, hut need3 to know little of 
their precise shape except, perhaps at the gr~sp point. A visual 
controller for ~n arc welder will have its focus on the seam 
properties and needs little informat.ion about the appearance of 
the parts. 
Kruger and Thompson (1981, p. 1525), in discussing the 
design of industrial vision systems, state: 
The complexity of most perceptunl tasks requires 
t.hat the problem be decomposed into r,lanageable 
subunits. Thus major desisn decisions include the 
function of each module, the comput<ltion;::l techniques 
and data representations imbedded in ench module, and 
the control structures that relate modules and transfer 
, 
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inforQation bctuc~n thee. M05t computer vision systoms 
usc a hierarchical orGanization ••• 
A popular orfillnlzation fo!" industrial corJputer vision is a 
two-stace hicrnrchy with a bottom-up control flow. The lower 
level segments the image into regions corresponding to object 
surfaces. The higher level uses this segmentation to identify 
objects from their ourface descriptions. 
In practice, most successful systems incorporate 8spect3 of 
both bottom-up and top-do\~n control. The bottom-up proce~sinG 1s 
used to extract prominent fentures of 0 part to determine its 
position. Then, top-do~m control is used to direct a search to 
determine if the part satisfies an inspection criterion. 
Industrial inspection and assembly operations are well 
suited to model-based analysis, because of the well-defined 
geometric descriptions associated with manufoctured ltecs. 
CAD/CAM technology allows the specification or objects using 
either volumetric or surface-based models. These geometrically 
based models arc particularly appropriate to the hypothesis-
verify approach, in which lOli-level image features arc e:ctracted 
and matched to an appropriate computer generated 2-D 
representation. 
In addition to geometric models, objects rnay also be 
represented by graphs. 
graph-matching process. 
In th i sease, recogn i"t ion becomes a 
More commonly at present, rather than using geometric models 
or graphs, indu~trial vision systems are taught by being 
presented sample parts to be recognized in eath of their expected 
stable states. Aspects of the resulting images are typically 
39 
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stored as templatoe, rand r'{1cQ(;nHion b~cotlc:: template matching. 
Tho objects can also be t'c!)f'cacnted In tcrm3 of thoir 
characteristic features, such no areas nu~bcr of halos, etc., and 
the resulting feature vector ntorcd to be matched (via a search 
process) to the corresponding extracted feature vector of the 
image during sY3tem opcr~tion. 
To simplify industrial vision 3ystems, the input is usually 
reduced to a binary (black and Nhi to) image, so that objects 
appear as silhouettes. Simplicity is important in industrial 
vision systems because the c<;Hnputat1on time is limited, as most 
systems are expectod to operate in ncar real time. 
B. Examples £! Effort~ 1rr Industrial Visual Insp~ction §ysterns 
Table IV (based larGcly on Kruger and Thomp:lon, 1981) lists 
some example efforts of vision systems designed for inspection. 
The systems listed are primarily for the in~pection of printed 
circuit boards and IC chips, with template matching being the 
predominant inspection approach. 
Kruger and Thompson (1981, p. 1529) note that: "Automated 
visual analysis has also been applied to the inspection 01 
surface properties such as roughness, scratching and other 
potential defects. The be3t successes have come with highly 
specialized illumination and sensing systems, specifically 
tailored for a particular application. Recently, greater 
sophistication in the modeling of the imaging process has lead to 
prototype surface inspection systems with the promise of 
increased generality." 
Chin (1982) has recently published an extensive bibliography 
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[;um;:le Hi\:;d:; In ir,dustr~~l \/hual Ir:sptctton Systc:ts 
[levelop:!!" 
Purpose 
Semple Dorr,eins A;:P;'U;lCh 
I-:::~i'l~in:l c~d 
!tellrc:entat1~ 
-~~~~-:-::-::--------''I----'-~-----'''.~'~~''"----'---'-----."""'---.-----...,.-------Baird (l~73) 
Inspection 
Aut~T.ated m~nufGcturc 
of ~wer transistor-pair 
Ie chips 
GI1 
Chfn, H~r1ott r, Owyf!r (1977) 
Inspection 
PCB's 
U. of t~aryland 
Krakauer & Pavlidis (1979) 
Inspection 
~ass-Produced PCB's 
Pr1~ceton Un1ver~1ty 
Inspection process consists of 
1) In!t£:HcO'l of t"~ Ie lllcr,t.lon arod orientation (\!\ tt" helt-sfnlt 
Sllbstr~:e 
2) ctJlll1ty control u~e~!;:;;~nt Ift4i1" eCG'JisHlon 
A gr~df?nt e<ige det(~tor is used to compOe the htstCi!.1rt::i of 111 edge 
dircctfons in th! ir.3ilcctlon field. Peak of this hfstogre!:l indicates 
tho approxir..atCi orientation of the chip 
fiext the cor.,<!rs cf the Ie ere 'oe&ted by t~plate FllItchlng. If eny 
corners r.ot 10~~ted, the Ie rejtct~d 
Cr~cked, fractured cMps nre c1fr;ln~ted by I! sfmple contrllst thra;-
hbldlng o~erctlon 
Trlll"fn" Pha5r' 
IJse an c!Jeriltor-lnt~r5ct1ve :r.odel-buildln; greph J)roccdun to train 
the ln~p2:tlon syst~ 
Usfng tn intllractive ca:':1cTIl/disp'l&y system, the bfnary fzage edges of 
of a prototype ptq boord are d~tected, t~othed to reduce noise, ~r.d 
enco::"d into II C(j(,l~ct data structure. 
Inspectfon Pha~e 
Matchln9(5g~inst prestor~d edges end the groph mod~l)fs used to dettct 
flaws In ttst fr.~ges 
Ingenious use of binary tEmpI ute MAtching usfng a limited r.~b~r of 
kell-chosen t~plat~s acctssed v~. a r~pfd lookup technf~e 
Inspectfon field 
consists at 1\ 51 
pixel region 
dfqfthed to 16 
gray lEvels 
T~plct!s for Ie 
corners 
Edges, Grlph M?c:!. 
Rinary T~platcs 
------------------4-----------------------------------------T-----------Jarvis (19BO) 
Inspect ion 
~ass·Produced PCR'; 
Bell Labs 
1) local patttrn matching to stored blnnry tcm~IAtes 
2) Supplemental tests for sus~'clous reqions 
-C~putatfon of conductor area 
-Length of the con~uctor-substrate boundary 
-ratio of area to length 
lfst of 5xS 
phel binary 
temphtes 
_________________________ -i_p_r_o_ce_s_S_l_n~g_d_o-n-~-w-l-t-h-s-i-m~p_'e __ '_~~'~i~ca~l~o~p~er~a~t~l~o~ns~ ____________________ r_----------___ 
Hselh & Fu (1979, 19aO) 
rnspection and wlrebondlng 
guidance 
Multi.layered rc chips 
Purdue University 
rnspection oaredfgm for propostd systln Is (for the lI'.ost !lart)top-down 
and model-~r1ven lIsing a tree-IH! syntntfc approech 
Various InSllectlo11 al~orfttrns ere called for based on the actfons of a 
ontroll~r, which monitors the whole vision process 
frst, the lrnage goes thru a series of task and context-dependent filters 
o reduce ambiguities 
hen, B special purpose defect detectors are used, as required 
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Design and 
inspection 
specification' 
the fom of t. 
descriptive da' 
Nse 
Six subpattcrn 
masks 
'j 
,:~ 
, 
i 
c. 
Tabla V CaRnin largely derived from Kruger Rnd Tho~pson, 
1981) 11nt3 ~oce example efforts af vision syetcms designed for 
industrial part raccgnition and loQ~t1on. All the3e systems use a 
bottom-up approach. It will be obuerved that (except for Vamos 
1979, ond Albus et a1., 1962) these Dystcms utiliz~ template or 
feature vector matchina. Vamos does work from 0 3D wire frame 
model which utilizes computer graphico type technique3 to 
transform a model projection into al1ilnrnent \tlith observed line~ 
in the image. 
Albus' Hochinc Vision Group in the NBS Industrial Systems 
D1'1ision is using sililpl1ficd 3D surface models of oH.l<!t'iined parts 
to generate expectancy images from needed viewpoints. The group 
is seeking to achieve real-time, hierarchical, multi-sensory, 
interactive robot guidance. 
D. ~rcinlly Available Indu3trial Vi3ion Systems~ 
Table VI in Appendix.!!. lists many of the Indu3trial Vision 
Systems t~at are currently commercially available. Most of the 
systems require ~pecial lighting. 
It will be observed that many of the 3y~tems designed for 
verification and inspection use pat tern recogni tion, rather than 
AI techniques. The systems tend to be bottom-up because of the 
speed requirements to achieve real time operation. Often unique 
edge and feature extraction algorithms are programmed in hardware 
or firm'.-Iare. 
UAdaftional information can be found in Gevarter (1982A). 
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Tabl e V 
Example Efforts in Industrial Visual Recognition and location Systems 
Developer 
Purpose 
Sample DO!l1ains 
Agill (1980). SRI 
SRI Vision Hodule 
Locate, identify and guide 
manipulation of industrial 
parts 
[' Engine P.rts 
\, ~' : 
f" f:" ~ 
ri" W 
f:' 
F'· 
I ::-.~:; --K-;~;i~ ka et a 1 (1976), Hi tach; " Central Research Lab . !-, .':~' 
~-~ Location and Bonding Guidance 
r r~ Tr.n.i.ter wire-bonding. 
r !r.l~;~ ~- '., ,'t', ,~~" 
Approach 
Bottom-up approach 
Uses thresholding to convert to a binary image 
Each 1 ine is sequentially scanned and edge points (where pixels change 
fOTTll 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 recorded). Each result i ng seg;n::nt on ali n~ 
is matched to the previous line to determine their overiapping 
relationships. Using the~e relationships, the program traces the 
appearance and disappearance of blobs (regions) as the image is 
processed fro~ top to bottom. 
Using blob descri ... tors, the system clln recognize Pl1t'ts regardless of 
their position or orientation. The descriptors are m~tchcd using' 
eithcl" II binary dedsl;m tree 0\' a nannal fled ncsrp.st-ne·lghbor 
method. 
The system is trllined by repeatedly showing the object to ~he TV CamErG 
resulting in 011 potentially useful shape descriptions b~ir auto-
maticlllly calcul~tcd and stored 
Template matching 
Locates appropriate base and emitter leads on a semi-conC:uctor chip 
so that \'iir'es can be stretched and bonded between them ' 
Initially trained by man-machine interactive s~lection in the universe 
of ter:1plates 
Multiplexed co:nputer 31'chitecturc to accoi!j~odate separate cameras on up 
~o 50 bonding machines on a t{me-shared basis : 
Hod~Hr.g and 
Representation 
--_ .. _-_ ........... --
Blob descriptors 
include: 
-iT.i\X. an:! .. rln. 
~ ai:d y values 
-Holes 
-Ar£!:) 
-Mo@ents of inerti3 
- Pcr1,,,.c';: cr 1 cngth 
-Linkecl 'list of 
cocj-dtnatcs on 
the p~r1r.lete:-
Local 12~12 pixel 
binary t~~late5 
.' 
O:v.lo~lr 
r~rf>~n 
S!::I~l; tl:..>11~s 
Hol1&"<1 r-ossol A Ilml (1~79) 
COft$l~ht I 
I~.ltrhl I"rt 1CX'ltlon, 
rf(o~nltl~n an<! ~ftIP'l1atfon 
[ngln. 'parts 
Yls~ll seNolng for Nt.ot 
guIdance (re~i-tllO! 
location 1M IM"tlflclitl~n 
for ""nlpu1£tlon) 
.... chl ned Plrts 
"atlonll furelu of ~tI~r'C!. 
T(!M~ V «(~f,'t1rc~~~) 
[J:t"'~h £n·~.t! ,,, Ir~":',rhl \'lfu~l r.<-ecgr.ltlo~ end loutlo" S;str.lJ 
TI':O lI~:, .. 119'.t ~~~rtr$ ,uptrh>r~le I l1n. M light on C tt'Wf,)'Ilr l>llH 
i'(tf'p~r/Jl~uhr to It~ dlH,<:tlQn of ,,"otlon. tho totO "r.n lfr!roh, 
t1'or.e:·tll'r.31 to th~ put ~nlll~ by. PoInt of ,ar;rltl~" ~ete .... lnf! 
p-!rt tC*.1rG.rYi :.i~rct (Jf :cj)&I'Attr.:\ dttcm1n(fS part thtCkM:$S. 
Th! s:C".e It hl:,rd ",t" ~ IIMl' :"21 ctll~r. and e sllhouQttc 
G'Ater",~tf::tPy CjcnerltcJ. 
U:cs tt~:~ ,.~t'Jro \,:-,~t~;" ~:::,rc.Q~c.. £!. SRI t1odlJl •• 
u"loy~ , ~-olnt Hr~t SOIJC,~, a ~h.tts-of-$tNcturt"-II~,\t ~~lIIrltQr 
6r.d • '/!.If'.:c'!re. ,111 rCt,jntt~ on U~·= w:fst Gf I r~ot om. 
Us~ alt~"1t' irrnlJs 01: 
I. ,'r .. ~~hr poInt sour" !l1wlr.atloll of tJt~ I!1IUra obj.ct, aM 
2. TI.'O parillel plenu of ,tnJc~~re4 lIg~t • 
~yst= ~.tcmlr'fI 10cetlc., end cr1tntotl~ bJud t", trhMuhtlon 
(lSso:hted "Ith r=ltth~ t.~l'~t ~f Inttn:ctl~ of 1t~"t shuts \!11th 
~rt), Ind ~:v.:nltl().' t>~s"1 til ."~~ .n~ 'I:~ of 0.'-1 ...... &1 lIrcth!t 
the phr.t: of l~£ht ~"GS as It InUlucU part. Liles this fnfomotfD!l 
to fnterp ... t cetl !r.a lein In 11:l:~' p .. c""~tld by til. r;:Jlnt ,ourc. 
f 11 UOli r.A t I on. 
"".Iysh of visIon Input h I"l'fo""'f1 "lth • hltrtrchlc=11v of"llnfud 
group of "'Icre_ractnor!. At "lelo lt~l 01 tile hferlr1:hy·, ar.il tMlytlc 
prOCti~ Ii gul~Jd ily tn u~ct,~c)'-~9I\tr~tlr, .. =~.1th; ~",c.n. Thl 
~lIr'9 p,ece" Is In tUIlI ~rlv.n by = store c.f ! t!!..Q!.!. lr_It;J~e, by 
tnowllHl~' of th! robQt" I:l:lvr:'!l~U, trod by fNCcd (?'Co" th~ .r,~lytle 
pr~uss. ht~ I~ch h~&l of th. hlHarchy pro.t<lu (oUtput t~ ~~Idt f 
cornsrontlln2 It',=1 of the rot;ot '! "Ierarchlcel control syst:r.o. 
1I~~el1no Ind 
r.'~rca"tctlo" 
Ft«tvrt v~to~ of r~r 
hi:;, c"artctlt,htlc 
lias quadratIc 
'r?n.l~tlo", 1.0 
surheM of lGuHz" 
3-D cbJetU. 
-=~~~------~---------------------------.-----~~--~~~ Perkins (1978) O~tr1t~s on lZ ~ray ltvth COfteUNe ,,~d.1s ef 
Industrial parts reco~nltlon tcttOlll-U~ setn. soW'fnhtlo~ c~r.rolth s."ple p.::rts 
(nglne ce .. por.tnts 1. Reduce 25~.2<& pl .. l I" •• ~ t. In "tdg. gr.dlent" ''''''g' 
t. lIr,~ tdg~s with slolhr 9rldhnt n.~9~ltudu to fo .... c"'lns 
hchldl end Tsuji (1978) 
IMultrhl Plrts Rtcognltlon 
~noccluded Plrtl of I 
s .. all gos:ilno engine 
Osaki Vnlv. 
V.OI0S (1979) 
Rtcognltlon of 30 Objects 
Burlnq housIngs 
ASltftbly 
Shut "etll ports to be 
~Inted 
Npur.l nfts in microscopic .. 
Sfctton in "furll resurcf; 
Hur9lrhn ACid, of Science 
3. C~,ar!Ctirlu c~..,lnl OS cltl." stral9~t lint" or tlt'tuhr eres. 
(Thh reduces 65,000 phIl I ... g, to .~"t !Or. fOl>:urvn.) 
5yst"" .. atchu Obltryt~ cor.curves with coo.dcl ~C"t~lt~ coneu ..... " USIf.Q: 
1, A preset control structurt ~~ uleet tho cn!tr In tr!Ile~ 
Ca::blnHlons of JOedll end ~Ctr,t con~urvu ~" to bt ... tch~. 
2. ~tI,ts t.y r.ltchtng on~ t'()<!,1 end 0119 SC~n. CQncurv~ 
3. Tho st~rtd !!!Odel Is sp.::tlally trensfc,."e<! end rotlttd to fit 
luoe lattd seor.1 toneurvlI 
Syst ... InterDCth.ly tralne<! I:y'~ "rltlng coneu ..... s of slll,l. pvrU 
Can Identify parts porthll, occh~e<! by other ~arts 
Uses I bovndlry deloctlon .. od holatlon of ~arts 1ft • bll\lry Iliaq. 
IPProlC~ slnlh, to SRI Vhlon ""dul. 
Rtcoqnltlon syst ... N,~d on • strutt'''N ltepoby-sttp In,lysls .. lth 
the Prtolously stor.d 0I0d11s 
Un , Itrlos of sptehl fut",. detoetors 
""It dtt~ctor 
-lin. flnd.r 
-tutu .. ~ot.ctor 
-s ... n hole d.tKtor 
Snt ... trelnlng Inoolves Inltrltth. EIIn-,",c"'n! f!u",htttlon of t~, 
Id.ntlflcatlon tnk 
rlndl .dges usIng a s'opl",p,j urslen of the ~"K~el-,pe'ltor usIng 
only hI') lIn .. I' t""'phtn 
ltr.n Ira thlft fttttd to ~9U 
Illre-f .. ~ I'IOdol trlnsfonoed (I,d hl~~e" lin. tn.lnltlon USfd) to 
corrfloond to '''.go - yielding r~o~"'tlon end ~Irt orlMtition 
ObJKts •• , fnt ... ctholy hug~t to 'yst ... tither ~~ to ldln; a 
~~~!~fC OIO~.I or by ft computtr-aldod trannO"""l',n of vfo .. ed 
Stable orltnut Ion 
_.Is of r-frts 
aPf:rt nl!':~ 
-orl,ntatl¢n 
-list of prt_Ith. 
futures 
-pollr ccerdlr.jte 
boundlry 
r.p,.tsent.tto~ 
3Q III .. Fri" "~d.ls 
I 
! 
'! 
;, 
i: 
, 
, .. 
Tho mora noph13t!O;1t;'(Hi I!Illst.om:.; ton( t.o ut.:i.li.:\l v9i"1ntions 
, ,. 
and irnprovemont~ o~ tho URI V18ioft Hoctula dQBOr1b~d in Tabla V. 
A few ~Y3tOCS rHll,,, Geed UDL'l of st.l'llo\#urod liGht. for 30 
sansing- A nunbar or efforts in Duidonco of Q~O Heldlns toko 
this form. 
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Rosenfeld, at tho Unlv6tclty o~ ~orylG~d& 1~DUOO Q yoarly 
bibllosr~phy. arrangud by &ubjoot cctt~rf rolDtcd t~ tho Od~putGr 
prooossing or platorlal lnforuationo Tho lonuo oo~orlno 1981, 
(Rosoni"old t 1982) inoluctc~. iH~nrlr 1000 t-eJ!'of'QlHHiS. 
Tho following 1~ G'l li~t by (j{jt!lCOI'Y of' tho U,S. "prinoipal 
playars~ 1n oocputor vlsion~ 
A. R03e~rch Oriontod 
B. 
.. - ---
1. Unlvor~itiag 
Th~se arc 3houn in Tubla VII •. 
2. Uon-Pl"ofi~ 
SRI International, AI Cantor 
JPl. 
3. .!L:..§..:. Gov~rnnont 
NBS, Indu3trlnl Sy~tQms Div., Gnlthol'sburs. NO 
NOSe (Nnvnl Oceun Systems Cantor), Son Diogo. 
NIH (Notional In~titutos of H~Qlth) 
Commaroial Vl~ion Sv~tam~ Dev~loPDr3 _ _ ~_ ,;;,_.u ___ ,;;,,_,;;--,~ ..... 
A partial l1stinR is given 1n tabla VIII. It has bl'on 
reported that hundred3 of compnnlos are now involved 1n 
vision sY3tems. 
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Un1 11ersi ty O!'~:ei1i z2ti OJ.l§...iIl2.~SlLttj.~._C.£lli;P!tt('!\'" \lfs.t9nJes.~it.!::ch 
.'\~tificil:l Intel iigcnce t1I~d e()rr:put~r Scicnc~ l~bontori£..s Fund~d Under DARPA XU ProQr.'lm 
cI·m 
U of HD 
MIT 
U of Mass. 
Stanford U 
U of Rochester 
usc 
U of Rhode Island 
C.S. l.:bs 
x 
Other Active Universities 
U of Texas 
at Austin 
VPI 
Purdue 
U of PA 
U of IL 
Wayne State U 
JHU 
RPI 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
A. I. L~bs 
x 
x 
Other 
Robotics Institute 
Compo & Info. Sci. Dept. 
lnfom.ation Processing 
Institute 
Robotics Res, Lab 
E. E. Dept. 
Elee. & Sys. El.gr. Dept. 
. , 
.. .:. 
. , 
~/~ 
•• ' ~ I : 
,j 
Industrial Vision C~~Ranies 
Hachine Intelligence Corp. 
Robot Vision Systems 
Vldeometrix 
Object Recognition Systems 
Octek, Inc. 
Cognex 
Spectron Engineering Inc. 
Ham Ir.dustries 
Quantomat 
Image Recognition Systems 
Colorado Video 
Everett Ch,rlcs 
Inspection Technology 
'lit.":,, Engi ne2ri ng 
Vanzetti 
AutG;;".i.ited Vis Ion Systems 
Perccptron, Inc. 
Vico", Systems, Inc. 
Cyberan1~ation, Inc. 
R2ticon 
........ 
Table VIII 
Comw~rcfal Vision System Developers 
larg~ Diversified Nanufacturars* 
rl€nera 1 El ectri c 
Chrysler Corporation 
General ~:otors 
Industrial Business ~~chines 
Texas Instrur2nts 
International Hurvester 
He5tinghciJ5C . 
Hughes 
lockh2Cd - Palo Alto P.esearch l~b. 
Fairchi1d Cail'.era and Instt'L.~nt Corp. 
"!at'tin ~lilrietta 
lkDona ld ()OU91 JS Autcmation CClTopany 
Cheescbrough Ponds 
*Sorr>e System are for in-house use only 
Robot ~~ntlfacturers 
Ccp~r~eld Robotics 
Unir.ation 
Autc,!M)tix, Il'lc. 
r 
r 
t 
! 
! 
I 
I 
! 
! 
rettCQl"C~ hao boon ,118 U.S. GOIJOl"'rii-iOnt~ \lhioh is estimated to 
spend in the order of ~O nHllcr. {; yc~r in t.his aroa. 
The major U.S. Govcrnt:':eat p:~obrDrn IH13 ocon the DARPA Imago 
Under~t&nding Program. Other governnont ugencios funding vision 
-
rQ~enrch nrc: 
NSF 
NIH 
NBS 
ONR 
DHA 
1Ho.sA 
USGS 
AFOSR 
(Notionol Science Founda~lon) (National In3tltutos of "enith) 
(Uutinnal Eureau of Stcndards) 
(Office of H~val Rc~carch) 
(Oefonse Happing Agenay) 
(National Aercnuutics nud SpOQ~ Adoinl~trotion) (U.S. GaoloRicDl Survoy) 
(Air Force Orfice of Sclantifio nc~ourch). 
It is estimated thC!t DARPA (Defence Advoncod R~~ocroh 
Projects Agency) spends 1n tho order of $2.5 million dollara a 
year in computer vision rC~QBrQh. DARrA thru~t8 include 
autnmatic stereo and terrain mapping, autonomQU~ navigstion. 
rnbnt visinn s symbolic rep:-csentction, autonomous expert imug(' 
system::., ann photo analysi~ aids. DARPA helps support. a number 
--of !rnage Understanding laborlltories at universltins where IoU. 
work at all levels is performed. 
DMA has entered into a very active proGram in image and 
scene iln31ysis. Their goal is to achieve "fully automated" 
productio~ for mapping, chdrting and geodesy by 1995, in which 
the pril!\sry :,nle of human beings"!ill be to validnt.e the inputs 
and the output extracted informatinn. They intend to commence by 
furl'ishing computer vision .ids to th\'! cartoi.~t'apher and achieve 
the desired high-level aut,)mation via nn evolutionary route. 
Their current approach is to focus a portion of DlRPA's image 
undorstandinB effort on procluciuG pn 1reoae Unclorztondin~ Tc~tbQd 
for lntaurntina and ovuluatinG ourrant ond omorging oo~putor 
An initinl vQr~lon or thin 
Ta~tbod has boon constructed ~t SRI in Menla PQr~, CA (Hanson and 
Fi~H:hlort 1982). The future (;ltIphQ~i~ or tho Testbed will be on 
export 6rstc~~ that tacl11tato the oppllo~tion of IU roaQsrctt 
rar.ulta to cartograDhic problems. 
NSF spends roughly $1.5 million a year on a variety of 
rosearch topics in computer vision. 
NIH 3pond~ a substantinl sum in 6btalninB and Qvalusting 
-
imnges for a variety of medical r~5e8rch applications. This hns 
includod ex'forts in scmi·-automatic CDncer scrooning, computor-
assi3ted photo~ctrf, tomography, imago formation and imoging 
~quipmcnt and various other medical application related areas. 
As the focus is applic3tion oriented, rather than computer vision 
oriented i it in difficult to pinpoint the portion that oan be 
considored co~puter vision research. Howovor, a rough guess 
might put the figure at one to tHO million dollnrs n year. 
It hns been estimated that NASA spendin3 on image processing 
ond ev~~ Jatiol1 appro~ches one hundred millien dollars a year. To 
help support this effort, HASA fund3 somewhat less than one 
m~on dollars a year on research in computer vision D• UASA 
-
spends l'ouBhly half this sum to support research at JPL in vision 
t' 
systems to guide robot manipulation. 
GAdditional {llOds have been spent on image processing and 
analysis hardware ~uch as the Hnssively Parallel Processor (MPP) 
at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. 
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The Hatlon&l Bureau or St30dnrds he~ an cngoinn in-house 
robotic3 vision rcsearch ~ffQrtr uhich cu~r~ntly 10 in tho order 
of one half million dollnrs a year. 
Collectively, athel' government ag~:m<:ics probably spend 
another one to two million dollsrs per ycar for rC300rch 1n this 
area. It is estinatcd that pCrh::l!>3 an additional ono t.o t.uo . 
million dollars a year is spent by covernment contractors uslnB 
IRAD (Independent Research and Devolopment) fund3 aS30ciotad with 
-their prime contracts. 
r 
Humtin Vision 
Human vi3ion 1~ the onlr n~Qilable cxgnplc of s general 
purpose vision syst~c. HO~CY9r= thus rar not many AI resoarchers 
have ~aken an interest in the CQDputDtion~ performed by natural 
visual systcm~r but thl~ situDtion is chonging. 
The MIT vision group (nma~B others) believes that, to a 
first approximation, tho hu~nn visual sY5ten is subdivided into 
modules specializing in visual ta3ks. There is also evidence 
that people do global proce3s1nB first and use it to constrain 
local processing • 
.... 
Considerable information now Qzlsts about lower level visual 
. 
processing in humans. However, us we progress up the human 
--visual computing, hierarchy. the; cr.act. nature of the appropriate 
representations becomes subject to di~pute. 
visual perception ia a ~:ilJ 
Thus, oyerrl! hum~n 
e 
tllldCl"stoC'iU. 
B. ~ p.nd Intermediat~ Lcv~ £! f~OCQS3ing 
Thoueh methods for powerful hish-level understanding visual 
analysis are still in the process of being determined, insights 
into low-level vision a:-e emerging. Alan Hackworth, from the 
University of British Columbia obs~rved at IJCAI-81 that there is 
an excitins convergence in the theory of lov level vision from 
( 
the major vision centers, such as HIT, eMU, SRI and Stanford. 
The basic physics of imaging, and the nature of constraints in 
vision and their use in computation is fairly well understood. 
Detailed programs for vision modules, such a3 IIshape froe 
shadingll and lIoptical flew," have begun to ap)ear. Also, th~ 
representational issues a:-e no~ better understood. 
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However, evon for HCill und~t'(;t(jod 10\·j··1IJvcl operations Iluch 
techniques proposeci, 3nd no method stands out os the best. In 
general, edge detector~ nre still unreliable, though Marr and 
Hilbettts approach, based on th~ zarn cros~inc of the second 
derivative of the intei1!';ity gl'f1dlent, appcal'3 promising. Brady 
(19616, p. 3) :statC:3 that operators dcnigncd to er-tract the 
lIimportant" intensity ch<!na~~ ir. nn image are still more an art 
than n science. ApproacheD to edce detection consist rilostly of 
convolving ir.lagcs Hitil 10c(11 oporators tuned to partlculal' 
appEcatic113. These oper9tor~ fare badl.y outside their l101te 
domain or in the presence of nolse. 
Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981, p. 576) note that the direct 
approach to image segmentation is inherently unreliable. A 
number of research groups successfully circu~vented thi~ problom 
by integrating segmentation and interpretation. Howeve~ this 
approach is net suitable for a general purpose vision 3ystem as 
it is based on advanne knowledge of the objects to be expeeted. 
In industrial vi~ion, the primary technique for achievinG 
robust edge finding and segmentation is to use special lighting 
and convert to a silhouette binary image in which edges and 
regions are readily distinsui3hnble. 
At intermediate levels, edge classification and labelling 
have been very succesffully used in the blocks world. Barrow and 
Tenenbaum (1981, p. 573) believe. that the various techniques 
,--
developed for der,llnp; with the blocks world could be integrated 
... 
into a complete, highly competent vision system for t.ha t 
"/---------
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Binford (1982) in reviewing e~letina rBsQa~ch in madel-based 
vision systems obuerved tha~ m03t systec3 first scgnont reston: 
then dC3cr1be thoir Sh~p9. Nane or t~Q syctorne m~kes effective 
use or tc~tur~ for ~egmont~tion and doscription. In general, 
shape doscription i3 pl'1mitive and interpretation systems hav~ 
not yet made full usc of even these limited capnbiliti~~. 
As yet, the extraction of useful information from color 13 
e,!trem"ly rudimentary. The peTocptl.llll l~SC of cot~1.con (Gr:ti;:;~l 
flo\:) hao been D focus of' attention rocently, but f1ndlnll3 tlrc 
-prel1cinary. 
For low lavel procesDing, cony recant algorithms take the 
form of pDrallol computations involving local intoractions. One 
popular approach havina this character 15 "relaxation." Thc~c 
locally parallel ~rchit~cture3 are Hell suited to rapid parallel 
processing using specinl purpose VLSI chips. 
c. Industrial Visi~~ Syst~ros 
Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981, p. 572) observe that: 
Significant progress has been made in recent years 
on pr'actical applic~tion8 of machine vision. Systems 
have been developed that. achieve useful levels 0 f 
performance on complex real imagery in ta~k3 such ~s 
ins p e c t ion 0 i' i n d u :3 tr i alp art ~ , in t e r pre tat ion 0 f 
aerial imagery, and analysiS of chest X-rays. Virtual-
ly all such systems arc special purposo, being heavily 
dependent on domain-specific construints and 
techniques. For example, industrial vision sy5tem~ 
usually require high contrast to obtain binary images 
and use overhead camel'as to minimize variations in 
object appearance. 
A much more prcssimistic viell is taken by Kruger and 
Thompson (1981, p. 1524j who state that: 
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Despite 3ub:Jt::JlltL'::!. rO[;G[;i'ch cffortn, the :itudy. of 
COI'lputer vielon in utili in 1tn infancy ••• 
Significant reduQtio~n in Qcnplcxity nre po~slble if 
automated PC1'(;;Cptj.on :t::-. :Ur:i:t.tod to an industrial 
environment. Even harc t howevor, Ke etill lack a clear 
understanding of the fundu~entnl ~roblcmz that ciust be 
add:-es::Icd if cOiT:;,n,itc;" ,r:;.':;:!.Oil 1:3 to hnvc a mojor Impact 
on ~onufccturlns. 
Hiatt (19131~ pp. 27 3) observe:: thr.t. in industry, robot 
vi s ion systems fu'e lim i tGQ to fJi mplc re:pcti ti ve processe3, and 
that the classic bin of jumbled parts problem still overwhelms 
industrial vision 5yote~s. Howevor, Birk and Kelley at the 
University of Rhode Island have devised algorithmo to 
successfully pick out parts from a bin on up to 901 of the 
computer-vision robot's machine cycles. 
Krueger and Thompnon (1981, p. 1537> obserVE; that., "The 
current state of the art precludes the construction of one 
general-purpose computer vision sy~tem with appllc~bl1ity to all 
industrial vision tasks •.•• Curl'cnt systet13 use no coro~on 
primitives for form~l representations of object properties. 
There 15 also no COMmon programming langu~ge for these 
applications. [Current industrial vision systems are limited in 
their flexibility in allowing users to reprogra~ the system to 
new situations.] This situation will likely improve as computer 
vision becomes more integrated into the production process." 
In adapting concepts generated in the research laboratory to 
industrial vision applications, many important additional factors 
come into play such as speed, cost and complexity. It has also 
been found that the lighting and optics playa key role in the 
robustness of an industrial system. Most potential industr'ial 
vision applications cannot be reduced to wnrkingwith binary 
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ollhouotton, due to t~~tur~ nnd other real-life environmental 
factoi':J. Thus, DyntoUllJ ori[;inooi':tnCl; is an important ingredient.. 
Unfortunately, ct prC9Gnt many pro~pect!vc users hove inadoQuste 
inhou~G capability to do tho systems pl~nnin8 end integrntlon 
needbd to &ucceu~rully cddpt computer vision to their operations. 
This h08 inhibited tho industrial use of sophisticated vision 
systems. The vision ~enuractUi'ars arc now "beginning to try to 
remedy this situation by starting to provide easier user 
prograrnning, friendlier u~cr interfacos, 2nd syctcms engineering 
support to prospective U3cr~. 
It has been estimated that ~s of mid-1982, though 1e33 th~n 
50 sophisticated industrial vision 3ystems were actually in usa, 
apPl·ox1mately 1000 810ple line-8osn in:;pection sy~tclJs WGf'e 1n 
regulnr operation.' Though speCial purpo3c systems huve thus for 
been the cost effective, successful vision application~ arc nO\1 
becoming commonplace and are expanding. Many firrn~ are now 
entering the industri:JI vision field, wi th technical leap-
frogging bcins common due to rapidly chang ina technology. 
D. ~ral Purpose Vis~on Systems 
1 • Introduction 
Though many practical im~ge recognition systems have been 
developed, Hiatt (1981 7 pp. 2,8) observes that, "In curl'ent 
vision applications, the type of ~cene to be processed and acted 
upon is usually carefully defined and limited to the capabilit.y 
of the machine... Gener~l purpose computer vision has not yet 
becn solved in practice." This domain specificity makes each new 
application cxpensiv~ and tirne consuming to develop. Thus, there 
is a clear need for computer vision systems capable of dealing 
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with a variety of industrial applications, pnrtlculnrly those 
with le~5 ~tructured cnvirQnment~. 
. . 
Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981, p. 572) note that "Developing 
general-purpose computer vision systems has proved surpr1sinBl,' 
difficult and comple~. This hus been particularly frustrating 
for vision researcheps, who daily experience the apparent cnse 
and spontaneity of human perception. Research in the last few 
years, however, has provided new insights into tho computationDl 
nature of vision that could lend to systems capable or high 
performance in a broad range of visual domains." 
Brady (1981A) observes that there has been a research shift 
toward topics corresponding to identifiable modules in the huronn 
vision systems, and away from particular do~ains of application. 
The consequence has been a sharp decline in the construction or 
entire vi3ion systems. 
2. Diffj.cul ties 
Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981, p. 574) emphasize that 
Model-based interpretation of image data is an 
enormously complex computational task. The variety of 
possible scene configurations and viewpoints 1s so 
great that an exhaustive search through the space of 
possible interpretations is out of the question. Only 
the most promising or most important alternative 
interpretations can be pursued. Selection of candidate 
interpretations depends both upon information deri ved 
from the input image, and upon the observer's goals and 
expectations. A delicate balance must be struck 
between data-directed and goal-directed search to avoid 
oversight (not seeing things that arc really present) 
and hallucination (seeing things that are not). 
Gennery et a1. (1931, pp. 10-1, 10-3, 3··6) observe that 
The statement "Vision is hard" is found often in 
the computer vision literature. There are several 
reasons for the difficulty. In the first place, an 
image contains an enormous amount of information, much 
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of it irrelevant. to the taf31~ at hand, and it is an 
imperfect projcctio~ af the rCDI world, containing 
noise and di:Jtol"tion. F,·or.: this the relevant 
information munt b~ e~ti"<lcted. In the second place, 
the transtorrn~tion from the 1~ag~ to the real world is 
highly Dmbiguouo. Thus Horld IetHa/ledge must be relied 
on to resolve the aob1guitic9. (This i3 e3pecially 
true in monocular' visi.ol1 of ~hr·de-dj.mcnsional scenes, 
but it 13 also true to a lcscar extent in stereo 
vision.) In the third ploce, an object 3e~n may only 
vaguely resemble othcrn of its generic type or even 
itoclf at other t1~ea or under othcr conditions. In 
the fourth place, in a powerful vision :::ystem an 
object must be rcco~n1zed out of a large number of 
possible objects or Generic typCG. 
The~e facts npp~ar to Qanifcst thcmaclvea in two 
ways in prac t ice. Firs t, v i.3 ion requires an enormous 
amount of computing. Second, it seem~ th«t the 
cOClputat. 10na1 rnetllnds needed are very complicated, and 
it is unknown todGY what the right methods will be ••• 
Some experiQcntal systens hold promise for 
recogn i tion of generic three-d i mens lonal obj ects, 
although they require a large amount of computing time 
on c):isting cOClputers. Some spacial-purpose hardware 
is becoming available, which enables some very low-
level computations to be performed rapidly. Even in 
thcac cases, however, a variety of techniqucs are in 
use, with no consensus about which are the best. This 
becomes even truer as we move to the higher-level, more 
general, on more advanced areas. Furthermore, many of 
the ~pproache3 that have been used are ad hoc, with 
little promise of generality • 
••. two tasks thot are beyond the capability of any 
existing' computer vision system are the recognition or 
p"ifrtz 1n a 'umble in a bin nd the 0 ration of a 
ro ot vehicle in a complicated outdoor environment. 
Rosenfeld (1981, p. 3) observes that "Image processing and 
scene analysis nave definitely saturated the capacity of 
computers." 
In relation to earth observation imagery for resources 
management, Alan Hackworth of USC stated at IJCAI-B1 that it will 
be necessary to alter the p~pular current multi-spectral paradigm 
tltat pixel meaning can be determined by intensity alone -- it 
doesn't work. It is necessary to understand spatial 
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organization, meaning and contf2:tt. The s!)atial conntraints aloe 
• 
very impol't3nt. There!: in no chance ~f getting 3 g.-mcral purpone 
vision systeo to understand satellite imagery alone -- it is 
necessary to use a 5ystem~BcincrBted "sketch m8p" to interoct with 
the scene. 
3. Techniques 
Brady \1981B, p. l+~ observes that, !1110:Jt AI worl<er3 have ••• 
dbandoned thc idea that visual perception can profitably be 
studied in the contc~t of a priori co~mitrncnt to a particulnr 
program 01' machine archi tecture. 1I Binford (1982) Delieves 
" ••• that building a vision system is 1~ a system effort of the 
sort which are familiar in computer science, aad 99X basic 
science." 
The research emphasis has moved to developing techniques 
(vision modules) for extracting intrinsic images (shape from 
shading, shape from tcxtul'e, etc.). Brady (198iA, p. 6) observes 
that, "Representations have been ~eveloped that make explicit, 
the information computed by a module... [This] leads to n view of 
visual perception as the process of constructing instances of a 
sequence of representations." 
Gennery et al (1981, p. 3-1) note that at higher levels of 
descriptions it becomes difficult to judge what are the best 
approaches. As a result, a wide variety of techniques have teen 
used. 
Brady (1981, p. 99) observes that though it appears that the 
most difficult visual problem is the perception or planning of 
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movements through cluttered 3paC8 i ~ ~Qlid atart h2G boon made on 
this problem by LC'jznno-Pcrcz ~ i 9(11). 
4. Conclusions 
Binford (1982) in reviewinG current model-based research 
visio .• sy3tems concludes that r.!ost :Jy~tcm:';\ have not att.omptGd to 
be general vision systamn r tho~gh 'CRONr~ dose dcnonstrate ~Dmo 
progress tO~lard this goal. ElCisting vision systems porformDncos 
~ 
are strongly limited by the performance of their segmentation 
, 
modules, their weak use of world knowledge and weak descriptions, 
making little use of shape. ~lC systems priuarily relDte imaGe 
relations to image observable3; in Beneral lacking tho ability to 
relate three dimenoionol spcce models to images. E)!i:~ting 
systems sho\; little emphasi3 on basic vi3ion p~oble~3 in Dystems 
building. 
Binford observes th~t until rccently~ sY3tens efforts have 
been small and Short-lived, genel'ally only a few man yearn 
effort. Focusscd and continuous efforts orc necessary but not 
suffiCient fOl' systt!m building. The system programming effort 
alone in building a vision system is enormous. 
With the exception of ACRONYM (and to an extent MOSAIC), the 
systems. surveyed depend on image mcdels and rcl&tions, and 
therefore are strongly viewpoint-dependent. To generalize to 
viewpoint insensative interpretations, would require three-
dimen~iQnal modeling and interpretation as in ACRONYM. 
Binford found that the systems jump to conclusions based on 
flimsy evidence which would probably not distinguish m~ny objects 
in a complex visual environment. The systems typi'!ally use the 
hypothesis-verification paradig:-:1. Hypnthe:3is -gcner;)tion is the 
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succeed best Hith· qllDSi-2d [$ccnss, for example aerial 
photographs, industrial 3QGnC~ trom a rl~ed viewpoint, ~-ray 
imaec~r nn~ graund loyel phatoa fro~ a rixed viewpoint. Even 
ACRONYH t ~ih lcll Ineorpc£'",L.o;J v iii \ipC,~.!l t-insol1si ti ve Meehan isms, has 
beGn demonstrated only on aeriol Imngcs~ although it appears 
applieablu to ground level photographs as well. 
Binford cancludec that though that the results of the~e and 
other \!fforts are oncour'nging ns first demonstrations. 
nevertheless ao genel'al vision systems, they have a long way to 
go. 
Tenenbaum and Borrow 0901, p. 594) in discunsing the 
general computer visian problem conclude that: 
He are beginning to understand tho compututicnal 
nature of vision at a fundamental level, independent of 
irnpl3~Qntation. This understanding provides new 
insights into limi t!ltions of early scene nnalysis 
syste!:ls llnd a solid ~cicntific foundGtion upon which 
future eeneral-purpo~c high-performance computer vision 
sy:!tems can be buil t ••• 
The competence of a vision system ultimately 
rests upon the representation~ it uses to describe the 
wO:'ld and the models available for manipulating and 
transforming descriptions. Many levels of description 
are necessary to achieve human performance requiring 
models of scene domains, objects, surfaces, 
illumination, sensors, and the geometry and photometry 
of imaging. 
A vision system ts naturally structured as a 
sequence of levels of representation. The initial 
lev~ls are primarily iconic (edges, regions, gradients) 
because that is the nature of the information available 
directly from an image. The highest levels are 
primarily symbolic (surfaces, objects, scenes), because 
that is the ncture of the information that is sought. 
Intermediate levels are constrained by the information 
available fron preceding levels and that required by 
subsequent levels. In oarticular, physical and thr-ee-
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dimensional surface .chm-::l'.!tG:-:l.3th~::; provide a critical 
transi tion from iconic to 3YiolUOU,Q :'(J~rc3cnt.aticns. 
E~rly levcls of prnOQ3stnB in D vi~ion system nre 
prir:Hll~ily date. driver •• uhU,c:- i~tshQr levels are 
controlled by goals and eXPQat~tinns. At intermediate 
levels, some cnmbination o~ d3ta-drivon (bottom-up) and 
Baal-driven (top-down) operation 13 naeded both to 
compensate for errors, and to nvnid computational 
overloud. Although the det.a i lad nnt\.H'c of proces~ i ng 
is dependent on represontation and therefore 
consider2bly different at low and high levels, it is 
significant thnt at virtually nll levels processing 
appears to be inherently parnllol t nnd thus amenable to 
implementation by networks of cocputational elements 
(c.S., n~u!'ons or VI.S1 chips) ••• 
While no such [genoral-purpose computer vision] 
system yet eXists, most of tho piaces have been 
experimentally demon~tratcd. Thuo it uauld not be 
unreasonable to attompt to Qon~truQt one within the 
current state of the art. or QPUr3~t uany details 
still l'cmain unresolved. espoQ!~llly at the higher 
levels of processing. 
Reel-time tractlng of objeots is lcport3nt to manipulntlon 
and guidance. 
reviewed and Appendix g. Though ~Q6& 3UCCC3S h2S been achieved 
undar limitad conditions, it remains 09 nn i~portan~ Area for 
research. 
In conclusion, we might observe thnt computer vision can be 
viewed as a set of very difficult p:-Clbler;l~. However commercial 
vision syst~m~ a~e available nnd nre ~~er3tins successfully in 
specialized environments on low lev~l problems of verification, 
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objeot looutlan or ariont~tlan~ 
There 1~ now e 'much batter un~or9tnn41nB or the oomputor 
vision problem than thore was j~Dt G rQ~ rcars ago. A major 
foous of the ourrent resoarch effort 13 in ~xtroctin3 3D shape 
from intrln~iQ imugo aharcete~13tic5. 
Though quite a nu~bor of hiGh loyal rGcaorch vision Dy5tem~ 
have been explored, no aencrnl vision systen i~ avnilable tedDY 
or is itl1minent. Hnjcr currenT. efforts in this :::rce aro ACRQtZYH 
at Stanford U. Gnd VISIONS et the U. of: ~t(18~ .. 
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Some of the general issues ara: 
CDn general vision be reduced to computer ~nalysi3? 
Hhat a:lsUmption3 about the world are restrictive 
enough? 
How much data is required? 
Need to incorporate generic aspects of perception 
(D!nfo:-d, 1982) 
Similarity, not spatial congruence is the paradiG~ 
of interpretation in nature. 
Hu~ans arc always seeing thinGs they haven't De en 
beforc. 
3D interpretntion of images vcrsus 2D 
Binford (1982) believes that general vision 
systems depend on building three dimensional 
descriptions--that prediotion, description and 
interpretation take plnce largely in thre~ 
dimensions. 
l~OH necessary is it to follo\-l the central paradigm 
(Figure 6, in this report) to achieve high level 
vision? Is it essentiCll to el'Jploy a key intermediate 
representation such as the 2-1/20 sketch or Intrinsic 
;magcs? It is possible to obtain these using only 
local constraints? 
Is the hierarchical vision paradigm (Figure 6), uhich 
implies complete segmentation and labeling 
inappropriate for natural scenes? Is a more isomorphic 
representation needed, such as a map Hhich implicitly 
captures the detail and I'elations and is more 
appropriate for natural computations? For such 
~snr.1orphic representations, is the serial digital 
cOl'Jputer inappropriate and another calculating medium 
such as a network needed? (See Fischler, 1978, 1981.) 
Methods and hardware to reduce the software generation 
costs and processing time for computer ~isionH. 
*Nudd (1985) provides a good overview of computer processing 
requirements for computer vision and appropriate architectures 
and hardware to implement them. 
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Lock of interface stand~rd3 for connecting computer 
vision system~ to robota and industrial machines. 
Active va passive sensing in vision systarn~. 
Relative mcrlt3 of binery varsus gray-scale imagery. 
Most issues are still poorly understood. 
B. Techniques 
1. 
2~ 
Low Lavel Proce3s~~ 
Hany of the unsolved proble~s in computer vision 
are at this level. 
The whole issue of construct1n 
from zero cross nBS 
ttie intensity is far 
Direct edge find ins and region seg~en~Dtion sre 
still unreliable for gencral vision. 
A key insight is that local information 13 usually 
inndcquatc to guide :segmentntion and 
interpretation in a general scene. Global 
struct'Jre such us the shnding gradient is 
required. To what extent can medelinG and using 
physical contraints in scene analysis provide 
global restrictions which can guide segmentation 
and assist in classi fieat.ion? Possible exampl:!s 
include 1) utilization of shadows to locate 
lighting sources ant to pinpoint objects casting 
shadow3, and 2) use of sky-land boundaries as a 
global conntraint. Another global approach for 
man-made scenes is to employ the camera model and 
geometric perspective to detect vanishing points 
associated with parallel lines in an urban scene. 
Fishler et a1. (1982) indicate that the detection 
of clusters of parallel lines by finding their 
vanishing points can be used to automatically 
screen large amounts of man-made structures. 
How to best utilize and avoid difficulties with 
texture in natural scenes is still unsolved. 
Rectification of images prior to stereo matching 
remains a problem. 
Niddle Level Processing 
A key problem remaining in computer vision is 
bridging the gap between pictorial features (e.g., 
edges and regions) and 3D objects. 
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• Taohniquo9 for an~ly~1n~ tlro8-varyln~ irnoscry • 
Limlt~ of tho intrlnnlc 1mn5c opproDch: It is not 
olaar that wo can reliably obtRin lntrl~nlc lnagan 
f l' 0 rJ i u: Il S e s a f l' C n 1 ::l cell (~ :l V i G , to hac 0 tho d ~l 
outllnud in thi:; I'C pCI' t. ll.l tel'no t i ve nppr-oache3 
whon available, 3uch 03 3tcreo or eotivc ranBing 
se n so r s!.. ll! ~ Y i) C P \":! r ern b 1 a l' C f" 0 x t r net 1 n g 
mtt'inde characterinti.cs. 
How best to daal Mith shadows and occlusions. 
Hir,her Level ttOce5~a 
Relnticn of higher lovel vi~ion to A! 
Modules that operate on the nurfnoo oricnt!ltion 
map to produc2 objeot reprQ~ant~tiona. 
Generio intorprotation in t~rms of objeot classes. 
Semantio interpretation. 
Som3ntio scarch t~chni~ue! for use in ~atchlns 
schemos using semantic sogmentations Rnd indexing_ 
Identificetlon for interpretation of "hlch 
geomotric p~r3mctera ara casually (functionally) 
rDther thun stati~ticelly dotGrminod (Binford, 
1982). 
c. RCErc:i.cntati£!}, and Hodelin!l 
?'cprcsentotions for complex and amorphous :Jhapes (a.g., 
a tree, a crumpled sweater, a flaYing stream). 
Proper level for the dlvid.'inB line botHeen iconic 
representations at the lower levels and symbolic at the 
higher levels, and how much these representations 
should overlap. 
How to index efficiently into n database containing !l 
lnrge number of models. 
What sort of features sho~ld be extrnoted from the 
scene (edges, corners, regions, surface oricntlon, 
etc.) and how should objects be modelod (wire-frame 
models, generalized cylinders, etc.) 
D. Syste.n! Paradi(l;ms and Design 
,Is the relaxation process the most att~nctive approach 
at the lower levels where global nspects ar-e not 
directly considered? 
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E. 
G. 
• 
BUH fnr can pnrDllcl mcthod~ (like rolaxat!on) be 
pu~had at &11 lov~1~7 
13 a comblngt1an of tap-down Dnd botton-up the 
preferred ~pproa~h for complQ~ v!alan t~oka? 
Under Uh9t circumstancos i~ tho blnckbo3rd approach to 
bo proferl'cd? ilote that h:!..orarchical imago 
underetan~lnB systens suffor from lack of adaptability 
and ~lsQ require a large amount of processing. 
l\noul.£~c Acg!liill'l2.!l .::. TcachiE~ ~ Pro..arl'lr.'H:lina 
• Hethods tor knowledge 8aquiniticn at all lovela. 
Methods fnr learning and tr~ckina of generic types. 
• How to maka the 8y~tQm vcr~etilB by having it 
procrnmmabla at a Yory hiGh level. 
• Design of a very-high-level progrnf.HlIlng language 
especially for vinion. Little ha~ boen done to date in 
thIs aren. 
• Active V~ passive sensing • 
Best methods for using ztructured light. 
Methods for ~cquirin8 3D dil'(!ctly. 
Is 3canning la3er radar the wave of the future? 
?lanning 
Methods to incoroorate planning into robotic systcms 
utilizing vision. 
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xv. 
A. 
B. 
General 
• 
vision uS it'n cur bcot 
\' l. S" 0 . r a. rn 
Neod re~earch in sener~l purpose systems cGpnbla of 
high performance in u wide variety of visual domains. 
Deed to be able to usc generic recognition • 
Methods to reduce software costs of co~~utor vislon and 
reduce processing time. 
Image processing techniques for greater capability. 
Interface st~ndards. 
Method~ for vinual guidance In cluttered spaces. 
Improved understanding of the extent and u::;e of domain 
specific informstion in visual perception. 
Need to determine how to best utillZe range 
information. . 
Need to dove lop globc:l method3 (e.g., utilizint; 
zhading) either to bypas~ or to halp guide the current 
hiep~rchical paradigm. 
1. Low ~ processi~ 
More reliable and faster edge and region finders 
for general scenes. 
Ways to extract Motion measures from sequences 
of intensity arl-ays. 
Reliable stereo disparity modules. 
Determination of surface properties, such as 
color, smoothness, coatings, etc. 
2. Middle level processing 
Techniques for analyzing time-varying imagery. 
Methods to bridge the gap between edges and 
regions and 3D objects. 
Improved methods of extracting intrinsic images. 
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c. 
3. 
Botter underGtonding of hOH to use toxture. 
HoduiDo·that opcrct0 on ths surface orientation 
map to produce object rQP~e3entations. 
Methods tor generic and semantic interpretation. 
Rcpro~n~~ ~~ ~odclin& 
Representations for complex and amorphous shapes. 
Techniques for inde~:ing into a large data bc::se of 
models. 
Mathematical methods to model texture conviently. 
More precise representations of surface ori~ntation 
maps at different levels of resolution. 
Methods to group properties at each level of r~Dclutia~ 
for each representation, so that a hierarchical 
structure can be imposed upon the representations. 
Determination of under what conditions is binary 
imagery most fc::vor~ble and under what conditions i3 
gray-scnle to be preferred. 
Choosing which features to extract frOl1i a scene. 
Methods for modeling 3D objects. 
D. System Paradigms and DesiBI1 
Need to explore the er-t.ension of relaxation processes 
to multiple levels in the pyramid of description and 
interpretation. 
Methods of local parallel processing which can discover 
global informati6n through propogation. 
Efficient methods and techniques for maintaining 
concurrently a number of images of a scene in various 
star,es of processing, so that these explicitly 
represented images can interact with each other and 
with higher and lower levels of processil1B an 
processing proceeds. This is especially pertinent to 
~lobally consistent relaxation processing. 
Need investigation of paradig~s, other than the 
conventinnal hierarchical paradigms, such as the 
"blackboard" and other paradigms being explored in 
Artificial Intelligence areas such as expert systems. 
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E. 
F. 
fl 
G. 
Faster prc- and p,.)p,t>,p:·(lC'-'r,',~d_nf; hardH3rc (c.g., special 
digital circuitz to ~value~~ intonsity gradiantz). 
Knowled~.~ !£.~~ :::. ls£'~llii !:.!'jd ft.'?.SrawJ11i1fi 
Need bett.cr techniquos fer j"npid i~ep.·ogi'nmmine of 
vision systcl~:; by tho;; Ut'.(J!". 
Inspection and Ascembly vision systoms 30ftwnre 
approaches that ann easily ba modified to adapt to new 
situntions. It would be desirable that control 
structures be inoorporated that. tlill 5p!::cif~t tests to 
be performed nnd possible alternate paths of actions. 
Need high-level programming languages designed 
especially for vision. 
Need methods for learning and teachine of genc:-ic 
types. 
t1cthodn for knoHled~e &oqui3i tion at ::111 le'/eis. 
SenGin!!, 
Tcchni,ucs for rapid 3D scnains -- raneins by lidar 
(scann!ng laser 5~9reo a 
ti"innGulation. 
Improved methods for usc or structured light for 3D 
evaluation and ~hape identification. 
Method3 for exploiting multiple light sources. 
Higher-resolution and selective-resolution transducerB. 
Methods for incorporatinG vi:ion into robotic planning. 
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XVI. EY..tU!~ Trcnd,s, 
As the field of computer vinton unfoldo, we expect to soc 
the follow ins future trands D• 
A. . TechniQuc~ 
B. 
Tho~gh most indu5t~ial vision ~y3tems have used binary 
representations, we can expect iijcrcQoQd usa of Grov 
scales because of their potential for h::10011ng 8C(HHHl 
with cluttered backgrounds and uncontrolled liGhtlng. 
Recent theOl"etical work on monooulnr :Jtd'l?!';; 
interpretation fro~ imaS8~ (shape from nhndinn, 
texture, ate.) make it appear promiSinG that g~ncral 
mechanisms for generating spatial obsG:"vatiol1s fro::; 
images will be a .... oilable within the ner.t 2 to 5 YCi3rs 
to support general vicion systeos. 
s u c c e s s f u 1 t. e 0 h n i que s ( suo h a:; 0 t c :' ~ C! end m (\ t· i a rl 
parallax) for deriving shape and/or motion fron 
multiple images should also be av~11Bble within 2to 5 
year3. 
The rnflthematlcs of !uafia Undorstanding will continue to 
become more sophisticated. 
Enlargement will continue of the links now groving 
between Image Understanding and Theories of Humnn 
Vision. 
Brady (1981B. p. 11) predicts that there Hill be a 
considerable advances in current vision " •.• issue3 over 
the next few decades, probably resulttng in cha:ire3 in 
our conception of computing and vision at lC3:t ~;) 
large as those which have occurred over the past 
decade." 
Hardware ~ Arc!}} tecture 
We are now seeing hsrdware and software emerging that 
enables real-time operation in siraple situations. 
Within the next 3 to 5 years ue should see hard\~a"'e and 
softl.[are that will enable similar real-time operati::ln 
for robotics and nther activities requiring 
recognition, and position and orientation .informat~on. 
"These trends have been largely derived from statements by Brady 
(1981A, 1981B), Binford (1982), I(ruger and Thcmpson (1981), Agi;1 
(1980), Arden (1980), Rosenfeld (1981), Hiatt. (1981>, and Barrow 
and Tenenbaum (1981). . 
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Fast raster-bau6d plpoiih6 'p~~proce~9inB h&rd~oro td 
compute law-lAval featuros in lQ~Dl region~ ot an 
entire sceno oro now bocomina Dvailrible ~~d Dho~ld find 
SQ~Qral u~c in commcrclnl vision oyatoos in 2 to 4 
years. 
As at virtually all visual levo13, prooG~slnG ~ecms 
inherently parc:.~llcl, pa.·all61 )rocas~:ln'" "., 0 
the future (but ' en., ret unsHer). Parallal 
oces3_ng research hardware syste~s suoh oz ZMOB ~t 
the U. of NO, 3nd tho HPP for UASA Goddcrd) have 
already been built, and appropriate nlgorlthms ora 
beins developed. 
Three possible parallcl processing arohltecturca are 
array procc3sing, pipeline proc:~::J:;1ns Dnd multi-
processing. ~'ult1- roceos1n look~ cost romising 03 
it allows data rom ~evornl data streams a on mo 
internet with each othor to yield a high-level 
representation. 
Rololotion and constraint analynis techniques arc on 
the incr~aDo and will be increasinGly roflocted'in 
future architectures. 
c. ~ .2!!!! Gen£!:& Visiol1 Sysl..C:rn.§. 
Computor v'nion will be 3 key rector in achieving many 
-
artificial intelligence applicationz. The Boal i5 to move from 
-----------------------
special-purpose v;sual processing to general-purpose computer 
vision. York to date 1n model-based sY3tern~ has made a tentative 
beginning. But the long-run goal is to be sble to deal with 
unfamiliar or unexpected Inputu• Reasoning in tarri1:.l of generic 
models and reasoning by analogy arc two approache3 being pursued. 
However, it is anticipated that it will be a decade or more 
before substantial progress will be made. 
i'A3 computer vision systems move toward this goal, t.hey \Hll 
increasingly incorporate E~pert System components using multiple 
knowledge sources. Gevarter (19828) provides \n Overview of 
Expert Systems, in which ACRONYM and VISIONS are considered to be 
examples of Expert SystemS.-
- ----
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Barrow and TenQ~bs~~ (19G'~ p •. 594) jn~icDt0 ~hat no ganaral 
vision syst.em nO\1 C~(~3tS, but r.lOS~ of the ii ••• picee3 ht:.ve been 
experimentally demonstrated. Thus it would not be unreasonable 
to attempt to construct one within the current st~te-of-the-art.~ 
NCHI emerging is 3D modeling. arising largely from 
CAD/CAM technology. 3D CAD/CAN data bases will be 
integrated \'lith ind~strial vis:!.on systems to 
realistically generate synthesized images for matching 
with visual inputs. 
Illumination models, shading and surface property 
models will be increasingly incorporated into visu~l 
systems. 
Volumetric models which allow prediction and 
interpretation et the levels of volumes, rather than 
images i will see greater utilization. 
Hi h level vision rOlZramrnin languages (such as 
u or.lati>:'s RAI~ that can be integrated \:ith raaot and 
i1idu3trial manuT'acturing language3 arc now beginning to 
appear and \1ill become commonplace \-lithin 5 years. 
Generic representations for amorphous objects (such DS 
trees) have been experimentally utilized and should 
become generally available within 5 years. 
E. Know} ed f~ ACQu i 5 it ion 
Strategies for indexing into a large database of models 
should be available wi thLI the next 2 to 5 yea~s. 
"Training by being told" will supplement "training by 
example" 3S computer graphics techniques and vision 
programming languages become more commoD. 
F. SensinB, 
10 ment is 3D 
e vision systems 
emp!oYlng structured Ilght for 3D sensing. 
new lnnovative techniques in this area nre 
appear in the next 5 years. 
Nore active 
explored, 
industrial 
decade. 
V1Slon sensors such as lidnr are now being 
but are unlikely to find substantial 
application until the last half of this 
, ' .. ~. ; .. ~ , 
A number of other i::H~C~~.I!'.t.i n' t~;;hnj.Gue5 !.n 3D sensins 
arc now being dGvc~Qped. h~ans these Grc tho use of 
multiple liGht 9&urce~~ wultiplc v~ews, and shape from 
motion. Some of the:.w techni~l!~S may ,tH~O CQUllllCrcinl 
application within the next two ~ear5. 
It is anticipated that within two years solid-state 
cameras and convolvDrs will become available that will 
mal~e stereo machine vision n :-eali ty. 
G. !ndu5tria~ Visio~ Syste~~ 
We will see increased use of odvnnced vision techniques 
in industrial vision ~ystcms, including gray Bcale 
imaeery~ 
We are now observing a shortening time lag between 
research &dvancea and their applications in industry. 
It is unticipated that in the futur-e this lag may be as 
little as one to two years. 
Advanced electronics hard\HP'C at .. educed cost is 
increasing the capabilities and speed of industrial 
vision, while simult,clnoously reducing C():Jts. 
Bec~~se of low start-up cost~ and the importance of 
vision to industrial and at.her ap?lications, nc\·t 
com~nnics and crganizations arc rapidly ente~ing the 
vision field. 
It has been estimated that more than 200 companies are 
now playing a role in the vision field. A shakeout 
appeal'S likely a~ the fj.cld settles down, but 
Innovation will continue to encourage new entrants. 
It is anticipated th2t special light inc and active 
sensing will play an increasing role in industrial 
vision. 
Better hu~an/machine interfaces simplifying user 
reprogramming are now appearing and will become 
dominant in sophisticated applications within 5 years. 
Co~mon programmins languages and improved interface 
standards will within th~ next 3 to 10 years enable 
easier integfitinnc~ ~l~inn to robots and into the 
industrial environment. 
H. Future Ayplications 
It is anticipated that about nne quarter of all 
industrial robots will be equipped with so~e form of 
vision system by 1990. 
Arden (1980, p. 487> observes that IIIncreasingly, 
computer-vision techniques are being applied to real-
world problems. This is particularly true of device 
assembly, circuit board layout, and inspection in the 
field of industrial automation. Although much of the 
work is still going on, several convincing 
demonstration programs have been written, and i~ is 
expected that conputer vision will soon begin to have a 
significant impact in industry. At the same time, the 
computer-vision apPl'oach will. increasingly be applied 
to the analysis of imaGes by computer, areas which up 
to now have been t,he domain of researchers in pattern 
recognition--for example, the analysis of handwriting, 
photomicrograph~ and radingraphs, and satellite 
imagery." 
New vision system applications in a wide vnriety of 
areas, as yet unexplored, will bagjn to appear within 
this decade. An example of such a system might be 
visual traffic monitors at intersections that could 
perceive cars, pedestrians, etc., in motion, and 
control the flow of traffic accordingly. 
Computer vision will play a larg~ :-ole in future 
military applicatinns. The Defense Mapping Agency 
intends to achieve fully automated production for 
mapping, charting and geodesy by 1995, utiU.zing 
lIexpert system"-guided computer vision facilities. 
Other future computer vision military applications 
include autonomous navigation and guidance for vehicles 
c:nd missiles, target detectinn, the interpretation of 
aerial images for general surveilance purposes and for 
local battlefield surveilance. Computer vision will 
also playa large role in future battlefield robots. 
Table X gives Binford's (1982) forecast for computer 
vision sY5tem applications. 
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o Industrial Vision Systems 
et Cartography: Se:ni-Automated st~rt.v.J )~or ternrin (!upping 
!~id telTol (2-3 }'e~rs.>, 
I) Cartography: Se.ili-Autc.'llated stereo r.rapping of complex cultural sites 
o Photointerpretation - f·lonitor1ng of selected objects in restricted situatiC'>n:; 
long tenn (3-5 years) 
o ·30 Systems for: 
-warehousing 
-handling unoriented parts 
-inspection of non-laminar parts 
o Cartography - automatic featur~ classification 
o Photo; nterprctation - Auton~tic classificadon of a gr~3ter Va;"iety of 
objects t"/ith greater detail 
Greatel' than 5 years 
., Roboti c operations in hazardous end romlents 
D Autonomous navigation 
o Vehicle Guidance 
G Medical image analysis 
G Aids to handicapped 
More than a decade 
e Home robots 
o General robotic activities 
~ Observations of extra-terrestrial bodies~ 
*Based on Binford (1982) 
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I. Concluni0.!l 
In conclu~!Qn. th'~ £!l!lOl.mt 0:' oati\'it~t und the many 
researcher~ in the oocputer visiQn field ~uGRe3t th~t ulthin tho 
practical cooput~~ vis1cn. thaugh the a~ollnbility or practical 
general vision Sy3tGQ~ ~till ~em~lns a lonE wny off. 
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· ThQ follct'1ing ubbrt;!viat~c:,5 for ~o:;:~ .)Cl,ti'Jl!> and conference proceedinqs 
ar-;: used: 
AI Artificial Intelligence 
CGIP COitputer Graphics and irr.age Processir.g 
T-PAiU IEEE TI"ansactions on Pnttcrn Analysis and r·lach1ne Intelligence 
l~'I Firest Annual Naticn11 Conference on Artificial Intel1iqence. 
The ~~erican Association fo~ Artificinl Intelligence, 
Stanford University, ,'\ugust 1900 
AMI -82 Proceed; ngs of the N! ti onJ 1 ConfeI'cr.c<:! on Artifici al Inte 111 gr:nct:. 
Univ. of Pittsburg. August 1982 
41CPR Fourth Intemational Jo1n"t Confe~nce on PQttarn R<::cognition. 
To~oc Uove:nbcr 1978 
3lJCAI Third International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence. 
Stanford University. Augllst 1973 
5lJCAI Fifth Intarnlltional Join't Conference em Artificial Intelligence. 
Cambridge, "tass •• August 1977 
6lJCAi Sixth Inter-notional Joint Conference en Artificilll Intcl1 igence~ 
Tokyo, August 1979 
IJCAI-Sl Seventh Internationai Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 
August 1981 
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1.0l! LEVE:L FEf~TURES 
The 3ceno to be anDlyzed is UGuglly 3ensed by a di~itol 
camero or othor siQilar davies, tho output of which i3 normally 0 
digitized image having an array of briBhtncse vGlua~. For some 
purposes these bri6htnQz~ valueD cnn be operated upon directly to 
obtain dcaired information abcut the 9cana, but it is usual to 
extract low l~vQl ff::Jtu:'~:3 for fUl"thcr computet' procc:3oillg. The 
following ~ectionD dencflbe tho law level features u8unlly 
considered for extraction. 
A. Pixels (Picture Elements) 
Pixc13 are tho individual elements In 3 disitized array. 
They usually repre~cnt briBhtnc~s and perhaps color in 0 
projection from a thrC!.c dimensicn::!l scene, but could also 
represent distanco in a l"anGe lt138~ 
B.Texture 
Te~ture is a local variation in pi~cl v2lu~s thnt repeats in 
a regular or random Hay acr03S a portion of an irnnee or object. 
Texture car. sometimes be u3ed to ~dentify the ohject being 
sensed, or it can be used for approximating ran8e and surface 
orientation in a known object. HOllever it can also be a noioe 
~ource in processing the image. 
C. RC8ion~ 
A region is a set of connected pixels that show a common 
property such as aver&ge gray level, color or texture in an 
image. 
TIllis appcndfr. is based IGI':;ely on Gcnnery et a1. (1981). 
D. 
An edge is a step in piAcl valueD (exceeding some threshold) 
between two regions of relatively uniform values. II. line is 
---defined as a thin region of roughly uniform pixel values betwee~ 
two region~ of different but roughly oaual pixol values. Line 
representations arc ~xtractBd from edges. 
E. 
A corner' is an abrupt change in direction of a curve. 
Corners are u~eful in data compression ~pproaches to representing 
straight edges, and as points for feature matching. 
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APPENDD( B 
EXTRACTInG EDGES AND AREAS 
into u sketch, that is, find the od6C~ that snparate rocions of 
diffaring brightnossos. 
-
Edgc~ corrc~pond to abrupt chanBc~ 1n 
bright.il~Stl. Such changes CGn be identifiod os places wharo tho 
first derivative of the brightn~s9 i5 ~uddanly higi} or the 30cnnd 
derivativo is z~ro (soo Figure 8). Thero ara vnriou5 ~ChC~C5 for 
doing this, all in some way rolated to taking brightnc3S 
differences betwoen adjacent points. 
A. 
The bnsic methods for ~xtracting odGe and lino elements from 
images aret!: 
1. Linear Hatchod Filtering: 
Succcs~ively convolveuo image windows with a templato of the 
desir'ed feature and seek the rllaximum valllo. 
Convolve windows in the image with a local operator 
(weighting function that npproKimates first or second derivatives 
by first or sucond differences). Example~ of operators for doing 
thi3 ar'e shown in Tnhlo I. In general, each point in the image 
is convolved with directional operators in as mnny directions as 
~This section i~ hasad largely on methods describod in Rosenfold 
(1981, p. 601), GOllnory, et nl., (1981, pp. 2-8 to 2-14), and 
Brady (19S1A). Additionnl material con be found 1n Ballard and 
B I' 0 W t1 (1 9 02 ), n i n f 0 I' d (1 98 1), n n d N e v 11 till (1 9 8 2 ). 
w~Convnlve means superimpo9ing a nxn opernt~r over D nxn pixel 
aron(window) in tho imnge, multiplying cnrl'esponding points 
together and sumMing the result. 
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Figure 6 Intensity V~r!~tionG nt Step Edges. 
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-1 2 -:01 look [or COl:O cO:'\ISAt1vo to 
-1 " -I oro,..1n; Bar " t-Jask 
-1 2 -1 
-, 2 -1 
~Convolvin9 ~ ima~a window (about A piKol) wlih operAtoro ~uoh 4~ 
thQ~Q tndtc~lod. OpAr~tor~ ghown ~r~ for f!ndlno vQrtlo~l lLn~o. 
Ql 
noll1o 
I ; 
·g~~t~i:~~;;:?~ ~~/~.f.?~~~" is 
~:l' rf:~{~~3 fl:t~::'Sel1. 
Apply locnl thresholdinG ",fld ditH.Hli'd rosponaGs that do not;. 
lie on borders (between upper and lDwer throshold regions) and 
link rcspcnses thet do. 
4. Surface Fitting - The HucQkel Op~rntor 
-
Fit a surrac~ to neighborhood of euch pl~cl and compute 
maximun gradient of the surface. Ccn3idcr as edge pOint3 those 
pi xc 13 having sur face max i cum gl4!ld i en t:1 above a selected 
threshold value. This approach was tlrst devised by Prewitt 
(1970). The Hueckel Op~rator is u popular method for doing thi3. 
5. Rotationally ~~~n~iti~ Operators: 
The Laplac ion Operator (VI s41?.:£" T 'd~~ , .. elated to the 3~· ()'f~ 
magnit.ude of the derivative of the intensity gradient) is 
insensi tive to the direction of a 11no and yields edge elements 
at pixQl points where thc Laplacian is zero. Thus discrete 
approximations t·o the Laplacian have proved useful in line 
finding. 
6. Line Followinli: 
Shirai (1975) devised a line folloHing method that used a 
pair of parameters that varied accordillg to hOH continuously and 
smoothly elements were found. These parameters determined 
thresholds for accepting a new element according to how clo~e it 
was to the linear continuation of the current line being tracked. 
7. Global Methods 
Martelli (1976) devised a global hueristic search that 
operates directly on the brightness values. A cost function 
is optimized depending on the curvature of the candidate 
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line and th~ deGree to which the condldoto line 5ucceeds in 
dividing the imasc intn regions of different briGhtnc~3es. 
Kelly (1971) used B hier3~ch1cal refinement approach, rir~t 
finding lines in a course image end u31ns the results to 
guide line findinG in a higher resolution imnge. 
Eberlein (1976) utilized 0 relaxation appr03ch for linl<:ing 
edges found by a local detector. depending on how the QdgcD 
agreed with their local neighbors. This was a parallel 
method that merged the element~ into a continuous line. 
The Hough Transform (Duda and Hort, 1973), is a global 
parallel method for finding strai8ht or curved lines. For a 
straight line, using results from 100al edgc detect.ors, the 
perpendicular distance (p) from the line clement to the 
origin and the angle (e) or' the normal to the line is 
d eterm in ed and mapped in to (p, 0) spac e. Peak cl us tor s in 
(p,o) space are considered t~ be straight lines. 
Fischler, Tenenbaum and Wolf (1981) describe a new paradigm 
for detecting,\I\c.tprecisely deliniating roads and similar 
"line-like" structures ~ppearing in low-re~oluticn aerial 
imagery: The approach combines "local information from 
multiple, and possibly incommensurate, sources, including 
various line and edge detection operators, map knowledge 
about the likely path of roads through an image, and generic 
knowledge about roads (e.g. connectivity, curvature, and 
width constraints). The final interpretation of the scene 
i sac hie v cd by u sin S e i the t· a g rap h sea r c h 0 r d y n ami c 
progl'amming techniques to optimize a global figui'"e of 
merit." 
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Thore 3rc mUMY ~ppro~ohee uh1ch oan bo nonaidcrad to bo 
vori&tlons, oc~blnationo and czte~s1ona Dr the b~slc approncheo 
to edgo findIng considered 1n o2ctlon A. 
For oxample, Horr and Hildrath (1979) utilized the fact that 
different edgoo era found doponding upon tha si&G of the edge 
ma~k3. They also observed that bnr mS5ko aeem to give mora 
I"oliablcinforrnation them edgo m;::cl:~. They u!Jcd bar cl.wl{3 of 
differont panal widths and cocbinod their output~ to reduoe 
effects of noiso and to oompute the fuzzin~as of an edge. They 
c .. tol"ldcd this mathod based on their OOlHH"vations t,hat intensity 
changes nre localized in space nnd 1n (spatIal) fraquency. They 
note thut u3ing ~ Gaussian fllter O optimized localization in both 
domains 5imultnneou~ly. They thus convolved the orlgin~l lm&ge 
with the Laplacian of th~ Gaussian 3mooth1ng filter for each 
spatial frequency used. Edges were considered to occur where 
zero crossings from several spatial frequ,ncy ·channels concurred. 
c. Linking Edsa Elements l and Thinning Resultant Lines 
Due to imperfections 1n edge element f1nding techniques, 
situations whe~e edges 3re poorly defined and n0130 in the image, 
the primal sketch will usually con3ist of di8con~inuous and 
somewhat Mattered edge elements. Variou.:3 schemes (heur13tics) 
exist to connect these edge elements together to form lines. 
UAn avera~ins procedure about n pir.el in uhich the influence of 
neighboring. pi~el5 falloff with dil3tence, according to a 
Gaussian distribution. 
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Long Cdg~3 or line~ c~n be fo~nd either by using on edge 
detector (as discu::;scd..in tts~ p~·C·t~Cll:"l occtiOf!) nnd lintd.ns the 
resultant edge clements into & long sicooth cur~G (fillinG in BOPS 
and ignoring stray· elcr.1cnt:::), "1' b¥ a proccdur~ tJhich 
accomplishes a similnr rCGult by opcrnting directly on the image 
data. In eith~r case, If the algorithm operates sequentially by 
p.roc~ed 1 ilg along the cm~vc S:J it 1 ~ nl:,s edge e1 emcnt:! or p:!. xcI s, 
it often :!.s co::lled a line follo, . ,er (or tracker), edge follower, 
or curve follower. However algorithms hsve also been devised 
that operate on an effectively parallel or gestalt basis. 
Eberlein's (1976) relaxation method yields a thin line 
naturally upon convergence. Nevatia and Babu's (1979) approach 
accepts as ~dgc portions tho~e candidate edge elements found 
that have a maximal gradient value compared to adjacent pixels 
with a similar gradient orientation. 
When dari v ing curves from edge data, it is often dasirable 
to thin thu resulting contours. Thinning methods reduce the 
contours to a single-pixel width by disc~rding redundant edgez 
while maintaining the continuity of t:IC contours. Some methods 
such as Eberlein's or Ncvatia and Oabu's include thinning as an 
inherent part of their operation. 
D. Remarks ~ Edge Finding 
Binford (1981) states that it i~ important to distinguish 
between detection of an intensity change and its subsequent 
localization. Thus, he considers the zero crossing of the second 
derivative of the intensity good for localization of feature 
points but not for detection; while the maximum of. the first 
derivative i3 good for detection, but not for localization. 
Combining the t,.o effects and using linear interpolation, 
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HeoVicur-\'lholttn end Dlnford (1981) "~iio~t b~ill;; ;,jble to looalizo 
GGnnory, et a1., (1981> nt:.:t.} that fo}' pOOl' quality imaf,ICHJ, 
tho porformance or all tho variaUD deteotorn degrade, but 1n 
diff~rent ways. Hone cnn be considered to be the last word 1n 
edge detector's. 
E. Ext!'..!.~5. ll£ll.!on!! 
Many of tho edse finding ~pprOaOhG3 are dceisned to perform 
best when the edgos can bo oppro~imDtcd roa~onably by a serios of 
linkod straisht 11neo. In natural scanoo, this approach oan lend 
to difficulties. 
An altcrn~t1vc approach to edBe finding is to partition an 
image into regionn of approx1~Qt91y uniform brightnoDS 
corresponding to surfaces. Unlike edge linking, "reBidn gro~lng" 
does not require the assumption that the boundarlns are straight. 
Region growi~g can be accomplished by initially partitioning the 
image into elementary region3 of con3tant brightness, and then 
succc3sivc:ly merging adjacent regions having sufficiently small 
brightness differences, untU only boundaries with strong 
contrast remain. The merging cnn be done somewhat in parallel by 
computing merge merits for all pairo of adjacent regions, and 
mergins all pairs that have mutually highost ~erit. Another 
advantage of region growing over edge finding is that this 
technique gcneralizes more readily to characteristics other 
than brig~tness, such as texture, color, size and shape, which 
are important in natural scenes. 
The simplest vision systems use a global threshold to obtain 
a binary image - an approach commonly used in industrial vision 
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histogramsG of imaz~ pi::cl inten~1titeo are u~cd, it is usual to 
dissect the icage by thr~8holding at u value in a val1;:::1 of the 
histogram 50 as to give strous peaks on e1tter side of the 
threshold value. This reB ion spli ttil1g approach can be applied 
recursively until no more ,"cgicns cnn be split. Ohlander et al. 
(1978) u5cd thi~ approach, computing histograrJs in each of nine 
colors and thresholding on the parameter that yi~lded the bent 
histogram for splittina. 
NASA has employed spectral analysis for segmenting 
regions- in LANDSAT imagery (c.f., Landgrebe, 1981). 
*Frequency counts of the occurrence of each intensity in an 
image. 
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SEGMENTATION AHD INTERPRETATION 
A. The COlJPut~t: Vt~.":'on Pl3r:Q~U:.f,2l 
Starting with an imago of a scon~, the goal of a computer 
vision system 13 to identify th~ oiJj'l.'ici~::.: o.nd their. l'clationsh1ps 
in the ~ccne. To accompli~h this, it 1s cU3tomary for the system 
to segment the image into surfaces cr edges associated with the 
objects) and then use the resulting inforcatlon, together with 
domain knowledge, to generate the desired scene description. In 
this appendix we will review tech"~.ue3 used to do this 
segmentation. 
B. An Earl~ Bottom-up ~V3tC~ 
A landmark program 1n machine p~rception wan developed by 
Roberts (1965) to recognize various three dimensional polyhedral 
object configurations. Robe~ts eoployed an ima~e-dissector 
camera to look at blocks-\.lorld scenes involving bloc1ts, wedges, 
hexagonal prisms, or objects formed by sticking these together. 
His program could determine the Iocction, orientation, and 
dimensions of the objects. The program could dcmoostrate its 
"understanding," by displaying a drawing of the scene observed 
from any desired viewpoint. 
Roberts' program first found the places 1n the image3 where 
brightness or shading changed abl~uptly, corresponding to pOints 
on the edges of the object. Then by linking these points, it 
produced a line drawing of the scene. The lin~ drawing was 
interpreted by finding triangles, quadrilaterals, and hexagons, 
which suggested possible objects (triangles suggest wedges, 
etc.) and eventually accounted for all the lines and junctions as 
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edgec and corners of objects. From the resul.\'1ns appearance of 
the object in the image, the proGram was able to conpute its 
di~en~icns, location, and 0rientation. 
c. Problems wi1h Bottom-Up Systems 
Baj4 row and "fenen bourn (i 981, p. 570 j note tha~ a m~jor 
problom with sequential program organization used by Ro~erts and 
many of his successors: 
••• is th~ inhel'ent unreliabllity of segmentation. 
Some surface boundaries may be missed because the 
contrast across them is low, while shadows, 
reflections, and markings may introduce extra lines and 
regions. The interpretation phaze, when presented with 
a corrupted segmentation, may be unable to produce an 
explanation, and hence cause the entire system to fail. 
Parti tioning an arbitrary image into regions 
corresponding to objects or object surfaces is 
fundamentally impossible without exploiting scene 
models. First, there is no basis for deciding which 
image features are significant at the level of objects 
and whi~h are not. Second, there is no good pictorial 
criterion for filling in missing features. Third, the 
very noticn of an object is ill defined, being largely 
determined by convention and expe:ience. 
D. Interpretation-Guided Segmentation 
Several research teams tried to overcome these problems Jy 
integrating the segmentation and interpretation phases. One 
simple approach used was to try to recognize nbjects from partia~ 
matches obtained using models and then tJ try to verify the 
results by attempting to find evidence that supported image 
features previously missed. 
Techniques were also developed for regi0n-based systems. The 
general approach bein3: 
1. For regions with unifol'm attributes such as intensity, 
color or texture, as.c:;ign sets of possible object 
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interpretations bn3ed on lmowlcdgc 
surfaces and the contc:tu~al contrnintz ~s30ciated with 
assignments in adjactmt regions., For instance, a road 
cannot be surrounded by aky. 
2. Merge adjacent regions with co~parable interpretations. 
3. Reevaluate interprotations ba3cd on contextual 
constraints associ~tcd with tho new adjacent regions. 
Q. Continue alternating merging and interpreting until all 
adjacent regions have disjoint intcl'pretations 
IJnviolated by contextuul con3trmnt.'3. 
Both line-based and region-based interpretation-guided 
segmentation systems have been devised that have performed well 
in a variety of complex scene domains. Uowcver, the approach is 
not suitable for ~ general-purpose vision sy3tem as it depends on 
prior Imowledge ,)f expected objects. Unknown objects cannot be 
recognized or even described. Thus for un',:nown objects, levels 
of scene descriptions below the level of complete objects are 
needed. 
E. Use of General. Horld Knowleda£ to Guide ~egmentation 
Marr and Nishira (1978) observe that as the primal sketch is 
typically a large and unwieldy collection of data, the next st<!p 
is to decode it--traditionally by " •.• a process called 
segmentation whose purpose is to divide a primal sketch, or more 
generally an image, into regions that are meaningful, perhaps as 
physical objects." It mal<es sense to use any general knowledge 
that might help in the interpretation. An e}<ample of such 
. 
" 
knowledge is lnfc~mation on thu phyn1cal nature of edges of 
object:l. 
Huff~an (1971) and Clowes (1971) dovised nn approach to 
enable the intcrpret~tlon of perfect line drawings of polyhedral 
objects without having to resort to heuristics. They recognized 
that each line in the picture represented either a convex edge, 
a concave edge, or an occluding edge in a three-dimensional 
scene. From this, they constructed a catalog of possible vertices 
with allowable line labellings. A scene could then be analyzed 
by starting at one verte~ and proceeding through the line drawing 
performing a tree search, limiting the number of possible lin a 
labellings at each step according to the catalog, until a 
consistent labelling for the entire scene is obtained. Waltz 
(1975) further extended this technique to include shadows and 
cracks. His catalog included several thous3nd possible vertex 
types. He used a relaxation-type procedure to decide on the 
correct labelling for each line according to the possibilities in 
the catalog. The resultant procedure converges r~pidly (usually 
to a unique interpretation) regardless of the complexity of the 
scene. 
A move toward a more general approach to the problem of 
interpreting feature point segments as lines and edges has 
recently been made by Binford (1981) and Lowe and Binford (1981). 
In their scheme, a se£ment is interpreted as a space curve, nnd 
constraints are formulated based on coincIdence, and those 
si tuations in Hhich a curve corresponds to a true edge or 
bounding contour. 
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A oomproheneivc op~roach to doriving a physical sketoh at u 
scane from one or more ImoGes haD hso~ takan by Fl~chler st e1. 
(1982). Thay usc 0 priori knowledGe of Slobsl and a~tendod 
con3trolnt~ to Guide the sGGmentation and intorprotation proacoD. 
Their approach Involves modelins physionlly mouninBful inforrJlltion 
such a~ tho imaging process; the soene geometry and alomonto of 
the scene content. They utllizo knowledge about such factorn us 
the camera model, vanlshln3 polnt3, aeometrl0 dlutortlon, ground 
plane, geometric horizon, akyllno, ocmantio oontext (urban or 
rural ocene, ate.) phY5ical 3urtoce nodels and edge 
classification. 
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APPENDIX Jl 
2-D REPftESENTATION, DESCnrpT!Ot( ftr:D RECCG1!Inon 
This appendix presents a nu~ber of 2-D repre3ent~tlons and 
descriptlon3 useful for further pro~e~uin5 ~n~ recognition. 
A. PYramids 
. 
A pyra~id data structure represents un imago ~t zcveral 
levels of resolution simult~ncously. The bUSQ of tho pyramid 1s 
the original full resnlution imuge, usually assumod ttl be a n x n 
square array. The n·ext level of the py:-nr.tid 13 typically formed 
by partioning the image into non-ovel'lapping 2 by 2 cells and 
mapping (usually by average gl~lly l(H'cl) the four phel:3 in each 
cell to a single pixel in the next levol u• This is repeated, 
level by level, until the image is compres:lod int,o n single pixel 
at the top level. The usefulness of pyramids lies In being able 
to extract features at an appropriate level of resolution. 
B. Quadtrees 
A quad tree representation of a n l( n imng~ is obtained in a 
top-down manner by recursively splitting the image into 
quadrants, the quadrants into subquadrants, eta. The process 
continues until nil pixels in a quadrant are uniform with respect 
to some feature (such as gray level). The terminal leaves of n 
qU3dtree are uniform regions of ~ar~inB 5i:03, thus boing a 
useful first phase in segmenting 3 image into regions. 
C. Statisticnl Fe.rttures E:!.f. !!. ReSion 
Once an image has been segmented, a description of each 
region, or blob, C.1n be generated as II li3t of statistical 
NOther' partionIii"iS~ mappings ar'c cnmmOrl. 
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featurc~. These rcntul'os \~:pically include periwct;"lr, area, c.g., 
first and second order Doments, coler, etc. The individual blob 
descriptors arc linl{ed to forr1 a t:-cc: data ~tructure \>lhich 
represents nesting rolationships. The parent of any blob In the 
tree is the adjacent blob which completely surrounds it. 
Recognition is performed by matching the statistical features 
with those of stered prototypes. The SRI Vision Module and GM's 
CONSIGHT use this approach. 
D. Boundary Curves 
The boundary of a region can be representeci by a chain of 
straight lines and arcs. The resulting compressed boundary 
descriptions are sometime referred to as "chain codes" or 
"concurves." Gennery et ale (1981, p. 3-2) nato thnt "The main 
advantage of the concurvc representation is that objects may be 
recognized on the han is of partial views by matching a subset of 
the line3 and arcs in a model concurve with the image data." 
E. Run-Leng~h Encoding 
For a binary image, it is possible to seBmcnt the image into 
edges and regions by sequentially scanning the image and 
recording the edge points (where pixels channe from zero to one 
or vica versa). This process of reducing a binnry image to a set 
of edge points i!l called run-lcneth encoding, and has been 
successfully used in the SRI Vision Module and a number of 
sophizticated commcrical vision systems derived from that module. 
F. Skeleton Representations and Gcnf>ra11:::ed Ribbons 
In this approach, a planar region is repl"csented by a 
skeleton which consists of the medial line (locus of pOints 
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equidistant from the boundl.1ries of tht) region) and the 
perpendicular distance from the boundery for each point on tho 
medial line. In some C2ses, a complex region can be constructed 
as the union of these generalized ribbons (the 2-D version of 
generalized cones described in Appendix E). 
G. Repre~ent~tion ~ ~ Concatena~ ~ Primi!!!£ For~3 
A region can be built up from a collection of squares, 
rectangles or other shapes. The "Maximal Dlock" approach usas a 
union of squares of various sizes. 
H. Relational Graphs 
An imsge that has been 3egmen~d into regions can be 
described in terms of a relational graph, whose nodes represent 
regions and whose arcs represent properties (such as shape and 
size) and relations (such as "iofront of" and "adjacent to"). 
Corresponding vie\'ls of knoun objects can be similarly 
represented, and recognition can be achieved by matching the 
graphs. 
I. Recosni tion 
Recognition consists of matching a description derived from 
an image to a description of a stored model. Recognition can be 
accomplished by correlation, which for binary data reduces to 
template matching. A more elaborate approach is statistical 
pattern classification using features such as described in 
Section C. Relaxation and syntactic analysis approaches 
(described elsewhere) have also been used. Fischler and Bolles 
(1982) suggest "random sample consensus" as a paradigm for 
selecting the model that provide3 the best match to the data and 
for computing the best values of the free parameters. 
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As indicated esrliGr: it 15 helpful in many CQ~O~ to 3~3i~t 
In finding 3-D 3urfao&s and vDlumes for interpretation, to go 
beyond tho 2-D reprc3entatlon of edges and r~Blon3 to a 
rep~c::3ent[!tion propo:Jed by HErr (1978) of HIT, called tho 2.5-n 
c =-~ 
sketch con3ist1ng of ~urraco distances and oriontations. Such a 
-sketch can be con3tructod from tho surfaoe choracteristicD which 
al'e intl'insic to the 506ne and are not c.iepondont upon 
idiosyncracies of vi~wpoint of the 3en30r. 
Barrow and Tenenbnu~ (1981, pp. 581-582) indicate that these 
i n ~t 1" i ~~..i \! n.h.n~-c t;~ :- i ~Lc S 0 f sur f' 3 C Q :l a roe p p X' n p ria t e J.S 
represented as 2 oat of crrays in registrDtlon with the image 
array. Each array corresponds to a particular intrinsic 
ctaracteristic $uch as surface reflectance, suri'~cc orientation, 
.=====--= 
incident illumination and ronse. = Each ai'raj' contains values for 
--_... ,.-= 
.---_. 
its intrinsic characteristic at the 3urfnce elament visible at 
the corre2ponding point in the sensed imago. It also explicitly 
indicates bClundaries due to discontinuties in volue or gradient 
of the characteristic. Such arrays have been referred to as 
intrinsic images. 
Figure 9 is an artist's conception of one possible set of 
intrinsic imoges, corre9ponding to a monochrome image of a simple 
scen~, The irnages are shown as line drawings, but .;.n fact would 
contain values at every point. The sol id lines represent 
discontinuities in the scene characteristic; the dashed lines 
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repraocnt dioccntinultie~ 1n ito derivntive. The dist3ncc imaGo 
gives the line of sight range frow tho oantor of projection to 
each visible point in the scene. The reflectance imafie gives thG 
albedo (the rl:l.tio of t.otal reflocted to total incident 
Hlumination) at ecch point. The ot'ientation image consists of 
vectors reprBscntlng the direction of the surface normal at every 
pOint. The int.egrrated incident illumination from all sources is 
given by the illumination image. 
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::lam~o 9: A Bot or in\.;rinD~O 1L;l6GUfi ao?1;v!;d t~~"O!J n nik1B~G 
Qanoohr~~o !ntEnsi~y ~Q~Go. 
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Sourc~; Borrow and TonobAum, 1981, p. 582. 
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The cel1tral problGl;j in t"(;co'Jerin t thu intrinsic 
characteristics from the irnag~ is that the desired infornnticn 1s 
confounded in the sensory data. The obcerved light intensity at 
a single point could result fro~ Be infi~itude of combinations of 
illuminntion, reflec'"ance and orientatton. The key to reCOVCl"r 
lies in exploiting constraints rlc::-ived from assumptions nDcut; 
the nature of the scene and the physics of the imaging procesD. 
For example, as surfaces arc continuous except at boundaries, we 
cz.n expect surface char<lctel'istic3 (reflection, oricntatic.n and 
range) to also be continuous. Similariy, incident illumination 
also varies smoothly over a scene except at shado~ boundarics. 
Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981, p. 589) propose the following 
four-step ~odel for using interacting constraints in a 
relaxatio~ type process for simultaneously recovering the primary 
intrinsic characteristics from a brightness image: 
1) f'ind the brightness discontinuities in the input 
image; 
2) c.etermine the physical nature of the: 
discontinuity; 
3) assign boundary values for ~ntrinsic characteris-
tics along the edges, ba~cd on the ~hysical 
interpretation; 
4) propagate fro~ these bnundary vnlues into thc 
interiors of regions, using continuity 
assU!Tlptions. 
Many different approaches to recover shape from image 
characteristics have been axplor~d as represented by the 
following sections. 
B. Shape ~ ~l_Il~ 
Barrow and Tenenbaum (1978) describe a low level method of 
estimating relative distance and surface orientation from a 
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:lingle imace. They u~a houristio5 lnn'lod or; the rete or change of 
brightnez5 acrO~3 the i~agc. 
T -----
Ikeuchi and Horn (1931) n3"(: fO~~iilulated a 5ccond ordor 
differ-en t lal equat ion lih lcll Hc.,n C 21113 the II image :!.rrad iance 
equation." Thrs equation rol~ta3 tho orientation of the local 
surface normal of a visible nurfacc~ its surface reflectance 
characteristics, anci t.he li.ghting, to the intenzity vallie 
recorded at the corresponding point in the image. 
c. Stereosco~£ !eeroach 
Gcnnery at al. t (1981, pp. 6-1 t.o 6-4) dC3crlbe various 
stereoscopic approaches to finding ranGe. They observe that the 
basic stereo approach uses triangulation between two or more 
views from different p03itions to determine distance. However, 
stereo techniques differ in the way in which c~tching is done 
between pictures, particularly in the kind of entities that are 
matched. Th~ two major approaches are area correlation and 
matching lines of maximum intensity changes (edge-based stereo). 
They rep~rt (p. 6-3) that, "Scenes of can-made objects often 
are not highly textured but contain sharp brightness edges at 
bound3ries of objects and at intersections of planar faces. For 
such scenes, area correlation does not work vary well. Instead, 
it is usually better to detect features in each imaie and to 
match these fe:3tures." 
D. Photometric Stereo 
In this approach, the light source illuminating the scene is 
moved to different knOHIi loca t ion s, and the orien ta tion of the 
surfaces deduced from the resulting intensity variations 
(Woodham, 1979, 1981). 
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E. Shape from Tcy.ture 
Brady (1981A, p. 88) rDpor~3 that, ~or thc rnodulc5Whlch 
seem to bridge the gap between the Primal Sketch and the Surface 
Orient<:!tion fclap, none ha:3 r'Gceivod quUe as much attention fro!':) 
Psychologists as the computation of surface orientation and depth 
f14 0m tc::turc gradients." Various method:: for computing texture 
gradients are possible and from this orientntion can be deduced. 
F. Shape from Contour 
Darrow and Tenenbaum [1980] have suggested a method for 
interpreting curved line drawings as thr~e-dimcnsional surfaces. 
To interpret a two-dimensional curve, a thrcc-dimcnnional curve 
projecting to it is computed that minimizes a ccmbination of 
variation in curvature and departure from planarity. Other 
approaches to this problem are given by Draper (1981), Kan~dc 
(1981) and Stevens (19B1). 
G. Shape and Velocity from Hotion 
Brady (198iA, p. 96) provides a "'eview of efforts to recover 
shape from motion for the case of rigid bodies. 
Ullman (1978) was the first to treat this issue. He considered 
the problem of establishing a correspondence between the Primal 
Sketches in two successive image frames. Ullman also studied the 
proble~ of computing the structure of a rigid body from the 
correspondences of a small number of points in a number of views 
and found that remarkably fc~ of each are required to, compute 
rigid three-dimensional structure. 
Bl'ady (1981f1, p. 10) defines "optical flow" as the 
distribution of veloci ties of apparent movement caused by 
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smoothly changj.ng brlghtnc~s pC)tte1~r;:'i. Harn :::r<! Schunc!: ('I 98·j) 
hava proposed a method for computing "optical flc:q;11 by 
differentiating the brightness distribution in successive imagoD 
with re~pect to time." 
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HIGHER LEVELS OF HEPP.ESEHT,,\TION 
The basic form for the higher levels of representation i3 
the 3-D ~odel. This iG an object-centered representation thnt 
describes the object in a convenlcntway: as in the follouing 
examples. 
A. Volumetric Models 
1. Generalized Cones 
A gin and Bill for d ( 1 973) in t r o.d u c edt he con c e p t 0 f 
generalized cones (also called generalized cylinders). A 
generalized cone is defined by a space curve, called the spine or 
axis, and a planar cross section normal to the axis. A "sweeping 
rule" describes how the cross section changes along the axis. 
Complicated objects can often be represented by a concatenation 
of generalized cones. 
2. Wire Frame Models 
Various investigators have represented 3-D objects by means 
of wire frame models in which the wircs correspond to edges or 
boundaries of cross sections. Stick figure models are a related 
representation. 
3. Polyhedral Models 
Wesley et a1., (1980) report on a geometric modeling system 
developed at IBM to describe complicated mechanical parts. The 
object is represented by polyhedral primitives which are combined 
as required by the operations of union, difference and 
intersection. In the IBM system, objects and assemblies are 
represented in a graph structure that ind:cates part-\oIhole 
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I' e 1 n tin n s hip 5 , Il t t n c h m <? n t t C () n tl t l' () i nt, n n d u 3 s e m b 1 Y • Also 
in{'l.uded are physical properties of ()ojects nnd pnnit10nal 
relntlnnships betwuon objects. Tho system can deterMine the 
appearanco of an object for an arbitrary view. This lnfor~atlon 
provides the potential for usc by n comruler vision recosnition 
SY3tem to guide tho search for featuros to mntch nn lmu~c to the 
model. 
4. Combining lD, 2D, and 3D Primitives 
Shapiro et a1., (1980) describe obJoct.s in terms of the 
primitive3: sticks, plntes and blobs. Relations are given on how 
the parts connect, their size, and spatial relutionships. 
5. Planes and Ellipsoids 
Genncry (1980) produced n method for describing 3-D outdor 
s('encs. The l~round surface lola!;! approximnted by one or mt'l-e 
p 1 an e !:! 0 r p 11 r ,A b 0 1 0 ids, n n d 0 b j c c t sly i n g 0 nth C G rOll n d we r Q 
approximated by ellipsoids. 
6. Sets of Prototypo Volumes 
Effort!:! in Computer Aided Design nnd Comput~r Aidod 
Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) often represent. objects by combining a 
small snt of prototype volumes such ll~ spheres, blocks and 
trinnKulnr prisms. 
D. Symbolic De9~riptions 
The v [l I' 1 (Ill S P n r t J 0 f n n n b j e c tin a s (' e n c may b ere p I' e :5 0 n ted 
by graphs in Wllich the nodes arc the objects Dnd the 
nrcs nre t.he r'elations (such ns ~bnve, t.o Lhe right of, behind, 
SUI' r 0 u n d (! d by, par t 0 f, 1 II r g e r t h n n, etc .) n n din t r ins i C' 
11 t t r 1 but. e!l .( 0 • b ., 3 III all, f 1 at, (! t C • ) • 
nal'I'Oli and TenenbnulJ1 (19t\1, p. 576) nb3ervc that, "SymbnliC' 
I , 
I 
I 
L 
models are appropriate fOI' nat,urCil object::! (e.g" trees) that are 
bettor defined in term:) of i!ci,e,"lc r.h2n~~teri3tic!) (e.g., large:-, 
green, leafy) than their proc).se shape." 
C. Procedural Models 
Rosenfeld (i981, p. 604) defines a procedural model as any 
process that genct"ate!) or I'(?cognizcs images. !I.n important clns3 
of such models arc grammatical or 8yn~actic models. Pratt (1978, 
pp. 574-578) di3cusses such syntatic processes. He observes that 
syntatic methods have been proved feaDiblc for simple models, but 
notes that it is not clear yet whether or not these techniques 
can be extended to general classes of images • 
.. 0 .. 
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HIGHER LEVELS OF INTERPRETATION 
Barrow and tenenbaum (1981, pp. 591-593) outline how 
interpretation might proceed based on intrinsic ima~es. They 
observe that intrinsic images provide scene information on a 
point by point basis in a viewer-centered coordinate frame. 
Higher levels of interpretation, such as object recognition, 
require a more global representation in a viewpoint-independent 
coordinate frame. Surfaces and volumes arc obvious candidates 
for representaions following from intrinsic images. 
An interpretat.ion-guided segmentation approach based on 
structural prototypes is a possible nechanism for deriving 3-D 
surfaces and volumes from intrinsic images. 
Once a scene description has been obtained in terms of 
surface and volume primitives, geometriu models can be used to 
generate similar primitives, which can then be matched by a 
search process to obtain object recognition and location. It is 
often convenient to use graph structures for representing scene 
parts. As scene descriptions are typically fragmented and 
include many objects, some of which may be occluded, it is 
necessary to match parts of the scene g~aph with parts of object 
graphs. As such subgraph matching can be combinatorially 
explosive, much work has been done on algorithms to handle such 
matching in complex scenes. 
Barrow and Tenenbaum suggest that perhaps the best way to 
defeat the combinatorics of search is to deccmpos~ object models 
hierarchically into compnnents. These components can then be 
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indopilndontly rnntchoG. and oombiood nnd f.3ht1okod for CClIH.l13tQn~l! 
nftorHnrrl. Using this apprnn~hr ths onmpl~~!ty of mctchlng tend~ 
to lncrcG~e additivoly roth~r than Gxpnnentlo11y. 
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I\PPENDIX H 
TRACKING 
Gt:tH\l'l'~' ct al. (1981 t pp. 5-i t.o 5-3) survey the real-time 
tl'acltin~-t pt'oblem, obsel'vin£',: 
The g n n 1 n fob j c c t t t' a c !d n g is top I" (') C e s s 
s~qucnces of images in real time to describe th~ motion 
of one nr mopc obJccts in a scene. Often rcal time 
implies ppocessing every im3Re from a TV camera 
f\ p ~ I' \l t: i n Hat 30 It z. Inn the I' \~ 0)' d S tan i rn {) g e is 
dig it'.. zed, rea t u res n I' eel( t. t' II C ted f I' 0 m the i 111 age, the 
objoct or objects ore located in the image, and 
posltinn ~nd velocity estimates nre updated 30 times 2 
sccnod I 31 thoush in pl'nctice sliehtly slouer rates are 
sometimes uBcd. At the present time, the approaches 
which achieve r~al-timE: operation rely on simplifying 
" s ~ II In P t i 0 tl S abo u t the nat u I' e 0 f the see n e, t I' a c k v e r y 
few 0 b j e c t 3 ina g i v ens c e net and inc 0 I' po:" n t e va r yin g 
lev~ls of special-purpose hardware designed for the 
PUt"t. i ~u Inl' tt'ac ki ng algor i thm ••• 
Since successive images are only 1/30 second apart 
in ti tat' I the (]pl'eill'an.~.~.f the nb J ec t Hi 11 chanGe VCt'Y 
lrEtle fl'Mn im.1~oe to~. The object can be modelled 
adnptlvely as it was 133t seen by the tracker. with the 
~xpectntion that n gond match between the object model 
a th1 l. h e f eat lIl' e sin the c u 1'1' ~ n tim age is a va i lab 1 e • 
Flit' the I' m n I' e! t Ii c 1 0 c n t ion 0 f the 0 b j e c tin the i mas e 
<.' ,ltl b t~ P I' t~ d i (' t t: d v e r y a c CUI' ate I y b Y u sin g t Ii e 1 ate s t 
~vnitahle positinn and velocity estimates coupled with 
the Sh<'L t elapsed ti.me bet\H~en images. As a I"esull, 
tlw ~\t'I1\'~h window need only be large enough to contain 
tht' object up to a few pixels lItlcer'tninty. This limits 
the required cnmputdtion to 3 manageable level and, 
m,')I'e irnpol'tantly, gl'catly I'cdll~es t.he prnbnbility of a 
fal~~ match occurring ... 
R t") 1 - tim (' i In P 1 e tn 1..' n tat ion sty pic II 11 y r e l'i 0 n 
f ... 'at.u:'t."5 ~~hit'll can be computed \iil'ectly from the image 
without. l'e::H1I'ting t.o flctual 3-D measuI'ements of objcct 
fe~1 t. U1't.~~ • 
T ,1 b 1 e I X sum m 3 Y" i z cst h e va,' i () usa p pro a c h e s sur \' eye d b Y 
G e nth' I' Y e l n 1. It. will be obse~ved that a variety of approaches 
al'c ~',)~~,iblc using eithl~I' ,1I'ea cOITt'lation or fe<ltul'e matching. 
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TOlblc IX 
Visual Tracking Approaches 
~y~t ,'r;) ;)cvelopcr Purpose Approach COi:llllents 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
rifl:n ~t a1. 
(J 978) 
inkncy 
(1973) 
Object tracking [or 
closed-loop guidance 
of JPL breadboard 
Nars-Rover vehicle. 
Control of shuttle 
::lanipulator for 
grasping objects 
tracked. 
Gray level correlation of a wiodov in current 
successive i~ges of an o~ject. Implemented 
in software. 
Uses a single camera to track four oan-~de 
u~rkers on object to derive object position 
and orientation relative to manipulator. 
Im=une to background changes 
if tr~ckin3 w~ndow confined 
to ::arget. 
---------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------~crcr-. 
.rook::; 
(19dO) 
Supervisory control 
of a teleoperator 
manipulator. 
Stereo cameras to track t!3.rkings on an 
object. 
~., :;;1 
"'tJO 
.......... 
'0''';< ;~ 
~.7} ;:0 , ... ~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~-. 
litzen et a1-
(l979) 
:ouch & Apparwal 
(1979) 
lenncn:a & 
Thomp,;on 
(1979) 
Track moving objects 
for feedback to an 
industrial robot. 
Track objects in 
"blocks world" 
Object tracking 
Use SRI v1s~.on module. 
Block9 nre located and ~tched (uaing ~ 
three l(wel ocheme) based on predict:tona 
from stored internal repreaentntions of 
blocks discovered in previous ieages. 
"Gra;lient Intensity Trllnsform Method" 
Time variations in intensity and the spatial 
gradient nre determined and recorded for each 
pixel in image. A Hough transform ~~thod ia 
used on the int.ensity variations and gradientc 
to determine object velocity. 
WorY~ ~ell in blocks world; 
t:: :.., 
~":".".m 
~- ;":( ;am 
Requiressmoo::hing (end therefore 
accuracy degradation) for pro-
c2durc to work Y~11. 
;ys:c~ Developer 
Tsug:lI.a (~t al. 
(lS17lJ ). 
Purpose 
Detect position o( road 
features to auto~4tically 
guide a car. 
-- ... _-----------
Hir::l!l:;cr & 
Slly,j~r 
(19.'\0) 
Object tracking 
Table IX (cont.) 
Visual Tracking Approaches 
Approach 
Differentiate analog video signals from tyO 
cameras and stereo-match contrast edgcs. 
Analog video signal proccssed by special purpose 
hardware to detect si3nificant contrast areas. 
inside a progra~4ble tracking window. The 
position of the object is considered to be the 
centroid of the extremes of the contrast points. 
Comments 
!bia contour-based ap-
proach easily fooled 
in Gcencs of mode~ate 
complexity. 
-----------------------------------------------------
G:I11h'rt ct al. 
( 1'J3()) 
Real-Time identIfication 
and tracking of missiles 
<lnd aircraft. 
Uses four microprocessors as follows: 
1. performs histogrc.lI1 analysis of window :i.n 
image to classify pi:<els as (1) belonging 
to target (0) not belonging to target. 
2. ~ums target pixcla hori%ontally and vertically 
to identify target. 
3. handles image rotation and camera concrol. 
4. evaluates goodness of match at each tracking 
iteration and adapts system as needed. 
Assigns a conflrle<1ce 
level to c~ch ~tcn end 
relies on prediction 
when tvJt:ch in poor. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
So.und ct a1. 
(1.gel) 
Obj ect tracking Use feature-matching to an internal model adjusted 
by a least squares fit. 
Source: Derived from Cennery et al. (1981, pp. 5-1 to 5-7). 
Rejects e:ctraneous fe~tureg 
not predicted by ~odel. 
;'1 
-__________ • ___ ._ •. ________________ -C..:" 
gu;.oailC(j fnr applications ~uch as recovGring satellites or free-
flying payloads; for gl'osping r,~:)v5.ns ooject.s (such as parts 1n an 
industrial environment); for a~necblins abject~ such a~ 
loach i ncry or clec tr ic al app 1 ia nees i nnd for bu t ld in & 3pac e 
5tructurc~. It is also important for t~r3~t Rcquisition and 
tr<.\cking or fOl' locl<inG onto a feature in situations such us 
planetary flybys and astronocicnl or carth observations. And, as 
to be expected, it is Dlso applicable for vehicle ~nd missiLe 
guidclOce. 
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neveloper: Ballard, Brown and 
Feldman (1978). Un1v. of Rochester 
Purpose: Answering Queries about I~ages 
Sampie Domains: Locating ships at docks 
Locating ribs in chest x-rays 
Approach 
System 1s structured in levels (similar to VISIONS) . 
- The model 
-Sketchmap relatin~ model to image 
-Images at different levels of resolution 
Query determines level of detail 
Queries take the form of user-written executive 
.... programs 
N 
~Control involves synthesis of a sketch 
.. _-_.----
iable III- a 
Hodel-Rased Vision Systems 
Modeling & Representation RC1i1<lrks 
'-----------------------T------'-----------
Knowledge and model in terms of semantic 
networks. consisting of nodes and spat1~1 
constraints 
Templates are used to describe shape 
User models objects in image domain 
(not 30 dooain) 
Uses ~ fixed and 
kn0i1O vie~JPoint 
User must code 110 
l:xecuti'lc r.l:ltch 
procedure fo;" the 
particular i;1!;sk 
domain 
Spec f a 1 ~urpOS':l 
SYS):;Ct'.l 
Developer: Bolles (1976) • SRI 
Purpose: Inspection cnd Visual Control in 
Repetitive Manufacturing Tasks 
Sample Domains: Location of a mechanical part in 
an automatic assembly work station 
Approach 
Relies on 3D relationships of observables to locate 
a mechanical part accurately-based on slight deviations 
from an expected location and orientation 
1) The user chooses potential operator/feature pairs 
2) The system applies the operator to several sample 
pictures and gathers statistical information 
on their effectiveness 
3) System ranks operators and predicts cost of 
~ accomplishing task 
~ 
4) System applies operators to task in order of 
their cost effectiveness, until desired 
confidence is reached. 
Uses a generalized least squares algorithm and maximal 
clique· finding to match the ~odel to identified 
f2C1cures 
l.°Haximal cliques are. maximal matches of portions of 
graphs of image and model descriptions 
Table III- b 
Hodel-Based Vision Systems 
VV (Verification 
Vision Systen) 
Hcdeiir.g & Representation 
Limited 3D I'ilodel s made up of surfc:ce poi nt 
features and their locations in 30 space. 
Remarks 
Depends on small 
correlation "in~ows 
as featur.}s. Thus 
it is re$tricted I in vie"lpoint 
Developer: Rubin (1978), eMU 
Purpose: Identify Objects in Images 
Sumple Domains: l~belling buildings fn a city scene 
Approach 
Hao 3D knowledge of posftio~s of the buildings trnns-
lated into adjacency information to guide the search 
for label11ngs of pixels 
ARGOS does not seg~ent - it labels. It works with 
pixels or regions. Much depends on spectral labeling. 
Search is a very lOCi'll pixel-based "locus" search. 
a general1zatior: of HARPY's (neb!orl< speech under-
standing) "bear.! search" to 20 photo interpretation. 
... 
N 
V1 
Table III- c 
Model-Rased Vision Systems 
AKGOS 
Hod21ing ~ Representation n~rks 
Internal model is a 3D model of the cfty. Vfewpofnt d'~pei1deilt 
Model used to generate all pos!:fbla vhms 
Hostly t"~Has Otl 
Stores multiple representations of buftd1r.g5. udjllc~nc.v i"eliltians 
in tenns or such things as location, texture, 
colol'. orientation and gross shapl! fea'l;~l"es - riot re:Hii1,y ~e;;ti'~'i~'" 
all gleaned from training e~cwpl~s ab1t 
l 
.f , 
' .. ' 
Developer: Garvey (1976) , SRI 
Purpose: locate Knewn Objects in an Image 
Sample Do:nains: Office environment 
Approach 
System uses simple local features rather than 
structured shape descriptions 
Strategy is to: 
-use windows to acquire image samples which 
might belong to the object 
-hypothesize the object from the sample 
-validate the hypothesis 
-erect a bounda,"y around the object 
Coarse to fine strategy: 
-large objects found first, reducing search 
area for spatially-related smaller objects 
Top-down approach 
Table III- d 
~odel-Rased Vlsion Syst~s 
Modeling & Representation 
Programmed interactively -1 Perform;2r.ce rests 
strongly on having 
Ohjects are shm'/n to the system by outlining depth datil and surfar.e . 
them in an image crienti:ltion derived 
Objects are autcmatically characterized by 
conjunction of histograms of local sUI"face 
attributes such as: hue, orientation, 
rJnge and height, and relationships between 
surfaces 
" 
frO"l depth 
Does not usc genc~cl 
shere inforr.,ation . 
-- .. -.. -.--.---.. ---~--.-. ---~-.--.-'" 
'. , 
Developer: Barrow and Tenenbaum (1976) ,SRI 
Purpose: Identify known objects in a scene I Sam,l e Ooma I os: Typical objects in a room 
System also used to drive the IGS 
interpretation-guided segmentation 
! Approach 
~o loterpretatloo-gulded segmentation system 
Simulated range data is used to detennine 3D 
locations,orientdtions of regions and their 
spatial relations 
Hatcher uses spatial relationship:;as a strong 
constraint in matching data from image to model 
" ..... ~. .... . ... . 
Table III- e 
Hodel-Based Vision Syste~s 
f~SYS 
system 
Modeling ~ Representation 
Models objects in terms of height,· 
orientation and 3~ spatial relationships 
between objects 
Rennrks 
Qelies on a particular 
vi:;wpo·jnt 
No shape information 
1~ used 
.. _- _ .. --_ .. _- _. __ ._----.---_ .•.. _-_._-----_._-_ ... _ ..----------... ---._--
oper: 
,se: 
Kanade (1977). eMU 
Find objects in a scene 
Table III- f 
~odel-Based Vision Sy$t~s 
e Domains: Outdoor scenes with buildinas vi~~ed from eye level 
Approach 
; scene in either intensity or range 
; to match observed patches against modeled 
les 
Modeling & Representation 
'Jses a 2-1120 scene dor,'ain 
Objects are represented as image 
regions 
Sh3pe and spatial relations describe 
the region 
Objects have multiple representations 
from multiple viewpoints, but these 
must be expiicitly described by the 
user 
: 
Image ori entt!d 
Viewpoint is only 
pseudo-Independent 
...... _ •.• _._ •. ______ ., .. _. __ . __ , ... _ ,_I _____ ,._. ______ _ 
veloper: Nagao (1978, 1980) I Kyoto U. 
rpose: Label areas and objects in aerial photographs 
taken in several spectral bands 
mple Domains: Countryside, Suburban 
Approach 
First do edge-preserving smoothing 
Segment images into regions which are continuous 
in spectrai properties 
Using histograms and adaptive thresholding in each 
spectral band, extract cue regions: 
-large ho~ogeneous areas 
-elonjated regions 
-shadow and shadow-making regions 
-vegetation region~ 
-water regions 
-high contrast texture regions 
Analyze each cue region by an object detection 
program specific to region type 
Feed summary of properties of regfons back 
to subsystems 
System control tries to resolve conflict labels 
and to deal with unlabeled regions. The most 
reliable labels are chosen for a region. If a 
regl0n can't be labelled, system activates a 
split and merge process to correct faulty 
segwentation 
Table III- 9 
Hodel-Base~ Vision Systems 
Modeling & Representation 
Use shadows to give infonnation about 
height 
Shado~-making regions are regions adjacent 
to shadows with a long common boundary 
Elongated objects include roads ,rivers 
and railroad lines 
Vegetation areas have small ratios of 
red to IR 
Hater identified by spectral properties 
High contrast regions are woods and 
residential areas 
Residential regions are those with 
strong gradients in two orthogonal 
directions 
Houses found in candidate residential 
areas by a sequence of house routines, 
starting with rectangular-shaped 
shadow-mar-fng regions 
Remarl:s 
Wel1-cr~fted system 
t~flored to ~ultf­
spectral aerial 
photographs 
Segm2ntation primarily 
dependent on color 
Shadow 1~entff1cation 
I not gencr~l or reliable 
Inter'prctation not 
gener'll 
-3D cnly frc.:ll 
shndo::s 
. -weak U3e 0' shape 
-interpretation 
suitable for large 
areas - not human 
scale objacts for 
\"hich shilpe is 
important 
1 
J 
I , 
~.; 
01 
I 
., 
} 
j 
•••. , .• _ .. __ ............. _~ • .I_ .......... _ , __ ..... :to ... :il 
..... 
w 
o 
Oeveloper: 
Purpose: 
Ohta (1980), Kyoto U. 
Semantic labelling of regions fn color Images 
of outdoor scenes 
Toble III- h 
Model-B~sed Vfslon Syst~s 
Sample Domains: Urban scenes with bulldfngs, trees, streets and cars 
as vlc~ed from greund level 
Approach 
Forms regions by spl fttlng using thresholds frOf.l histo-
grams of color parameters. The color p~r~m2tcrs chosen 
are 3 algebraic combinations of red, blue and green 
(+~+g, ;£. 29-4-b ]. 
·Text~red regions determined separately based on the 
laplacian exceeding threshold In 3~3 windows. 
A pl~n Is generated by an Initial bott~-up coarse 
region segmentation. 
A symbolic description of the scene Is mad~ by a top-
down analysis of the bottom-up Interpret~tlon using ~ 
proiuctlo!1 systm with kno'.fledge of the world 
represented as a set of rules. 
Decisions mad~ by the top-down precess C3use the 
bott~"-up process to be reactivated to reevaluate 
the phn. 
'he top-do",n cO:'!lputatlon proceeds fro:J a co~rse to 
fine ~n~lisls, In a scene phase and an object ph3SC. 
Mod~ling & Representation 
Data structure fncludes regions, boundaries 
and vertf ces. 
Region. ore represented by: ar~a, v.ean 
Intensity of r,b,g, degree of te~ture, 
perimeter 1 en'lth, c.q., numb<!r of 1101 es. etc. 
Road model 
-subcbjects: car .... shadc':fs 
~~ade of: asphalt. concrete 
-propertfes 
horizontally lon~. b!lcw horizon 
(car:. horizontally long, dark. 
above road) 
Sky model 
-not touchfng l~er edg2 of lm3gc 
-shinfng 
-blue or grey 
-touching upper edge 
-llr.e~r bo"ndary on 10~r edgP. 
Tree llIc:jel 
-heavy texture 
-Nee of leaves 
l1ufldln1 mod:!l 
-~ubobj~ts: wfn~o1."'S 
-;:.:C:e of concrete. ttle 01" brfck 
-It.,)ny hole~ 
~any streight lfnes 
~llnc~r upper ~J~d4ry wfth sty 
~uies for the bott~-up plan ere un)ry 
prop~~tf(s of objc~ts GnJ bInary relatfons 
b2t~~"n obj2~ts 
Th~ ~rld co~el is c n~t~~k or objects. 
~~t~rIG15 and conc~pts (scen~ sch~~s). 
Syst~ does well 
overall 
One of Q few cxr.:nple:; 
of rensonl!!1e 
perfom~ncc on scer.e~ 
of mcd~ratc ccmplexlty 
on a set of s~"'e~hat 
different sc~r.~s 
Quality of scg~~nt~t1or. 
Is \oie~k 
Models Ilra ~itlll; 
Approsc~ i:; 1r.~ffect1v~ 
In mlrly sftuetlons 1., 
~hlc~ fin! det3fls 
detennfne object h:b(!'i~. 
"' :j 
I 
J 
" I , 
~ 
~ ........ : ....... ' .• .. ~-iJ 
Shirai (1978). ETL. Tokyo Table JIJ- f e'l~oDer: 
urpose: 
;arnple Domain: 
Recognition and location of common objects frOM 
light Intensities (grey levels) in an image. 
Generic desk-top objects 
"odel-Based Vision SystC!r.1S 
Approach 
Jses an edge-finding proce5s which e~tracts edges of 
curved objects. 
~n31ysis of the scene starts from the Most obvious 
object. 
'op-do~n approach. 
lec03nfzes objects using a hierarchy of features. 
-Fir.d the ~ain feature to get clues for the 
object. 
-Find 0 secondary feature to verify the ~fn 
feature C~"tj obJ~ct identfty) and to dete.7Jine 
the ran3c to the object. 
-Oetcmfile the raiiJe and fi,,;;! the other lines 
of the object. 
fnd secondary small objects after large objects 
~e found 
Modeling and Representation 
Describes edges by straight Hnes or elliptiC Edge: ffndet' adequate 
curves fo~ t~~k 
Objects are f.mdeled and represented by pr,mar~l Can't d2",' affectiv21y 
and secondary features ~ith te~ture 
Primary Secondl'J\"'i' Use (;"i1 'il.n;ge r.;o(1p.l$ 
i n"~ r·,jcct· '-'jr!",'" La?:lp: Contour of lar.:p ~h' of \,E!~ticill Hne~l u~ 'n - .. ,~", ... 
j 
shade corresDcndfnq to !, ~_'z 
trunk' contour of Mo.o~~n1~~,.on of 
Booy.st~nd: lor.9 vertical 
lines c1ustered in 
blJ~e • I r.!l~td ef!ge:; 
Hnes ccn!'l?dl::f! I r 6 ..... ' '. 
a rectanTJ1DT region 
to n,~il"l fea~iJre I cf)· .C':::! app,:<J3W ""= \:11th c:llY t.l ;,;::;; ob.;c~~;z; 
det.-:fls of shspc, I SI7',Jll flhJects: 5h:lp:? and 
$fze of conto~r. 
(pipes pen, etc.' 
snd 1f~ht intensfd 
chanqe~ I 
)eveloper: levine (1978). McGill U •• ea..~"\d.a. Table iII- j 
Purpose: Det/elop a Modular Computer Vision System to 
Experiment with Different Picture Analysis Strategies 
I~odel-Bilsed Vision Systems 
Sample Doocl1ns: Suburban Outdoor Scenes 
Office Scenes 
Approach 
~ three le'/e1 SY'itCi1: 
First level seg~ents pictures into regions without· 
. scene context. 
Second level has t~: ph~ses: 
local phase ~atches all stored image templates 
(of feat~re vectors) with observed regions, 
u~fn1 A* graph search 
Global optimization phase uses dynamic pro-
gramming to merge regions and assign labels to 
th~ based on model-driven spatial relationships 
Highest 1evel includes management-type relational 
data base of image-oriented scenes, and a data-
drl'lcn ~"'Qductlon syst~ of ;lh2lt actions to 
take d~Dending on what appears in the i~age 
r~pre~t;!nt~tion fn short t!:n.i r:;e:nory (sm). 
STH c'J(jta{n~ H:;t of n?'Jfon~ and a conffdence-orc1ered 
1 '1~t [;f tbefr fr,t~r~r~t~tfor.:;. (It r!::~ble:; the 
tJ1;,',H/'J~r1 f)f ~£J..f:;A·(.) Impl icit act1()n~ are irr/o"c1 
when a re'11Qr: r"iltr.h~~ an obJe{;t 1n a ~ccne I::fldel with 
;; confldr;nce 1r:'I(:1 abo'l(: thre:;hold.· 
Modeling & Repr~sentation 
low level processing is approximately in orde 
of decreasing size using a pyramidal data 
structure 
'Jses featlJre vectors throughout 
Features arc stored in three classes uccord-
ing to decreased f~portance in reducing 
search time. 
1. Includes rnfniM~~ ~unding rectangle 
and its areas. 
2. Intrinsic features: intensity, hu~ 
saturation and its area. 
3. Includes ~1x moment fnvar1ant~ es 
a rough measure of shape, and 
detailed 5hape from a set of 
Fourier coefficients for the 
outline (u~ed only in final 
te~plate f.'laluation). 
P.€r.'.arks 
Segnentotloo ~leak­
Lase1 on 0 gr~dient 
operator 
Systo~ is vfe~po1nt 
depenrjent 
Developer: Her:-.an, jI'.ar.a.de and Kuroe (1982), CY.U Table III- k 
¥oodel-Balled Vision SY3te~ 
Purpose: To increcentally acquire a 3-D ~odel of a complex 
urban ecene fro~ izages. 
3-D Mcsaic Project 
Sample Dor.a.ins: Near vertical vicws of Federal Buildings area of Wash., D.C. 
Approach 
Uses stereo analysis to construct part1al wire frane 
codels fro~ scene vertices and edges (which rave been 
pre'liouel] cxtracU!1 frow tbe 1z."l.~es uning con'/en-
tlcm.a.l edge point finding, thinning, and fitting of 
stral~ht lines). 
Constructs a atructure-graph to represent ~rt1al 
constraints on 3-D structure. 
Fro::: tI-.e j( ire fra::1? dec.cr1pt10ns, <l surface--oo.sed 
r.odel re;::recent1.r.g a.n ap;::rox1:at1on to the scene 10 
ger • .;ratP.d using d.o~:\in-a;:c:::1f1c y.nOlfledge of buiMir.g 
zh.·1.yen - au:::h an flat roofs and vcrt1C<l1 13i.cl.ea. 
Uce!3 a relaxatlon tyP'3 procel'lB to r::orge lfire fmoo 
t:odcls generated. fro::! different atereo rairs. 
Y.odlficaticnn, add1tlon3 or delet10ns to the atruc-
ture-g:l<1ph Itoo.~l arc Jr.ade a.ll nCll int'crn:.3tlcn 1:l 
found. 
Modeling & Representation 
Constructs wire frame models from ~~es. 
U~es a ntructure-craph reprc&cntllt1on to 
l1:ooel aurfacca jn the &eenc <lD pol:rh~tra. 
no-ice reprecent priLI1the tOfOloglc<ll elc-
~~ntG (faces, cdgea, verticos, objects, and 
edge grc.upa) or prul1.t1ve geOl'OOtr1c ele::cnt3 
(planes, lines a.nd polnts). Two tY1~3 of 
I1n.ltn a.ra used - Plrt-of I1n.lt (relation 
bet-.r~en tl!O topolog1c:\1 r.cx:lC:l) an:! the geo-
cetrlc COMt.ra.1nt, lin1: (refl";::~~nt1ng tr~ 
ccnetra1.nt ~latl.on botlJccn a G~o;::.otrlc .r.nd 
topclogic<ll ncr.vl). 
GoUCI'3. toa n aurfacc-tacoo J-D sccno J:;O"lel 
fron tho uiro f~0.3 doecrlptic..::; utlliz1r'i3 
hs~1st1C3 01' bulld1.ns Gr..:l.~g. 
I 
I 
I 
Renarks 
Do-wain ~~o~ledg~ 
UI:'£Q 13 v iawJ:O int 
dcpandcnt. 
C;;:.n (Jl'!m:nt."J 3-D 
~"CX'.3;.cc"t,1vc "Iietr::: 
of r~c(mo tr1.l.C~.~"rl 
b'.!lldingrl frc::. O,:1j" . 
dC3!.rad .... icll,:poL'li:,. 
U::''\:~n t~th :"'"J,L1'lt'3rl-
":~c,~ p!'ccc~'.n:3~ 
l.:'t2:1 hT~~th:J~A~:: r;:~ 
:!cdi:l~ticn<, 
leveloper: Fauqeras and Price (1980), usc 
'urpose: Semantic n~scription of Aerial Images 
Table III-l 
Model-Based Vision Systems 
;ample £lomains: Se"rch for known objects 1n an aerial imaqe 
Approach 
:onstruct a network of inage segments using region-
lased image segmentation and linear feature extraction. 
iolution is by stoch~stic matching (relaxation) of the 
Image network to ~ portion of the model network. 
inc approach ta;~es the form of a constrained optirniza-
:ion graph sC3rch. Uames are assigned to units with 
latching probabilities above BOX. 
-w 
... 
Modeling and Representation 
Represent imuge segments by properties: 
-average color 
-simple texture measure 
-position 
·orientation 
-Simple shape measures 
Relations hetween f~age 5e~ments include tJ-jaccncy, proximity and relative position 
~cdel is described by Zl sa::antfc neb;ork, 
with the nodes being se~cnts projected ~nto 
the image plane. The arcs are positional 
relationshios. 
Image is ~lso represented by the seme type 
of semQntic nctwo,rk as r.:odel • 
IIses image-dependEnt: 
rnndels restrIcted in 
vic~1!>oint 
Sa~entlltion is 
relatively weak. 
• _._ •• ___ .... __ •••••• _._0 ____ .~ A'_' __ '~A •• ",-__ ·_._" ___ "00;1 __ .-_____ •• 
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TnblOG of 
Coc::a:rc1ally AvailAble Viaion Syato::s 
135 
Cor.;pany 
G.E. 
Syracuse. 1IY 
-w 
cr' 
System 
C~ercially Available Industrial Vision Systems 
Table VI. 
Comments 
Optomation II I This is a soph;sticllted high 
Appr~x. $50K in~pection and measur~nent. 
defined lines.) 
speed vision systan designed primarily for 
(The syste~ can do measurements along user 
Optcmation uses up to 4 G.E. solid state CIO cameras for input. The system 
is based on a multi-distributed ~icroprocessor architecture partitioned to 
take maximum advantage of hard~lare, firnl\~are and softwere ri10dules to achieve 
high speed, flexibility and low cost. 
The system first thl'esholcJs the image to binary. The thresholded images llre 
in a 256x256x3 bit high speed dynu:nic randorn ac.:ess memory, norr,1'll1y 
operated as four 256x256 2 bit pages. 
The thresholded image is next "windowed" to establish sp1ttal li~its for " 
data to be further proCessed. The windows al'C raster-scanned to find cage-
points (where,pixe1s change from 0 to 1 or vice versJ). Using a patented 
corner point encoder the system observes ",'here edges ch,:;nge direction' 
(45 0 or greater) and labels these'~ornerpoints." Only the corner points 
arc stored. This is all occcQPlisn2d in a s10gie pass. 
, 
The stored corner pr~ntc; ilre thi"=n correctly asscc-il:tcd such thlt cccil cbjr;ct 0"1 
item (closed edg.;:;et) is recon'itructed and $toi'ed in an item file. 'illl:!; . 
feature extracter then aOillyzes these Hell files and cAtrllcts key fea'c;ure~ 
such as an area, centroid, bounding ,-ectllngle. distances. angles, etc. 
(:;i~ilar to the SRI IT.odu1e). 
Approxi~3tely 50,OaO cor~cr points per secon~ can be processed. The pro:~ss. 
or Ciln sir.lUltaneously operate on4 scenes, cC'.i1posec! of 64 objects \1ith up ;:0 
3300 corner poi nts. ThE! sys tern Ciln thus hand 1 e up to 15 images pm" scco,'id 
for e~ch of 4 asynchroncus cameras. 
Optomation II can be readily progr~mrned by the user in Hasic-l;ke VPl 
X 
I 
I j 
.(Vision Planning Language). 
I I 
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Company 
~.::.chlne 
Inte111ecnce 
Corp. 
Sunnyva le, CA 
System 
'/S100 
'/1510j1 System 
Approx. $J5K 
Co::mercially Available Industrial '/131021 Syatel:lS 
Table V I (continu,'3d) 
Corrrnents 
Thin lSophintlcatcd OJG~12 in 'baaed cn tho SRI Vision Mo::lulo SyaUl:l nnd in 
easlly progra~ using a light-pen controlled J:i'anu on TV gonitor. Cc..ll 
alno be pro~~cd in BASIC on a DS-1OO Dcvclof~ent SyateD. 
VSIOOP, aportable version, 18 aloo ava1lnblc. 
VS110 Thin system adds a ProgI'aJlllllablc :!rage Ovorlay-faature to t.he YS100, %;0 tint. 
Vin10n Systec by maak1ne, or differencing,a procinely located p:u-t can 00 111l:;peotcd fox 
flaws or tolerance verification. 
UNTiISIOI! 
DS-l00 
Develor-:.ent 
3yotem 
Approt. $95K 
Thlf> oy:stec in ~ica.l1y tho '13100 unad as a. pattern recognition oYGteo to I X 
provide a vision Bensing C<l.IXlbll1ty far minUTE Pu'}~ rebote. It ':0:1<;1113tO I 
of e. v1..Gion processor, graphic dinplo.y I:onitor, l1sht pen, ,,!.n:C,(:~(3) o.n1 I 
UlflliATIOtl'a VAL softuarlJ and turd.:.:.ro 1ntorfs.ce. Tt'<J syatoet 1.3 tlcsi;;;nt.>d. I 
to op!ratc in real tll:;o. UHr/ISION can be tri7.1noo to recogn1ze e. t:d .. :dCtl'J I 
of 9 dlifel:ent objects uith up to 12 non-occluc.cd m.'t'"t.:. W tha ccone at O:lO ! 
- , 
til;:13. For e:Lch pIt, 1; di8tlngu1.3h1ng fc.."'.tur~c can hI) ganox.:\ted 1.n<::1c.rlJng I 
area, pcril::oter! C.G., nu~b:lr of holen, and m;:lcU:l nr.d I~1nil:UiJ x<1dl1. \ 
All01f3 oany v1n1cn r:rogmu davelo~nt by cmgillccra .,ith llttle CO:lpt().:' 
cAper ience. Sh1cldn tho ucer frem l:cot ccr;pUu,'Z'-Nm too. detail::; t!hlle 
prov1.dlng Ciophiztica.ted dovolop:lcnt toolll, su::h M 20 t:.:zga,bytco of disk, 
a. fnG IlYOi.OQ, aO'lor.:.l %lC:t"OGn-cr1cnt.-o::d cd,1toro, 0. cC::tpllt1r, t:..r:.d Ilovar.d. 
dobU(~1r.g IlMn. l>r1)~.::J dovcloVA en too D3-100 can b:'J C)'wcutc:i 10 th3 
!:lotory crl e. VS-I00 en: VS-ll0. Pr1co wcl\ldca Il."l 1ntcgr.ll v1nlcn 'lyawllI, 
trD.1.,tng, IUld ~cr-Quppart dOC\JZ:llOt:ltion. 
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Company 
Auto::at1x, Inc. 
Burlington, !-'..J.ss 
Sys te.l1 
COc:lercially Available Industrial Viaion Systec:l 
Table VI (contlnu:>d) 
Coroents 
Autovision II This DOphisticatcd system has many of the a.3pacta of tho SRI '/1.3ien Module~ 
Approx. $J5K It can also t,1ndoll u.:ages far teoplata I2tchir.g 0= fce.turo cxtr:l.ction. 
System has frame buff61.' stomge nr.1 can handle alxtccn gray levols. 
System is user programmablo in n custo~1zcd high leval robotic3 systQc 
langoo.ge callEXi RAIL. 
Tho system is eithor obtainable D~'l a ctcnd-3.ion'3, or 10 nw11.e.bln a.:J nn 
option to Auto:ut1.x robots for f'.GOol'!bly s.nd nrc aold1..,S (for c:ln.l!I-tro.eklng 
gu1.dance utilizing Iltructurcd l~ht). 
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f I COr:lpany System 
Oommercially Available Industrial Vlclcn Systems 
Table VI (continued) 
Com.1,ents 
r--'" .. ----,--------r--------------- -. -------------. I Octek, Inc. Robot Vision !ThiS is a sophisticated COr:lputcr system designed to be interfaced to a DEC ". ! Burlington, Module 2200 lor ]).3.ta General computer. ;JJ FORTRAH S/W programs cor.:e with it to provide 
I. N3.ss. Ithe capability of the SRI vision Module. Can inspect up to 5 parts/sec. using 
, Approx. $9.9K a. modified SRI algorithm and feature vectors (hewing cO!llpon9nts such as area, 
t (without moments, etc.). Can handle up to ;JJ objecto in a scene a.t onco. 
o I . I :~;~~ or 'Syster.l incorpora teo a frame-gr<\bber which can handle 4 L'r.ages at onco. System 
i COr.lFut.er) can also do signal averagi.ng and "kE:rnal fi';3.nipulation" (spatial filtermg, ~ template ~tching or lEage SUbtraction). 
! 
! I _ 
I ~ 
! 
! 
f 
I 
I 
! 
f 
! 
f 
eo-
20/20 Vision 
Development 
System 
ApPl:ox. $45K 
System can do histograms, measure objects m terms of length, width and angle. 
lean also do p$uedo color wi~h gray scale. 
lOctek is nOll supplying a HITACHI )2Ox240 resolut.ion solid-state miniature 
~-bit gray level camera. ~tek also supplies CCD and other solid-state 
ra.oras. as ... 11 as monoohro.o and RGB monitors. 
t . 
~ integrated self-contained p1.ckagc contamlng a camera, Image Proce3sor, 
111/2) computer, B & \l monitor, printer and cabmet, plus FORTRAN subroutines 
ror users to implement their own applications. 
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Commercially Available Industrial Vision Systems 
Table VI (continued) 
c: 
c 
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System Comments ~ QJ 
> 
System Q 
Approx. $20K 
Computer-based vision systens that uses pattern recognition techniques for 
high-speed verificatlon. paC~3cd fo~ lnduntrlal usc. 
The standard products have "on-the-fly" hardware (no frame-grabber). System~ 
sample and filter "lfth analog signals. IJsing firmware generated windo\r:s, 
can zoom in on particular areas. General aporoach is to extract 3ray scale 
samples. then extract features and compare with stored n3tterns. Also 
available is a picture differencing algorithm (with averaQe of~vious f~amES 
for change detection. Systems OJJploy gray 6c..'\10, cc!o'll detection, und tex-
i tt.:ro informtion, aa app::'opr1ata. 
X 
For a 1 pha-numeri c 1 egi bil ity verifi ca ti on. noes edge of charactc,·s detect; or X 
(proprietary) on fly. ~atches against stored prototype (CQi1st,ucte;d Qf 
samples). 
c: 
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c: <IJ 
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X X 
i I I 
ScanSystem 100 Real time vision system for verification and inspection - oL,g10 r~ttarn 
Approx. $2'JK l1b:rary - 300 images por Ilinuta. 
! I I 
Ii! 
X I X I I 
! , I ScanSyHer" 2uO Real time ·.isiur. system ;"or verification, lnB~ct1on and recognition. 
Approx. $25K 160 Fattern 11br<lJ:.-y - 300 ~!.llX'r ninute. x 1;-. ;.:1 . . 
ScanSystem 
1000 
Designed for keyboard verification. Train it with a good keyboard under X 
joystick control to bring each key into vie\·/ of an area-type sca'- ere j 
FornlS a filc of table addresses, windows and associated features.Ca. inspect 
keyboards at rate of one/minute. Can a1 so inspect populate. 
PCB boards for correctness of component placement. Checks for color (via graj 
scale) and height and width of characters. Checks for maximiJm correlation 
X I 
Approx. $65X 
i-bot 
Vision System 
Approx. $;ox 
nnd extracts tr-....nefortl-codcd cd.;;,"G fe!l.tl.1rCs and etc 00 a th:;ra .Utling a. I--'1.tt.crn 
diatance Ii.~uro. Alno goue~toG :stlltiGtical qQ].itj control 1nfcr::.:;;\ti~1n. 
Vision Gyaton doaigncd. opec1flcally to t\a131st robots to rccovo indivldml 
objects from a. jtWbltld bin of l,;!.rtn. llodule c:m guido th9 pickup of ju:.:bled 
cylindrical and IlpMrica.l sh:J.p:!d objoc·t.a !rOA.! n bin • uoing e. r.od1fl~t.1cn 
1of tho U. of Rho:lo IalD..~:i p::.z.k roflsction wcbn1qi.h:lo D:l-roloFant 1'J tmdcr-
llay on bln-pick1n.g for n. groatcr .... 14rioty of eho.~s. A 3-D v1Dion :;yotom 
U3ing photo-J:.\ltric ntoNo !a alDo u;;dor d3valolJr ... ::nt. 
x 
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Company 
Inc. 
System 
CE 4DO/410 
Wire. Ontical 
Fiber . 
Diameter 
Measurement 
System 
Approx. $10K 
CE 4fJO/411) 
Print Photo-
copier 
Scanning 
IHcrodensi-
torneter 
Customized 
Dimensional 
~'easurcment 
Sys te~s 
Approx. $20K 
to $35K 
Commercially ~vailable Industrial Vision Systems 
Tlb1e VI (continued) 
Comments 
Used primarily for dimensional measurement and defect detection and evalua-
tion. 
Detector based on photo diode arrays. Ilses cameras, processors and 
controllers of their own design. Front end optics, light sources ilnd soft-
ware tend to he aop1ication specific. Their strength is in high resolution 
ilP:->l icationc;. 
Have a library of subroutines to draw upon in devising custom applications. 
c: 
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IJses a flash source to overcome vihration. "leasurements at 30 to 60/sec. I X 
Runs automatically. Cim be customized for process control. I 
! 
i 
Looks for print sharpness and uniformity in evaluating photocopiers. X 
Can also evaluate paperstock. Differences adjacent elements in letters to 
obtain a mean square difference in reflectivity. 
First digit!"lly corrects data for distortion, photodfodevuriations etc. 
using 256 gray levels. Uses image reconstruction techniques to enhance 
resolution. 
x X 
,; 
i. 
c: 
c: 0 
0 .... 
..... 
..... 
'" ,..... c: ::J 
O'l ll. 
0 
u c: 
OJ .", 
0: 
="= 1-
x 
mpany 
lo~tr1x 
~s'Worlh,CA 
System 
VPU 
(Video 
Processor 
Unit) 
Approx. S15K 
Appro)!'. $20K 
with camera 
and moni tor 
V11-2000 
11easurenent 
Systen 
Approx. $70K 
for a com-
pletf:ly auto-
roated 
measurement 
station 
Commercially Available Industrial Vision Systems 
Table VI (continued) 
Comments 
Converts a video analo~ TV camera output to a binary 500x400 image. Basic 
capabilltyof Vision Hodule is programmed in finnware (PRo.'I), enabling 
the system to calculate feat~rrcR such aD c.g., area, edges, d1a:~ter, 
etc., in 58 milliseconds. System can operate in a stand-alone mode or 
interface to a com~uter. 
Systen can window and automatically focus in on a surface point so that it 
can measlJre to 0.0001" in a 4" cubic region. llsfng" 40 r.(l'lter micro-
SCOPe. measurements to 7 millionths of an inch are attafnabie. 
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'rweld 
IC5 
, Michigan 
Sy!:tern 
Opto-Sensr? 
Approx $40r, 
and up 
Co~~erclally Available Industrial Vision Systems 
Table VI (continued) 
Comments 
IIses a multiple windowing technlq~e, setting up subsets of rectangles around 
portions of interest such as ~oles. Sets threshold limits and does area 
counts above or below thresholrl in a window to see if portion is within 
tolerance. P.e~ulres part be rro~erly oriented. 
Can be uP'lraded t; incorporate SRr Vision 'lodule features 
Can be further upl]rac!ed wi th a full- frr1rne Jrahb~r (up to 256 1 evel <; of 
I]ray) anti custornizerl software arlrlp.:I, for more sO!Jhisticat.erl applications. 
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n __________ ~ __ ---______ ---~----------------------------------------------------------------------~~~l It Vision ;tr::~, v 11 ie, 1l'( Primarf1y Cu~tOr.l V1sl)n 5f~ tcms for ~'li 1 i tary and 
Inrj'J:;try 
A co~pany strona point 1s proprl~t]ry techniques 1n the use Jf structured 
li~ht and trian~u13tlon to rlisc2rn th~ 3D coordinates of an object under 
~icrl. Thi-. '/olumetrlc vision ("solid photogr'aphy") approach can capture 
a~ enormou~ amount of data very quietly (all the data re~uired to define 
:) man'!; lIe.)rj In 0.9 seeonrJs}. 
X 
_).O~_~ .... r.-. ...0--".-.-" 
X t X 
I 
They al~o utilIze area type sensors for robot vf~ion. 
Have r:wJe a se:'1sor systcr.l for Currmlr,s nlesel to ;r.eilsure very larg~ un-
fixtured engine block castings. The syst~ makes 1250 measurements 1n 
35 mir.utes and compares dimensions with those stored 1n a computer. 
The system is designed to achieve accuracy of 0.0001". 
NO\~ bulluing a robotic welding system for use with a Hfllferon T3 robot 
to weld automobile frames. This is a hlo part system where firs': the 
t/eld line is scanned at 180"/sec. to determIne seam locations and width. 
I Using this infonnation, the Seam is then adapthe1y t:elded. Now making a stan~ard vIsion system wIth a 1" or 4" field of view with an 
accuracy of 0.001" for inspection applications, but which could al so be 
configured for \1eldln~J. 
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::mpany System 
)gnex Da tama n 
):;1 ton. l'as[;. 
Approx. $25K 
for basic OCR 
system. 
Commercially Available Industdal Vision Systems 
Table VI (continued} 
Co:r.nents 
Systan uses a nEC PDP-11-23 and other off-the-shelf hardware such as cameras. 
Oataman d~riven f~om research nr. Shill~an di~ at ~.I.T. on how humans 
recognize patterns. Implemented resulting proprietary algorit~"s can read 
badly degraded alpha-numerics. System can read virtually any alpha-numerics 
humans can (will reject unreadables rather than make errors). 
Basic system is for optical code reading (font specific). System can also be 
used for print quality assurance (legibility) and quality control. 
C 
::I 
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rJ 
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X 1 
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..... ... 10 
+' ~ ... -(,) !: :l 
Il' C'l C. 
c- o 
~'l U C 
C CJ Il:J 
'-0 c::: :::: 
X X 
System 
Ir.dustries Har.1 Scan 
!:donia., CH 3000 
Approx. $6K 
(without 
camera and 
monitor) 
Ham Scan 
1000 
I.pprox. $4K 
Ham Scan 
2000 
Commercially Available Industrial Vision Systems 
Table VI (continued.) 
Comments 
This is a verification and inspection system that operates on 
image eitrer by template matchin~ or by analog integration. an analog 
Can do windowing,or measurements on a single programmed line. Windc~fng. 
thresho 1 ding, 1 f ne pl acernents. etc. is set us i ng factory customi zed soft,1a:-e'i 
in the integral micro-processor. 
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System can be trained by showing, 01' by manual use of switches. I 
Does telJPla.ta mtching with adjustablo a.llcn:n.ble cie'lia.t10413U3inS gr'l.; sC3.1c IX 
and a. single lflndow. 
S bUar to the 1000, except that it has a. double tfil:dOor. x 
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O~iGlNAl Pl\GZ i3 
OF POOR QWl.lHY 
..... ', ... n~ ,. ..... "'"', " .. ~,.~.-.. "~"""'''.-'' .~ ......... ~~ .. ~ . ..,~- . 
.. Al:'ti:flcinl :intollicc!v.l-e (uj !,pp.·oe.~h' An :lPr:i'C~h trot l~ U:l c~r!'~~ill 
0."1 cynboHi! r:;rooo!w;sa fc~ 1."'01~-l.'fl\mtins and. L'-'''!.nipllniia''tr; Imcmbd:,.~ 
!n eo f-.-:lblo!! ocl· .. 1r~ ~.;t:dr:. 
• B~ \)p3rntcr.l& CC!lvolution n:",zkt! to tbtl!C:~ t:~cen:! derlvat1~3 or m~~ 
brlghtn,oa 1n :r;r..u·t.1c~ d1..~otio~. 
.. Binary ~. 14 blnolt erA lfhlto 1!r2@ t'<I!1~"On-Ont.ed na t;el;~ C'.r.d ClnQfJ. in 
which obJectn nppe!'.r M aUhcuottca. 
.. Blnckbosrd. APFMchl t. FO"tJ!cra e.olv1ns c.p~.':h lfoorobr ~ V"...rl0Ull 
oyst.csa olo~nta cc=,:m.,iC3.to uith CtlAOh ot.ho:t' ym ~1 00:::':::::1 t:or!:1:l: 
W\t~ otcra..~ C!lUCfi th~ blackoo:4-d. 
• Blob J A Qo .. me\)t~ lre5ic;'l -m ~. ~ 1r:.:l.e;Q. 
.. Blocka Uo:rld t Seanns car..o1otinf; or t.hr'OQ d1r.enr.1.c)l! ... 'll polyh=d:::.\ll obj~t 
configlmlt1ons. A oiIaplo o.rtU'1c1..'\l. wrld. t1..'.l~U to oxplo...""a cccipator 
vinion CO!lOCptG. 
• Bot.tom Up {lhtn Il:'lv:.~ t n:lfoI'fl to t.ho c~~uoIOt1nl p:ro.:CMi."l.3 by 1\ 
vis10n "yateR, lxtg1nnina u1t.h thQ 1nP.lt 1r.:~. ned ~in:ltin3 in n."! 
lnt.orprotz. t1cn. 
• C!}J)/CAM I C03p'..1tor-a1ded d(la~ / co~put[r-a1dt'j.d. pt"-"lufuetltrO. 
• CM1n Code I A bound.:UJo ropro:::snt.aUen which ot:-..rto ulth on 1nitil!J. 
po1.,t :In:l mtoroa ~ clnin of di1."ect1onll to aucC3<!-s1vo ilOSJl'W. 
o Coapute:' V1n1on (C0:2IAl~tio:!.!ll at' thch1n& V1clOi:l) I ~reGpt1on by '" ~()!\­
~ter. ~~d on v1a~l connery 1nP'..1t.D in uh1ch Il conoine dCl:3crlroUo."l 
18 da\'Olo~ of 0. OCOn!) dC!p1otcd 1n Ql1 ~""O. It 10 t\ Imcmll!d..,"'O-
baned. oxpocu..t1oI1-gu1dcd proo~ors that WJ:lS aodolo to lntsrp.:..""6t 
consory dnta. lltsod COllOlfh:l.t Dyno.:::ysou.ely with i~ \:OO.Grctatrlir..s 
and GColnO All. .. lyn1a. 
•• Concur"..., I It. boundary ~Jl!"OocntAticn c~1Gtini) c~ 0. chain of ct..mi.';ht 
111:130 rmd uca. 
• Convolve I Su!""...rinposlng n JllUl operntCJ.r over a r::m pixel 1\1'0:1. (\lindoll) 
in the 1.I::!!.go. lS.ultlply!.tls cOlTOapcooi.n.(t po1nte toSOth--...r nnd. :.numlr.s 
tho ro ::1111 t. 
• Ca..-nor I A.."l a't:rupt (;~ in d1r3ction of A CU'!"Vl'i. 
• Correlations A oorI"dGpal'ldonC3 be:tl.'1IM nttrlbuwD in an ~ and tt 
rofc...-a!"lco 1.n.'18'6. 
~ Ao yet 110 otMda..."'d d"f1n1t.lonfl Gx1ct. 60 ~t the dafinitlonn lic~'Xi h\U"O 
C1.Ul oo.ccI!:l1derod to b9 Borr.'9tdui:. itlp!."Ccioo. 
., ~~orlptlo11e;' oY:l~C:llie l:\.rr:."~£,'<.lu~1\;h:: .• 1;,<1' \'.;}~t r(;l",';~.l't. m-;,-~=::,::ti~ ... 
c.go t n l10t o~ Gt.n.t~.ot~c~ fc~i~~~ i:f C t:CS'i!:':::Il" 
• D16it1eoo. I""'1:;'U! .\ roPr:.:'::ltt;.t~.C~i 00;" em ''!!'.::,~'j !l3 !:}!l ru.-ro~' cf i'l'~ht­
twG3 ....... lucG. 
• Do~1n. 'I'h~ aphel"3 (If' ccnCf:l."1\. 'i.1;e U.s:~ uc<:d.r1, :. 53t of cllc;::.;.bl., 
inputo. 
• ElQaa 1'. c~ in pu..ol ~h:.::J3 (e.~~C-di:l6 :,.,;m~') t.h.1"cc!~o:W.) b;;t~-J-On t~o 
rcg1o;m of l."OltlU ... oly u:1iforn "I·.:llt""13~ I:\~~o ec;l1'ro~~Zl"l t.o ohnn.t;9Q 
in brightnc3U t?h1ch cru:1 c'~"rc'td. to <A. di.ccontin:Jlty in BIll"f'~b' 
orbntAt.1o!l, tJ\":i:feC'~ ~n~C~.tl.Ct3 c.;:' Ul.\u;)m=.t1.ca • 
• ' ~-Bacod Stereos A atercc~p."lic tccr::11~\..~ ·~t?cd. C:l mtcM!l(; ~tJ 
flO 
e 
in tuo or L1o...~ vis\m 01' th.:> ~"'tD f;cOI:.3 t&r-.nn 1"::Q:.: <ll!'fc,:::cm~ r-~itS.~. 
Features, S11lplo 1.e3.cne dsta nt'i';ributae. Buch a.r, p~ol ~pl.itU!1eo. C".L:;n 
point locatlo1".l3 nnd tt.mt\!r.3.1 dceerlp~.JJ..'"'i."l~ or tlOl:!:llh:lt E:"On 6bl.~ato 
a~ pttarna euch as boundAricfl ~t~ :resiona. 
~t.un Vector. A G3t of fc:l.tu-~~ of' 3!l cbjc:t (cu::h IW ~, nua~r cf 
holon,atc.) t.t-.3.t e2U b3 mw.l 1:~ !.to i:':nt1:!'!cz.tioll. 
o ~t.uro Extruct1cmz DaWl:rtining 1c.ga footi.t"~~9 ily Bpplying r~t\!l'O 
detoctoz-o. 
o 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
C!.~u.n Filteringl A convolution p:roellt'l<!~ in "hich tho ~~1sht1ns cf 
p1=toh in tl~ tecplD.te falloff ulth d1ntanco according to n 
C:lWSGllul dwttib-..ltlon. 
~ner.'.l l\Irpooe V1elon SystcIlI A ..,1akn I!!l-.JUltl th!l.t i2s un1·.-arcally 
applicabll3. A oyat.em th:lt is b:usc-d on ~MriC rnth.':lr tlmn npacific 
1mol1l~ (cr. llo\'at1!l.. 1982, p 188), 1\ Dynto3 th:lt CM de!ll ~ith 
unfanlliar ar tmo:tp3ctlSd inx:ut. 
c.~noml1t:lld Cona (G3neral1zcd Cj" l1nd.cr) a A vclU!:lOt.rlc eodol de!in2d by 
a GPJ.ce curve. called the nplno or ru:1Js. t.nd a. ple.n'lX cro~s eoct1cn 
non.:!l.l to tho rutin. A "fn:~6;o1ng rulo" dOf)crl~1l hem tho ct'oca 
scction cru:.n..~s along thoa o.xta. 
Gen:!lrnlUcd Ribben (S~e Skeleton RepreasntaUon) I A plrulU' region IlPp::'OX'-
U;atod by 11 z:.odial line (t1%w) and tha pe:rp3ndlculAr d16tanceo to ., 
t.~D boundary. Tho 2-D ver3ion of a bCnnralized cone. 
Global Hot-hodl A !:'Gthod. basad on non-locW. Q.speob. a.g •• l.'.ee;1c: split-
tins by thresholding blSOO on an !.. . :l~ hintognm. 
Top-dcnm app:rocll. 
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GroAicnt Specs l'~ C(X}:.i.'Ylin~t€) G:r.;'~;,} 'p.o~):!l t:~ii~h !' aM q r.::ro tb '. 
mt~r! of Ch:Ul;'1J i!l (lv~~.:·~.h. (r;.:~~·:,,·~;; .. -..J::;\~.!H11 ;~;~ tit:) CU..-t&..C!J of c...'1 obj~c; 
iL th') ccen!l alc.::.'.;~ "1;1:.", :;.: <u~'i J ~ih·<J{;tS.,,';ts. (th:l cO::.:?;\li:.:::S.~5 itl t!;a 
~, pl'.l1!~)'. '1.'i~:.:.~ (PDf,h1.) h~ th;l f.H'y;fjo\itC:11 0: trw 51.'.n""&;cS 
norr.."l. 
~ Grad!.:mt. 'lode! '.lli~ o:"lml~J.':'>ti~)C\ e".ti r'~itv.c.o of tb r;:.~~ Qf c~""a 1n 
1ntom1t.y nt {l. :point in .i:.a. . . ~ in~e;a. 
! 
o 
, 
• 
o 
• 
• 
• 
Graph (I~lr;o nu2AM.t<.:l::ti Ckcr,h) a IJ& ~.r:'~""3 ::u~c;,;ut.'lt1on 111 thicb nodos 
It'O!fl\"")Ilf.m'io :a:egioM 2.&'1. area 'OCItti;r,;n n~.oc ~~"'I3s.tmt ~c~1:.!co or 
end :;c-.::la.ticno ~tt.'·o~i!l ·~t>.1)2:l l."C~ic:L3. 
G::a!" Lew)l" .\ qro!'1~i!:tl~l·~~!.i;.~!~;)nt. ot :la~~ m~'.d~~ (m-1.,{htMaz). or 
ethol: pll:01 ~tn:;tj". 
H~tomreh1cal t.pprCMCh; foIl ~ 1ct.:r;;;:ok.tk~ ~t.""'l ~t=I!ZJt~ !.n 
uhich no prO:OC;}ing G~ '-a '.n Golocc:;:mnd. but in rlUch ~oh 
atn.go CM conU'ol otrer r. . t...~GB to ita cat..;!:J M refiU~u.. 
J{curioticr:: I !iEulea of thunb Q t> !rn.:mlcr""",~ ~ c~,h:;r ·~e1m1tl.~a ~~ to t~lp 
auido a ~blon nolutio~. 
Hi«r.u'Ch1C:l.l t.pp:r~uhl An a.pprClr.ch t.o Vl...c~~\. b.:l.t;~ c:l a r.;oJ!'i!.'l:J t£ 
order-dO. r,Tocecsing lovolG in uhich t~ c:oa;ro:l 02' c.b3t;;;;,~t1on 111-
e..T'Cncoa C3 t;a !=,oeoad frc:l. the ~--GO 10";01 to ~ 1lltn~p:rot!lt.iC';l 
10\'''01. 
H1ghar I.eveltH 'l'hG intorprotntivo procGcra~ G~3 Gu::h e.o thOU"3 in-
volving object rceogniticn Mel 6C,mo d~~crlrtinn, c.a o~ed. to tha 
lota". lovalo ccr.:'CoL'tlnd1.n,::; to t.l~ l.rnSQ n:u!. d·)~<=i~1'.':) at!l.goa. 
JUntogIal.l: Frcq~r.ey oo-unton o! "tr.o OCCUl.'1.."Onea of e~eh hlwrusit1 ~y 
lovel) 111 a.n ~. . 
Ho~h 'i'rrulefonu A globl r;&-::l.llol Mtb» for f1ndi:;3 str:l.1,..'rht or 
curved 11Laue 'in uhich all point:. en n prticulnr curvo mp into 
0. Dinglo l~t1cn in tl13 ~o...-.:!I OP.C3. . 
HUQck"l 0p3:raU-..r1 A '~!l't.hod tor :f1!'.dir<s a-dson in M l~ga by ;flttint; an 
lnt,1Il1l1ty Gurfnco to tho !l51ghbort-.oc:l of each llhel G.tld O!llflct1ng 
ouricee ~lonta o.Oovo e cho:en ~Ghold ,~lu3. 
Iconic = ~-liko. 
• ~ I A proja.:tion of n. nccno into n pl.'\no. U"u~ ror:-ae3ntcl. M M 
lU"l.'n.y of brtshtn .. "C!] W.1U~5. 
• ~ Proc'Jes1ng: "i'rn.nef~tion of en input 1ri~""C into ~n outYJ.t ~ 
tilth ?nora dClli...""1!olo proportino, ouch ru; 1ncro.:'!t~ ahu'pno3::S, laM 
noi.Go, nnd reduced goocot.ric dlotort,lon. S4;"'..::.l procemd.ng 1.0 A 
1-D t.ne.log. 
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o Ir:'iu""O Undcretem!l.ns ClU) $ [~v!.oy';l . L;t:'S';.::>t~!O ro::1"1~),~ {:.ml ttt3 l~r. 
tochnlq\!eo of !:t!~t,~lc1n;~ rer~t'-~~ .. !!ntJ? .. t,ioz LUrl CG~1ti\.-o ~-::~::-~::b.S 
,.t.o dc ... ~lcil ::.er.n,) 1ntc~r="~!j.'.:,i\'.:c fr~~ i~~::!.f,O d'.ta.e 1U k\;} d~.;!.lt. 
cxtQIl:Ji\"cly u1ti'l )1) objr.{;'t..<:. TJ u!:m.~.:tJy t>r:)l"fttc~ Uilt (;~; ;0"" 
1r.nsa lr.lt. on c, c~'":lbolic ... ~;l.r::' .. e.i;:jltz.tic:4 (;.1' 1~. IU to co~s1ilh!'.t 
lIynOrlyEOUB ?lith coaputol" • .. h,\icrl &l.ml Gcon~ cnaly::;;r., 
• ho~orphle P.ep.roQ;'<!~tstion' t~ rorr.c~~ub:Uc;) 1.11 ~.hich t~I!'f~ L:i . .A Cn9 
to ono Cc-'"I"C;.';p:.::llonev ~t,,~en t\;3 ocan~ e:.d ito l:"O~cor.trt;t.10!l, 
(0 .C •• 1m L~~ c;r .a rop). 
" Intcrp:rot!1tio:u llilt.sbl1ch1n$ Il c,.,;:reo~n~Gocc l;:aturon ~tt) l:C~m~ ~ n 
oot ot: 2.odelG n 1.:;.~~O\1cS ~O::;3 to e;b,i:Joi:.a ic -a c~~m':l, 
o Ir.t.r.;rp!'.:ltat.1oa-Guldcd S~~nta.t1cnl U:J1na r:.clol!l to ~lp t,1Uicl3 ~-0.~ 
Gtt~nUl.t1on. by "ha p~O!lU oi' "Mw .. d1l~ 11'u:':'!!ll .-:.::.t.c:r:::.l. 
• 
o 
o 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Intr1nolc Ch3.mct:lritJUc:H Prop5}.~mo lnll:OI:Gnt to t."ttl obj~ete cuch 
~G eurfc.c9 r~floC;Umeop 04"icntJ.ltic.-,.. incident Ul~lr.2ticm ru:sd. 
m.tlg6. 
Intrintl!C Ic~:l S A e~t 01' e...-r"!"a. 1.!l !.'\'l'S1n~t!on tiUh 0;;.1'1') 1n~ 
tln't\y. Di'.ch e--:::;.y c~:Jpo..d.o to !!. ~t.icu1~ intz!nclc 
clr..:mc:tm .. 'ls tie, 
lapl!:.c1::.n Op:lroto:-a Tho mU1 of tho !3oco .. d (\Grl-'':l.t1':oo or th~ i..~"'C 
1nt.eno1t.y in th"! x e..!1'i '1 diroctl0:i!! in ~~llod th!l WpJJlCbn. 
'l'M In.lllr~c:irul 0!iCl~to:' b uz~d to find edGe clc!~nt.c by fll:.:.\!.~3 
po1n~ ~hDrc t~ bpk,cwn 10 cora. 
LinOI A thin ccnnoctcd ant or pointn caJ\ucct1ns tilth noig-hbaro c:\ 
both o1den. Lina repl:CB~ntii.t.ione r-S3 cltt;rn...ctcd. t'rOt2 cr,ls-oth 
Lino Detectorsr Qr1tlntci o~ratora fen: f'1r.:lir;.g line., 1'.1 tul ~. 
Lin" Follolforo ~ Techn1qu~u for cT.t.cnding 11ne~ currently hl1.nS 
trnck<)d. 
Lo~ lovol Featureol PUol-'bt!~ed foatUl.'fJ!'j Queh M WT.t\l..""C o rq;loD.l5. 
edgoo. lines. cornara, etc. 
Modol-ooeoo Viaion SyctoQI A 3Yllt.~::1 that ut,ll1t:cll n priori ucx.\ols. 
to d~riva a decired dcscripticn of the or1g~l GC~no iro2 an ~go. 
Modul" I A prOCGC~1ng unit in a v101on 5~~ton. 
HonocuL'U'1 ~rtaining to ron ~~ tal,on fro:.1 a ain'jlo viowpoint. 
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I) ~1~1 F1C'~13 "~m d$.~r~.,.l~1.\;~·~:L~;.1! C,~' \'\..)·ltJ~jt~',;;,·~il or Q,y~r~~~nt L"':~"v~::cnt 
~l n& i~~e~,J c.\t\!.!jcd 11Y 3:.", u.,t-t,l"'i C'~~:~:1~:~i:{:) 12;:~'.s:~r~:M::""; r:.\ ~·:·-;~~.c. 
o ~tt:zn r:c~c3nitkns A ·c';;~l:Td.!it'::;·~:5:.t (:k~:3ifi~1r; i~.:;:?O ~to ~­
dot0:l~'.n~~ c..'a.~Gu"\·if)~ tn~~tt'~>ll~ ~1~~.lL-tf t!t~tf).ntiC:11 t:~tc.~1,~. 
" ~rcor>tlo:l i }':l c.zthoo F!'O~%'~ it! HMch t':"'l"'~,h~~s ~~o Io:r:..:::d. s1'::I'Jt 't..~ 
oot\U'o of th!i ehY!J:-c~~nl;.t· m.' C;~fl~·~t<::;;r 1r:.fcr,,~t~.~:<l 1n ~~~=tlt to 
CO:lf~~ or ~;)1"\!ta ~vxrJt.h.;t';::n,.. 
• nwto~{Jt:"ie Ster."}OI kn r.,y.=c:l.eh 511 cl:i':h th.? lizht r;"u:re::J U1WJ-
1.."!.i.!.tli'lg tht' necn<7 :tr; r:,"l""'~ W "Uf:Z'o~~t 1 ...... !';.;~il l~~tica$~ t;.::1. ~1:} 
~lontetio\"1 o:i tho mlrfi:.c,-,o (!0~J.t1;'icd .frc:;;: ~~71:< ~"O:'I.ll~ms in~mi~y 
vo-...r5.a t.iCru:l. 
• P1r.ol (f'latt.."rO Elo!t~nt) t 'i'b ~'..\!~::'V~J.l;~ ol.c:mnt!.') ~ tl d~i; .. !!!:,~ 
ir""-eo e....~:l e 
• Pr1r.::.l S!:otehr A :r::1Dit.hn tcnc:f:'1.}.:>,(.ll.ca of t..~ ~t-.t~l1t:r c~~a 
1& (1.."1 ~~t;Q. It C"'...!l t":) l"t!Al!'CC'c:::ntcd by !\ Cl3t cf oh.;,I:ct. l~o 
c,,~onta ~qp.;..rnt~g ~t;ic~ o-f dU't'cr.::nt. b=iGh'i:::ss:-::;e. 
G Pyrnnlch A h1e:rezchical ci.2.Ul. r.U--.. u:)'~~ /",hr"t :r.~r-ro[;O!lto on i~ at. 
c~wrel lovclo of l:'(';r;olutieJl akultC:~!lCl:Dly. 
" 
" 
• 
" 
.. 
• 
• 
~t.:roo: l\ rO!ll·ct.~nt.~M.cm obmlc~:i 17;t' I.'{1!}m:'oi\";}~";,, erJ.itt,i!!r. Q.."1 
~GO int.o 'lu:;.dz.mt..'}. t·~tU ell pi::cln in Co r;uz!!::ent "~iJ cti'c."":l 
ulth rcGll':;ct to f.o=..a f;:.,::,tt~ (r;~r;h &.0 (!j::':!j' 10v',;)1). 
Rocogn1t.tonl A otch 'k!'t\:<~~n n dOff,eri¢~.C':il dGl:'h~d. :e:~:l en 1.r..3Cf: 2..":d 
a d6Ecr1r>Uc:l ob~lli.·;,:!l ~"l\"2 G otC':-.-c4 ~ol. 
Refloct.l1nc:.- (Alt.edo), 'n'02 :ntio at t.ot:~l :to!1IJ:::t~l to tarol 1neicl.cnt 
nlUJ:l1r_~t1o:l nt each plint. 
Region. it C!ot of eO=':H:wd 1,luol.lJ t~ t chen 0. c:t!:!:{>!l r.rO~rll c~h 
D-n nwro.gt} ~'1' lav'";)l. color 0::.- t~ttt:'o, in C'.!l 1e:lG~. 
Region GrodnSI ~oco~ of initially F-Irtit1c~1n$ au 1.t:.:!{;Q 1n~o 
olo!::mtery rcgiOIlo HUh L\ cw.r:on proP!!rty (nu::h c:) r:;ray 10'<'01) 
&Uld then tluc;co!l31voly o:u-g1ng cd~:1eont rogions M.ving cufi'lo1ently 
~L"~ll dlfforencC!" !It th:t aoloctl:td pJ:Cp!lrtl. t;;ntU c.nly 1'06iC:l.9 
dth lnrGo d1ff£l:roncol3 bot,,-oon tooa l"Cn;~1n. 
Rog1r.t.~t1onl Procot'!Jll!g lr"'vSCll to oor..:oct geo~trl~l o.u'1 intonn1t.y 
diotortlono. rolntivo t-"'1'mulAtlcl'.;l.l ru-.d ~obtlCM.l ohlftl3, ru:.d 
t::1l)nificntlon d1.fi'OX":'nc".3G h!tt'L"I'lnn O!!!l ~go and (lnotiY.lr or 
bet~aon lUl 1!:.'\g0 IUld eo roforonco ~~p. \Iron l:'~:l~wllXld;r the::-o 14 
a on" to ona CCL""'rORpo.'1dcneo bott..":HJn a DOt. ef ~1r_to in tho 1GJI~ 
and. in th3 reference. 
Relzu:o.tlon Appro3.chs An H.ern.U ... o p:'oblen l'1olvlng o.pprouch in c-h!.ch 
lrd.tiAl ccr.ditionll nrc pro~tc1 \'l'tlli!':in3 con.ct...~1nt8 until ell 
gool condltloIl!J oro .r.dequ~tuly o:lt.1ouied. 
1 " I 
, ' ........ T •• ~ r; •• 
.. 2:.1pI"Co:!lntatic!l! Ii. oyt>iboHc cl.:;::;r;;xiif.,ic.n a;: t:c;bl of oojtl!:t..n '.1:\ U;" 
~I'l c:: !:l~~no dOZlin •. 
• nun-length Lnccii.r.S' A d3t~ \,;a~p=~J:::liC:l ~~'Cr-~~1!lt:o ill vhich 1'..0 ~ 
in 1tu~Ulr-e::n...."r;~d Qr;j (":.J.ly "~h:r: ·lGr~;~~~ .oi"' ru.l?il\ or C:l;lnOC1.li~i·';3 
p1:Ml!~ \'rUh t.t.,o ~!l ICo~::..~,y l1...""O rx(~~:ro:i. 
o Sceno. 
• &Gue Aw.lya'n: Un !n:'ocec.e ():f osoI:1.:::.; mfcn9.ti'lill nl:~ut a. 3-D 
ec:r.o :r::-o~ !nfol"Zltic,n tlor1vcd ~ron c. 2-D ill:.rr~. ~t ;~t'imlly 
1nvolv~c th-, t.r:lilSforn"l~i(jn of SIDt'.1(;1 rl;.ntw:~:;. !!.nw n~w...ct. 
deceriptlo~~. -
• S3~nt::.UO!a T.w It=O~C!! of' t!x'::cl.1r.g u~ C!1 ~""'O btg r.;gi.cmo (~oh 
tfith un1.forn attribute!) ~u:J.ll.y cnl"".ceo~M.in3 to Slr:.f~= of 
objacta or ontltlea L~ tho BC~rcA~ 
• 
e 
San"...ntic Inte::.-p:.'Otnticnl ftoc1~o1nt~ lm tlr:~~~!.e:.t-dey:,.~r;!;:'lt. CCCl!~ 
. . d~scriptio;, frOrl ... fe3tu1."O c,at (l"I:iprecont,QUcm) d~.rhZl"l f:N::1 
th$ ~. 
S~I:.':.nt1c l:,~tt:or!u A ropre!:enta;t.1on of obj.::CUl erJ'l robtic=.nh1r.o 
~ttf'~n cbjeeta tu) {\ ernph fJt....-u~~u=c or D~JOG tIod bbolle'l D..."'"C!!3. 
Sac M~rh.U . 
.. _. -... -.... --.----.-- .. -. 
• Slroleton nopresent.atlcn (Sec "GeM:r:ll1t:OO. llibl.'l)n,'l)")' t.. ro~r.3ntAt.1o., 
of n 2-D regiQn by th? redi."\l lin:) ara. tho p<-..ry.:ndicul.::;,rdiGtm:.co 
to th .. bound:lry o.t cv.ch pint nlcng it. 
• sitotch ~.p, A rc~h 11no dr.2.t.rir.,z of a. o~oo. 
• Sob3l C~::.~tor •. J.. .~p:.:1cr -convolution O-p'3--ntCl.' rar do~in.~ od.~::o 
S1ll1lAl:- t.O oth-lr d1ffo:ronC5 oper;:-.tcr6 !:\t....:h e.a th...., ·I-rQu1.tt ." 
.~r.:'. to:;. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Spectrnl 1.r.3.lys1n I Intorprot1ng ~ r-01r.t.B in tor-..Jl CJf thnir 
1"eaponse to varlows light frequonc1es (colore). 
Splinos (B-SrJ.!noG) I P1oceu1so continuous polync:ahl cUZ'\"Os tme'.l to 
apDroxir~to a. curve. 
Storosccplc Apprcnchl US/) of trlllr.gul.ation bttt~en tt:o Ire gc:ro "le:n.ro, 
obtained iron difforent positions, t.o dotcrnina ran$'! or depth. 
Structured Lightl Sh!leta of light nnrl other projectlw light ccm-
1'1gurntions used to directly daternine Bh3.~ a.n:J./or rnn.,~ !'ron 
the observed cOl:f~t1on trot the ItCojoctod. l1n~. circlo, 
grid, etc. rakes as it intaraoctu tl'-.3 objoct. 
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CI Synool1c D,mcrlFt.ion: Uc:.'\-i'!Q:tW ~N 'lenG"~:1i!1;lo!m ~ .. :.:z;h a:il ~;':'1 
rop::c::.of. te tioi!:3. 
o SynbcUc I\~lyn$n I necog;dSln,g ~".t!ce b'J a. "p..-:J!ngH Itt'OC>aOll r'..!I 
bt!!nt; buUt Up or z;:'i!!\ith~ olea-:'17.3. 
4) To!!~tes A r.irCiwt.yy.;; 1cc~1~ o:~ol th2..t ~ b w:,c-d directly t":) 
otch to ic-....g.) ch~et.Qrint.1cD i\)? I')b~eet rocl.\,.'\CiltiQ;1 or 
ir..Gp1llcticl!. 
• Tonple.ta :3tchwSI Ct':~:ollat~ ell obj;,:ct tccp1.:.t.c ul~h:m ob::.::~~ 
1cl{:;o !'1'lld - \!~lliilly P'Jrl~.£d ;.t '\oh;:)p~l level. 
• 
• 
" 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
'I'oxturol A 1~...3l V"'..rlAtl<m in piJ:ol \'al~a ~i!3t l:"!)pot~ in n =e~ 
or ~O:l t:2.j g,crc~ 0. r.~, ..·ti~ o~ ml i~-co cr: cbj=ct. 
Threo~ld1r.sc Sop..m~!c..3 !:.'Ogie:!!';; of en ~ i:.MCa. ca pi::ol v.:U~Q 
abo,,'G c= ~lc~ ~ che~n (th=cob:lle) ~t!O. 
Top Iknm App::'OO.ch (G~l D!rectd). An L\~ch 1n ~hlch th3 ~tm:-­
vreta.t1.cm otaza 1D (;\ililt;t\, 11\ it::: c.rolr3l.o 1r.f ~1s1 or teat 
docc:r1pt.1Q~ of a. ceCIl:). So~t.1m:3 rof~cd to on IORYFOtt~:l!zQ 
end ~!lt... ' 
Tr.!.clt1!lgt ~Oo:lin3 cequ~nc~a or 1C7~O l: tt:::.l t1no to c!eri\'\.3 a 
dosc=lpt1c:l of th3 ::vtlo."l of: Ct.;) ~ aero obj:tC~ in 1:1. ~;n~o. 
\Urof'rru!o ti-otiol. A )-D tlo:lol. o1l:lU'll" t.o ~ u1rc~. 1n trM.ch tho 
objoct 1c dof1n~d 1:1 torn..z of cigoa c.cl Vert1C~3. 
HindoHI .A-'c.olccited portion (usually G~lW.r3 a:" roct..."'JlSUlnr) of t\!l ~. 
2-D. 
2.5-D Sktltchl A eceno rop."GBGntAtl.on Fl'opo~ by ~brr (19'(a). cCMlo~1no 
of aurfnce diotanccn and ar1on~t1ons. 
3-D, Throo dioor.!S 10ne1. 
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APPENDIX 1 
SOME PUBLICATION SOURCBS FOR FUTHr;~ INFOr:HATIOH 
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URlGU\!Ai. PAGE f3 
OF POOR QUAllTf 
Be.lll!.rd, D.H. r ::m.1 BrCi':'l'!l, C.fl.: CO!:'lP'!!t~:=:: Vir:!'Ctnt En.31c~1Y..>"1 Cl1f'fss 
~nt1ce I~il, 1SB2. 
CoOOil, P.R., c.n:i Fo~n"z~~, ri.t..~ "'V1u1c::'l~(;! '!'h~ I~:>.n:!'k!~o!--: of A!"t1f!c~.nl 
Intolllg-.mcll, Vol. III, u,::; lltol'l, CAl r..e.t1fF.Mlo is:J2 D pp. 1~S-)2r:---
Oo4""&lick, R. (i2:l..) Piatm ..'.} r;?t.~ At}f.tl~.J!r!, 
1932. 
Ro~en:f'old. A., end IDlk, A.C., ~1tel L7~" r~OC~?3~5' 2::rl Dl. ~ 
Vols. 1 lU".d 2, l;ctf Ycrla h~d. Pr.. 1532. 
Rl.vl1dir::, T.. Al~orith!'-n fur ~'Gnhlc3 Md._ful.r,c F:roc'::~ln~t RceJ.."Vi110, Hu. e 
Co~putor Sc1en~~ca. 19~2. 
Hord, R. H., Digit.nl ~ PrOe~cll1n~ o:rnoI'owly Seo3Sfl D:l.u" r.3!! YCI'j~z 
Acad. Ft·., 1 S-8"Z 
I 
i' 
! 
I' 
\ 
_ .0' 
Iutarnat1.olml Joint Ccn.feren~c6 on A:t'tU'icSal Ii'lto1l4~no3 
IntGrr.ntlonn.l '~nforene('!e: on Robot. V~r.d~n - 'Ina In:iuatr!!?.l Robot J'C"wrtl"l 
nnd SonGer nQVimf 
\farkshop:; on Ind\lStrinl A11.i?liCQ.t.1ono of' Cc~:Fut,~<Z' V1a1C;l .. ~il: CnnkUt"""lr 
Scc10ty 
SPIE Technical SJl'l:poom - Socwty or Fh!)tc-Op~1c::.l. :rm .. trtt:;~n~1.tion 
tr.z me cro 
nSF \lcrblhopJ (Apsriodlc uor!mhops on "uriCl'lm toplcu in oonpuw::o vlfsicn). 
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OHH1\i;JP~t ~::;~~~~ H1 
or P~OR QUAU'f'! 
ORlGtNt'.L PAG~ m 
OF POOR QUAUTV 
BIlrrCi3, H.G. cu.i Tcnonb~. J. H. t "C::lr:put~t1en:\'. Vitd.Q:19~ ~~C~ ~g_t}:'!I 
ll~. Vol • .s9, l~o. 5, ff..a;; lSS1, pp. 572-595. 
B1nfom, 1'.0., "SUZOV.:lY of Hcd!')l-nnz.;~ Ir!l£o Ar:illyei.'J Sycto~.tt Eol~()t.1QC'J 
Rrmaa..-ehe Vol. 1, Ho. 1, Spring 1932~ l?P 16-61~. 
D:md.:fo Ii., GlCo:lF..ltr.tion:\l Apr:rroeh~o to ll>il8'3 Ufidm..~tnnd1..'15i 
,2.urm;ra, Vol. 11;., Ho. 1t' F;.:'l.%'ch 1932, pp. 3-'71. 
Ch1l!, n. 'r., "t.utorzatu--d V1Gual I.c:3p:letiml Tecr&iqv.oo ~ AF,Pliczt.1e:m s A 
B1bl1o...~~'ly.· ~tteZ1l ~a~~1.t1!l;!.o Vol. 5, Ire. l}.o 1S"'32c 
pp. ~Z8-J.57. 
C-onsry. D., CunniuBln11, R., ~undo ~ •• High, J a. run EO"Jtf, C •• 
Cor.mutcr Vioio:l ... JPL 81-92~ JPL, l(1s.d$O, c,.\. Hov. 1, 1~1. 
It:'UCO%'', R.P. end ThOl:l~on, U.D., "A 'l'octa1c:ll r.x:d E~~n1J.;ic .'\oac;:.;:;~n~ of 
Co~putor Vinion fQr limIOct.icn M.d Robotic !..s~tlbly J" ~.£.:....9~ 
:U~. Vol. 69, no. 12, Doc. 1931, pp. 15z!!-15~. 
Ro~enfald, A.. Pict\..m3 Pr~at1a~1. U. of Hd. C.S. ~ntcrt Co11o& 
Fnrk, I·rd.. A y~ly bibliography of C02p1.t.cr F!'o:oc:>nUlg of 
pictcrial 1nfar~t1on. 
Sr1har1, S. H. 
Survoya. 
"Roprotlcnt.-:.tlon of :3 D D:1.e1tnl ~o." Acm CCr~1:\~t.ltl5. 
Vol. i), lIo. 4 DIle. 1931.. pp. :;99-421~. 
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